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PART I
INTRODUCTION
2
INTRODUCTION
As part of cuI tural resource management efforts to find, record, and
evaluate archeological remains in the area of the Richard B. Russell Dam
and Lake on the Savannah River in South Carolina and Georgia, the Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, conducted
. surveys under contract with Interagency Archeological Services Atlanta,
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service, United States Department of
Interior. The major survey conducted for this project was done by Taylor
and Smith (1978). This survey and report provided the majority of data
pertaining to the location and nature of prehistoric and historic archeo-
logical sites in the proposed reservoir.
Because of the temporal and fiscal parameters surrounding that survey,
it was not possible at that time to evaluate as thoroughly as desired cer-
tain prehistoric and historic sites encountered. In particular, many sites
were not subsurface tested due to time and labor limitations. Accordingly,
in August 1978, Interagency Archeological Services prepared a scope of work
which identified 84 sites (Figure 1) drawn from the original population of
over 490 sites evaluated by Taylor and Smith (1978), which needed addi-
tional information. Under the direction of co-principal investigators Dr.
Robert L. Stephenson and Richard L. Taylor, the Institute agreed to under-
take further evaluation of these sites in a proposal submitted in September
1978. In October 1978, a contract was signed by both Interagency Archeo-
logical Services and the Insti tu te setting forth the goals and procedures
for this testing program.
According to the contract [C-5817(79)], a preliminary review draft of
the final report was to be submitted by 30 July 1980, which was to describe
methods and results of fieldwork and laboratory analysis. By 30 December,
1980, a final report that addressed the Interagency Archeological Services
review comments was to be submitted.
Fieldwork on the the 84 sites under the direction of Richard L. Taylor
began 9 October 1978 and terminated sometime in March, 1979. In the same
month, Taylor prepared a proposal for reconnaissance survey of the islands·
and the Cleveland property located below the 477-foot contour. These lands
had not been surveyed during the previous surveys by Taylor and Smith
(1978) • Fieldwork began on 19 March 1979 for the island reconnaissance.
Fieldwork for the islands and Cleveland property was terminated 18 April
1979. All work had been completed on these lands except for islands that
could only be reached on Sundays when water was not being released from the
Hartwell Dam. The findings of the surveys done on the Cleveland property
and the islands were to be reported within the time schedules of the parent
contract [C-5817(79)] for which these later surveys were appended through a
change order (No.1).
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The Goals of the 84 Sites Testing Program
According to the scope of work, of the greater than 490 potentially
significant archeological sites identified by Taylor and Smith (1978),
"some 84 potential archeological sites (specified in Table 1) require
supplemental archeological investigations to accurately characterize the
nature and extent of cultural resources they represent and to evaluate
their significance, in order to develop adequate plans for such mitigation
of adverse impact as may be required." The scope of work further states
that "to a large extent the precise determinations of the extent and inte-
grity of the cultural resources is (sic) uncertain due to differing sets of
information being unattainable in initial phases of survey and reconnais-
sance." Thus, it is clear that the 84 sites chosen were selected because
of information deficiencies required for cultural resource planning needs
at that time, and not because they have any special characteristics or form
naturally defined suites of sites related to any research problem or miti-
gation strategy.
In the subsequent proposal written by Taylor addressing the data re-
quirements for the 84 sites (see Table 1), the following procedures were to
be implemented as agreed upon in the contract. These consisted of five
objectives or procedures (A-E) and at each of the 84 sites one or more of
these procedures were to be conducted (Table 1).
These objectives can be briefly summarized as follows. Objective A
was a series of surface collection strategies, which were to be implemented
according to the size of the site and the amount of exposed ground surface.
Many of the sites slated for surface collection were subsurface tested
(Objective C) because of pqor ground conditions for surface collecting.
Objective 8 was intended to evaluate the nature and extent of post-occupa-
tional disturbances at a site. This was to include the mapping of surface
disturbances and the subsurface testing of areas of a site where the
preservation was unknown. Objective C was to determine if undisturbed
artifacts, features or strata existed at a site. This was accomplished by
placing a grid over a site and subsurface testing through shovel tests or a
bucket auger (phase 1). Depending on the results of this phase, excavation
squares would be opened (phase 2). Objective D consisted of the same two
phases of subsurface testing as Objective C, except that more extensive
excavations would be done according to the complexities of the site. The
historic sites were the focus of Objective E. These sites were to have all
surface features mapped. Then a systematic subsurface probing exercise was
to be carried out to discover and map buried features and architectural
remains. Test excavations were to follow the subsurface probing in order
to identify the nature and extent of the buried feature. Controlled sur-
face collections were to be done on sites with no surface cultural fea-
tures, and based on the surface densities of artifacts, subsurface testing
would be done. Standing structures and buried architectural remains were
to be dated by means of architectural style and artifact associations.
In this report we have tried to utilize where available the observa-
tions, interpretations and conclusions of Richard Taylor. Taylor prepared
11 site descriptions in 1980 that were incorporated into this report except
7
TABLE 1
LIST OF SITES BY OBJECTIVES
FOR 84 SITES TESTING PROGRAM
Site Obj. A Obj. B Obj. C Obj. D Obj. E
9EB57 X
*9EB62 X
9EB65 X
IJ9EB201 X
9EB208 X
9EB217 X
9EB228 X
9EB230 X
9EB234 X
9EB235 X
9EB236 X X
9EB237 X
9EB238 X
9EB256 X
9EB258 X
9EB259 X
9EB289 X
9EB306 X
9EB317 X
9EB327 X
9EB328 X
9EB336 X
9EB349 X
9EB350 X
9EB352 X
9EB353 X
9EB358 X
9EB366 X
9EB374 X
9EB389 X
9EB930 X
9EB393 X
9EB398 X
9EB399 X
9EB402 X
9EB412 X
9EB416 X
9EB417 X
38AB9 X
38AB12 X
38AB14 X
38AB75 X
38AB115 X
38AB130 X
8
TABLE (Cont.)
Site Obj. A Obj. B Obj. C Obj. D Obj. E
38AB131 X
38AB132 X
38AB142 X
38AB163 X
38AB164 X
38AB166 X
38AB169 X
38AB170 X
38AB174 X
38AB175 X
38AB184 X
38AB193 X
38AB194 X
38AB198 X
38AB201 X
38AB202 X
38AB210 X
IJ38AB215 X
38AB216 X
38AB221 X
IJ38AB226 X
38AB227 X
IJ38AB236 X
+38AB237 X
38AB239 X
37AB244 X
38AB249 X
38AB255 X
38AB258 X
38AB260 X
38AB266 X
38AB267 X
38AB275 X
38AB277 X
38AB278 X
38AB279 X
38AB282 X
38AB284 X
38AB285 X
38AB288 X X
TOTALS 7 8 37 18 21
* No site records could be found
+ Out of multiple resource area
# Discussed as an historic site
9
where corrections had to be made in minor detail. Among these descriptions
·are the description and background work done by Taylor for Millwood Planta-
tion (38AB9) and Gregg Shoals (9EB259). Harmon wrote all of the historic
site (Objective E) descriptions and tabulated all of the historic artifacts
because he had experience with historic sites and because he had worked on
some of these sites during the original 84 sites survey. He made specific
recommendations where he could and provided opinions about what might be
profitably done with the historic sites.
The most reasonable use of the data presented herein is descriptive in
function. It is a description of what was found at each site, where mate-
rials were found horizontally and spatially, the degree of erosion present
at a site, and other damages. These kinds of data were gathered as directed
in the contract to help clear up deficiencies in the first survey report.
These tasks were not directed by any pre-existent hypotheses, problem
domains or other anthropologically based arguments for significance. For
example, if a site is totally plowed, partially eroded, has a low density
of artifacts, etc., it can only be evaluated in light of research questions
that specify data requirements.
It should be clear that just because a site was totally plowed and
possessed no undisturbed sediments, it is not precluded from any further
research potential. Also, the use of 30 x 30 cm shovel tests, as was done
on these sites, is an effective technique for evaluating stratification and
the presence of undisturbed soil layers. It obviously is not an effective
technique for determining whether a site has features. On many sites where
it was not clear just how much of the A horizon was missing, we tended to
repeat the findings of the survey team in light of answering the original
question posed by the objective for that site.
Organization of This Report
Descriptions of the 84 sites are presented first by prehistoric
Georgia and South Carolina sites, then historic Georgia and South Carolina
sites. Because prehistoric chipped stone was the primary form of artifact
recovered from these sites, the lithic specimens recovered are listed in a
table for each site. All lithic materials tabulated in this report are
made of quartz or quartz crystal unless specified otherwise. Other arti-
factual remains from these and the Islands-Cleveland property survey are
reported in Appendices A-F. In the following maps that accompany each site
description, the shovel tests or auger holes that are shaded in indicate
that artifacts were present.' Part III of the report consists of site des-
criptions of s1 tes found on the reconnaissance survey performed on the
islands and the Cleveland property.
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PART II
THE 84 SITES
11
12
GEORGIA PREHISTORIC SITES
9EB57
Site 9EB57 was located in an agr~cul tural field located on a ridge
nose. It was reported to be 5,000 m in extent, to have a 20 cm site
depth, and to have suffered moderate damage (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appen-
dix A). Early, Middle, and Late Archaic components were previously known
to be present, although no diagnostic artifacts were found during testing.
The field had been planted in soybeans and had been recently harvested
before testing.
A 20 x 10m grid was set up over an area 100 x 60 m. Thirty-nine
shovel tests were excavated with eight producing artifacts (Table 2). A
light brown plowzone of sandy clay overlay the compact red clay. The red
clay ranged in depth from 8 to 30 cm below the surface. Field notes indi-
cated that surface materials (which were not collected) clustered near the
road going through the site. No evidence of undisturbed deposits were
encountered, and no field map was made.
TABLE 2
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB57
Provenience Chunks Other Thinning Flake Tool
Number Flakes Flakes /Itsll/ledges
2 (990N 1080E) 1/1
3 (990N 1100E)
4 (1000N 1000E) 1
5 ( 1000N 1020E) 1 1
8 (1020N 1040E) 1
9 (1020N 1080E) 1
10 (1030N 1020E) 1 2
11 ( 1030N 1040E) 3 1
Most artifacts were restricted to the plowzone, especially since the
red clay subsoil was close to the surface in.places. In some places on the
site, artifacts were dense, which was interesting. The question of whether
or not sub-plowzone feature remnants still exist was not well answered by
the small shovel tests. Accordingly, it was difficult to draw any firm
conclusions as to whether or not the site warranted further work.
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9EB65
Located on a terrace just above Beaverdam Creek, thi~ site was situ-
ated in a pasture and was originally reported to be 7,500 m in area with a
site depth of 20 cm (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). It was also re-
ported to be moderately damaged. No diagnostics were found during the ini-
tial survey and only a quartz flake tool was discovered on the surface
during the testing phase.
A base line was set up that ran 150 west of north the first 130 m.
breaking to 300 west of north to go through a clearing in a tree line,
crossing into the next field for 70 m. then returning 15° west of north for
the remaining 30 m (Mapping data were confusing; hence, no map is presented
here). A 50 x 10 m grid was set up over this base line and 15 shovel tests
were excavated. None of these tests contained artifacts. Beneath a humus
layer was a brown sandy loam that overlay a red clay. This red clay ranged
in depth from 4 to 36 em below the surface, with the deepest part located
in the northern section of the site. There was some evidence that the site
had been plowed. Due to erosion and plowing this si te did not appear to
have any undisturbed sediments surviving.
9EB208
Located on a terrace, this site. reported as being 45,000 m2 in ex-
tent. had been moderately damaged due to agriculture. In the original site
records. it was described as a possible quarry because of an outcropping of
quartz on the northern border (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). Most of
the site was still in use for agricultural purposes. However. to the south
of a road that cut across the southern section of the site. a field was
present that had been abandoned from 5 to 15 years. Saplings of scrub oak,
cedar. and pine were growing in the area.
It was reported that this site had components from the Early Archaic
through the Mississippian periods (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A),
based on a collection of hafted bifaces from the Robert Herndon collection
and the ceramics collected during the survey. No hafted bifaces. however.
were found during this testing. Three simple stamped sherds were found.
confirming a Woodland component.
Thirty-five shovel tests were dug 20 m apart. forming a grid 80 x 120
m (Figure 2). Five additional squares were excavated in the northeastern
part of the site. and three more to the south of the road. for a total of
43 shovel tests. Twenty-five of these produced artifacts (Table 3). The
plowzone averaged 10 cm in depth with a sandy clay loam below. Red or
yellow clay was encountered from 4 to 68 cm below the surface. The deepest
part of the site seemed to be the northern section. At shovel test N200,
E100, artifacts were found as deep as 25 em and 50 em wi th most of them
occurring between 9 and 25 em.
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TABLE 3
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB208
Provenience Chunks Other Thinning Flake Tools Unifaces Biface OtherNumber Flakes Flakes Htls/Hedges Blanks Lithics
11 (120N 200E) l a/l12 (120N 220E) 1
14 (140N 120E) 1
l b16 (160N 140E) 1 418 (140N 200E) 1 l c20 (160N 120E) 2 1
22 (160N 160E) 1
25 (l80N lOOE) 1 1
26 (180N 120E) 2 2
27 (180N 140E) 1
l b
\028 (180N 160E) 4 2 1/1 ....29 (180N 180E) l a
31 (180N 220E) 1
32 (200N l00E) 1 333 (200N 120E) l d34 (200N 140E) 2 1 1'/1
l b35 (200N 160E) 3 1 2 136 (200N 180E) 1
l b37 (200N 200E) 238 (200N 220E) 2
39 (220N 180E) 3 1 2e
40 (220N 200E) 1 1
41 (220N 220E) 1 1
l f42 (240N 200E)43 (240N 220E) 4d 8a
a - Quartzite
b - Steatite fragment
c - Diorite fragment
d - 1 Tuff chunk
e - 1 Diorite flake
f - Ridge and Valley chert
g - 2 Tuff flakes
Compared to many of the sites visited during the 84 sites testing pro-
gram, site 9EB208 appeared to have post-depositional disturbances limited
to plowing. The surviVing topsoil seemed fairly continuous and full of
artifacts, indicating that the site probably had some horizontal or spatial
integrity, and some artifacts were found below the plowed soil. The site
was also interesting from the standpoint of a cUlturally diverse occupa-
tional history. Several exotic raw materials were present, suggesting
prolonged usage or successive occupation because non-quartz, especially
non-Piedmont lithic raw materials, constitutes a minority proportion of
artifacts in chipped stone forms in the Piedmont. Sites that possess large
numbers of such specimens would require occupation spans that were longer
than most sites in the Piedmont that typically do not have exotic arti-
facts. This site should be considered for further investigation to deter-
mine the presence of features and patterns of site str~cture as defined on
the basis of artifact patterning.
9EB217
Located in an active pasture, this site covered 625 m2 and contained
Early and Middle Archaic a.rtifacts. Testing revealed a ceramic component as
well. It was previously reported as being on a terrace, suffering moderate
damage, and having no site depth (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The
site wason an isthmus between a farm pond and a creek, with a road along
the crest of the isthmus. The area around 1010N, 940E had been bulldozed.
Thirty-three shovel tests were excavated in a 20 x 10 m grid over an
area 160 x 40 .m in extent (Figure 3). Seven tests produced artifacts
(Table 4). Not all of the tests encountered red clay, but in the ones that
did, they ranged from 1 to 20 em below the surface. Six tests failed to
encounter red clay. At 900N, 960E, the test was excavated to 40 cm. A
sandy humus 2 em thick overlay a light brown sandy soil that extended 24 cm
below the surface. Below that and to the bottom of the test was an orange-
brown, coarse sandy soil. All but one of these tests that did not hit red
clay produced artifacts, but the field notes did not indicate the depths of
these finds. At 1OOON, 840E, two large stones (approximately 16 x 8 em
each--one of quartz, one unknown) were encountered side-by-side at a depth
of 10 cm. These stones were not saved. In addition to the Coastal Plain
chert found during the survey, Ridge and Valley chert, tuff, and steatite
artifacts were discovered.
Compared to most sites tested in this project, site 9EB217 seemed unu-
sual, because a sandy topsoil of considerable depth was encountered. Fur-
thermore, this sand mantle produced artifacts. It was not clear what this
topsoil deposit represented. It could be a surviving A horizon that es-
caped to some extent the ravages of erosion or perhaps a colluvial deposit
or a slope wash deposit from an adjacent but higher area of the isthmus.
More testing would be required to answer these questions. The area with
the deep sandy soil, however, was not large spatially, which might diminish
its value in further testing.
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Figure 3: Location Map of Site 9EB217
TABLE 4
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB217
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface)
2 (980N 940E)
4 (990N 940E)
5 (990N 960E)
6 (990N 980E)
7 (1000N 840E)
8 (1000N 880E)
9 (1010N 960E)
Chunks
1
1
1
1
Thinning
Flakes
Preforms
Whole (Frags.)
(1)
other
Lithics
a - All Ridge and Valley Chert
b - 1 Ridge and Valley, 1 Tuff flake
c - Steatite fragment
9EB228
This site was located in an agricultural field on a ridgetop. The
field n~tes de$cribed the site as being ona knoll. It .was reported to be
2.250 m in extent with no $ite depth and suffering from moderate damage
(Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). No diagnostic artifacts were found
during the survey and testing. The site was recently plowed before testing
took place. A broken plow blade was found on the surface. The site notes
described the plowing as being so heavy that there was no indication of
undisturbed soil.
A total of 43 shovel tests was excavated (Figure 4) with two producing
artifacts (Table 5). Surface artifacts were noted to cluster at the top of
the knoll. The grid was 20 x 10m and was set up over a 120 x 65 m area
(Figure 4). The plowzone was a loose red-brown sandy loam that overlay a
hard-packed red clay. This red clay ranged in depth from 10 to 25 cmbelow
the surface.
Based upon the notes it appeared that no sub-plowzone artifact-bearing
horizons were left because of the thorough plowing. There did seem to be
some sandy loam typical of A horizons present as represented by the plow-
zone. Artifacts of unknown density might still be present in the plowzone.
especially near the knoll top. The question of whether feature remnants
exist below the plowzone was not answered by the shovel tests.
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TABLE 5
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB228
Provenience
Number
2 (990N 960E)
6 (1020N 940E)
a - Tuff
b - Hammerstone
Flake Tools
(tools/edges)
9EB230
Other
Lithics
This site was located on a ridgetop in an old orchard. The area under
the trees was covered ~ a heavy growth of grass. The site was initially
reported to be 2,500 m in area, with a 15cm depth, and to have moderate
site damage. Only undiagnostic lithiqs were found in the survey and noth-
ing was found in Phase II testing.
Twelve shovel te.sts were excavated in a 10 x 10 m grid over a 50 x 10
m area (Figure 5). Below the humus a light brown loam was encountered,
which overlay .a compact red clay. This red clay ranged in depth from 4 to
30 cm below the surface.
Based upon the field notes it appeared that the site was fully eroded
and formerly plowed, thus eliminating the possibility of undisturbed cul-
tural remains.
9EB234
Site 9EB234 was previously reported as being 22,500 m2 in area with no
specified site depth. It was located in an old clear-cut field on a ridge-
top with a surrounding vegetation of mixed pine and hardwood. The field
was overgrown in weeds and honeysuckle. During the initial survey, Early
Archaic artifacts were found (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). A Morrow
Mountain II point was discover.ed on the surface during testing, thus adding
a Middle Archaic component to the site.
A total of 37 shovel tests was excavated using a 20 x 50 m grid over a
290 x 190 m area (Figure 6). Only one test produced an artifact,a single
thinning flake (Table 6). The area in which the flake was found, the
northwest part of the site, was noted to be very eroded and located on a
slope. A layer of brown sandy loam intermixed with pebbles overlay the
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red clay. This red clay ranged from 4 to 36 cm below the surface over the
site. The deepest part of the site appeared to be in the southeastern
section.
Because of the obvious massive erosion, it was doubtful if undisturbed
deposits were here.
TABLE 6
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB234
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface)
5 (850N 1020E)
a - Morrow Mountain
Chunks
2
Thinning
Flakes
3
1
9EB235
Flake Tools
(flakes/edges)
1/2
Points
Whole (Frags.)
This site was located on a ridge nose with a surrounding vegetation of
pine and hardwood. rz was earlier reported (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appen-
dix A) to be 1,100 m in area (relatively intact) with a site depth of 20
cm. Check and complicated stamped pottery were found during testing. No
diagnostic lithics were found, but a fragment of steatite was discovered(Table 7).
TABLE 7
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB235
Provenience Chunks Other Thinning Other
Number Flakes Flakes Lit h i c s
5 (90N 120E) 1
6 (90N 130E) 2 3 1a
7 (90N 140E) 2 2
8 (90N 150E) 2 1
9 (110N 130E)
a - Steatite fragment
24
A total of 13 shovel tests was dug using a 10 x 20 m grid over a 50 x
20 m area (Figure 7). Five of these tests produced artifacts (Table 7).
In examining the soils, a dark red-brown loam was found underlying a humus.
This loam gradually increased in clay content with depth until red clay was
reached. The loam ranged in depth over the site from 10 to 47 cm. It was
noted in shovel test 90N, 130E that pottery and lithics were found from 15
to 20 cm deep. The next 10 cm were sterile, after which pottery and
lithics were found from 30 to 39 cm below surface. From 39 to 47 cm the
test was sterile. This would seem to indicate that intact deposits might
still be present at this site. The field notes indicated that "possibly"
the remnants of a midden were preserved here. This evidence suggested that
more work might be possible.
9EB236
Site 9EB236 was located on a ridgetop in a field th~t had been clear-
cut from logging. It was earlier reported to be 5,000 m in area with no
site depth and having moderate damage (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A).
The surrounding vegetation consisted of cedar, pine, and hardwood sapling,
low brush, and briars. During the initial survey, undiagnostic lithics and
ceramics were discovered. During testing, additional ceramics were uncov-
ered as well as a Caraway point (Table 8). This site had at least a Late
Woodland, and probably a Mississippian component.
Twenty-six shovel tests were excavated 40 m apart in an area 160 x 320
m in extent. No site map was made by the field team. Seventeen shovel
tests that produced artifacts were spaced out over the entire grid area
(Table,8). Beneath a layer of forest litter was a red-brown loam, which
overlay red clay. The red clay varied in depth from 1 to 33 cm below the
surface. At 880N, 1120E, a feature, which was interpreted to be a probable
tree root, was encountered from 30 to 40 cm below the surface. It was
characterized by an intrusion of a gray-brown loam into the red clay in the
southwest corner of the test. The soil in the feature was not as compacted
as the hard red clay.
This site had some survlvlng remnant of an A horizon, probably in the
form of a plowzone. Artifact density seemed fairly high, suggesting that
while the site might be deflated and plowed, the artifactual element might
still be largely present. No definite features were found. The site might
enable horizontal distributional studies to be made, based on the spatially
extensive artifact-bearing plowzone remnants.
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TABLE 8
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB236
Provenience
Number
3 (880N 1040E)
4' (880N 1080E )
5 (960N 1120E)
6 (1040N 1120E)
7 (920N 1120E)
8 (960N 1040E)
9 (1000N 1040E)
10 (800N 1080E)
11 (840N 1080E)
12 (1010N 1160E)
13 (920N 1080E)
15 (1050N 1160E)
16 (920N 1160E)
17 (970N 1200E)
19 (1040N 1040E)
20 (800N 1120E)
21 (880N 1120E)
a - 1 Hematite
b - 1 Tuff
c - Tuff
d - Caraway
Chunks
2
1
1
1
2a
2
1
1
2
Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
3
3
1
3
1
9EB237
Points
Whole (Frags.)
Preforms
Whole (Frags.)
This site2 was situated on a ridgetop in a clear-cut field and was
about 17,500 m in extent. It had been heavily damaged due to logging.
Middle Archaic artifacts and one prehistoric ceramic sherd were recovered
during the original survey (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). It was
recorded as having a depth of 20 em. The center of the site had been com-
pletely stripped of vegetation and had suffered from erosion. Two slash
piles were also located in the center of the site. The surrounding vege-
tation was sparse and consisted of pine saplings, briars, shrubs, and
grasses.
Twenty-eight shovel tests were excavated. These were spaced 20 m
apart in an area 60 m x 140 m (Figure 8). Ten of these tests produced
artifacts, but no diagnostic lithic artifacts or ceramics were found (Table
9). Red clay was reached from 3 to 16 em below surface. The topsoil con-
sisted of a brown sandy loam.
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The integrity of this site was greatly reduced by recent logging dis-
turbances and the erosion of the topsoil. It is doubtful that undisturbed
deposits still exist.
TABLE 9
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB237
Provenience Fire-Cracked Chunks Other Thinning Flake Tools
Number (grams) Flakes Flakes (tools/edges)
1 (Surface) 2/2
3 (80N 120E) 8.2 4 3
4 (80N 140E) 1
6 (lOON 120E) 2
7 (100N 140E) 1
8 (100N 220E) 1
11 (120N 140E)
12 (120N 200E) 4
13 (120N 220E) 1
14 (140N 200E) 1
15 (140N 220E)
9EB238
Located on a ridgetop overlooking Beaverdam Creek in ~n old clear-cut
field, this site was previously reported as being 15,000 m in extent with
no si te depth and having suffered heavy damage (Taylor and Smith 1978:
Appendix A). No diagnostic artifacts were reported, and none were discov-
ered during testing. The field is presently overgrown with weeds and small
pine saplings. Bulldozer disturbances were noted along the tree line of
the site.
Twenty-eight shovel tests were excavated 20 m apart in a 100 x 120 m
area. Only two shovel tests produced artifacts (Table 10). Beneath a thin
humus, which was not always present, was a brown sandy loam, after which
red clay was encountered. The red clay occurred from 3 to 30 cm below the
surface. The field team indicated-that there was no evidence of any undis-
turbed deposits (Figure 9).
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TABLE 10
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB238
Provenience
Number
2 (880N 1010E)
3 (900N 1000E)
9EB258
Thinning
Flakes
1
1
It was previously reported that this site was 1,500 m2 in extent and
located in a clear-cut field on a ridge nose. It was also reported to be
moderately damaged due to logging and was thought to have no site depth
(Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The surrounding vegetation was mixed
pine and hardwood. Slash piles covered a large part of the site and a road
cut through the middle. The field team indicated that the site had been
extemely disturbed by erosion.
Twenty shovel tests were excavated in a 10 x 20 m grid over a 20 x 100
m area. Five of these tests produced artifacts (Figure 10; Table 11). A
humus layer of about three centimeters overlay a light brown sandy loam.
Red clay was encountered between 0 and 29 cm below the surface with no pat-
tern to the depth found over the site. No diagnostic artifacts were found,
although the previous survey reported Early and Middle Archaic components.
TABLE 11
ARTIFACTS FROM 9EB258
Provenience
Number
2 (90N 100E)
3 (90N 150E)
7 (110N 120E)
8 (110N 140E)
9 (110N 150,E)
Chunks
2
Thinning
Flakes
4
2
1
1
7
Surviving remnants of the A horizon were revealed by light brown sandy
loam overlying red clay. From grid 140E to 200E, there was a fairly contin-
uous mantle of loam remaining. Artifacts were found in the western side of
this mantle. Recovery of horizontal distributions might be possible within
the sandy loam. Basal remnants of features, if present, could also be pre-
served under the loam. Further data recovery might be possible given the
loam remnant.
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9EB259
This site was known as the Gregg Shoals site, because it was located
at Gregg Shoals at the confluence of Pickens Creek with the Savannah River,
which resulted in a triangular-shaped piece of land on which the site was
located (Figure 11).
This site had been the subject of much interest because there was a
four-meter high cutbank present, and it was obvious that there were undis-
turbed cultural deposits present. Gregg Shoals was also the location of
the Gregg Shoals Dam, site 38AN36. Gregg Shoals Dam was built between 1906
and 1908 and was the first hydroelectric project on the river. It con-
sisted of a concrete dam that stretched completely across the river. The
structure served as the location for the turbines used to generate elec-
tricity.
When Hartwell Dam was built by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the
late 1950s, it was necessary to breach the Gregg Shoals Dam to provide for
an orderly discharge of the waters released from Hartwell Dam for power
generation. When water is released for power generation, the water level
in this area can fluctuate up to eight feet. The breach in the dam was
necessary in order to reduce any unnecessary flooding upstream from the
dam. Unfortunately the breach was placed so that the flow of water was
channeled directly at the riverbank of the Gregg Shoals site. It was not
'possible to get any precise information about the extent of erosion, but at
least three informants estimated that approximately 100 feet of the river-
bank had eroded at this point. The informants' statements were supported
by the maps printed by the Corps of Engineers based on aerial photography
in 1968, which showed that a road connected the picnic area north of the
site with the site area proper. The maps showed the road to the site and
to the picnic areas and the hill to be a continuous loop. When the site
was visited in September of 1977, it was not possible to go from the site
area to the picnic area along the riverbank safely. At this time, the
large volume of water released from the Hartwell Dam is undercutting the
riverbank, which causes slumping.
Informal studies monitoring bank erosion indicated that during one
three-month period one to seven feet of the bank was removed. Stakes were
placed at one-foot intervals at different areas along the bank. Orange
flags were tied to nearby trees in order to locate the placement of the
stakes. When the area was checked, not only were the four stakes gone,
indicating that four feet of the bank had eroded, but, also, the tree with
the orange flag that was used to mark the location of the stakes had
already been undercut and had fallen on the beach area below.
When the site was first visited, it was described as being 90 x 90 m
in extent and the depth was listed at 200 crn. This was based on an inspec-
tion of a profile of the cutbank. The vegetation was noted to be bottom-
land hardwoods and the landform was noted to be a terrace. Cultural compo-
nents present were listed as Early Archaic, Middle Archaic, Late Archaic,
Woodland, Mississippian, and Historic. In addition, an undetermined poten-
tially diagnostic biface was found there. These cultural affiliations were
primarily given not on the basis of what was found, but by materials that
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were provided by collectors in the area. Swift Creek pottery, Ridge and
Valley chert, quartz flakes, cores, and numerous hammerstones have been
noted.
Testing at site 9EB259 consisted of placing 24 auger tests over an
area 60 x 100 m (Figure 11). The depths of these auger tests varied from
42 to 254 cm below surface.
Auger test 1 (Figure 11) produced quartz flakes, including two uti-
lized flakes, from a zone 61 to 111 cm below surface (Table 12). Auger
test 2, yielded numerous quartz flakes, including one utilized flake and
one quartz biface (a possible Morrow Mountain I point), in a zone between
40 to 123 cm below surface. A second artifact-bearing zone was noted at
152 to 217 cm in which three quartz flakes were recovered.
Auger test 3 was excavated to a depth of 255 cm. Three sherds were
found in the upper 37 cm of the deposit. In a second zone from 79 to 88
cm, quartz flakes and one tuff flake were noted. A third zone, 97 to 116
cm, contained three quartz flakes.
Auger test 4 was excavated to 252 cm below surface. The uppermost
zone, to a depth of 49 cm, contained flakes, 'including one tuff flake. At
a depth of 70 to 79 cm, two quartz flakes were noted. No other artifacts
were found in this test.
Auger test 5 was excavated to a depth of 254 cm below surface. One
quartz flake was recovered at a depth of 125 to 134 cm.
Auger test 6 was excavated to a depth of 252 cm. An uppermost zone
from 0 to 49 cm contained both sherds and flakes, including one flake of
Coastal Plain chert. A second artifact-bearing zone was noted from 92 to
103 em below surface. Artifacts recovered from this zone consisted
entirely of quartz flakes. A third zone containing quartz flakes was found
from 112 to 130 cm.
In auger test 7, the uppermost 38 cm of this test consisted of collu-
vium from upslope. A single artifact-bearing zone was located between 87
and 149 cm. Five quartz flakes were recovered from this zone.
Auger test 8 was excavated to a depth of 156 cm below surface. The
only artifact recovered was a sherd in the first 26 cm. Four angular peb-
bles were recorded.
Auger test 9 was excavated to a depth of 253 cm. Artifacts included
one quartz flake found between 44 and 56 em and 23 quartz flakes from a
dense artifact-bearing zone 82 to 131 cm below surface. At a depth of 187
to 196 cm, one quartz flake was recovered.
Auger test 10 was excavated to a depth of 250 cm below surface. No
artifacts were recovered from this test.
Auger test 11 was excavated to a depth of 252 cm. In the upper 30 cm
one prehistoric sherd and one shotgun shell casing were noted. At a depth
of- 41 to 51 cm, one sherd was found. No other artifacts were found,
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TABLE 12
ARTIFACTS AND PROVENIENCE AT 9EB259
Provenience Chunks Other Thinning Flake Tools Unifaces Points PebblesNumber Flakes Flakes IItls/ledges (Whole Frags.)
2 AT1(980N l00B) 0-16cm 1
3 AT1~980N 100B~ 48-61CM 34 ATI 980N 100E 61-70c. 1 135 AT1(980N 100B) 70-82cm 2 5 1/1 46 AT1~980N l00B~ 83-91c. 1 4 97 ATI 980N l00B 91-102cm 2 1 1/1 108 AT1(980N 100E) 103-111 CIII 1 29 AT1(980N 100E) '1'-'22cm 110 AT1(980N 100B) 143-154cm I
11 AT2(960N 1OOE) 49-58C111 3 412 AT2(960N l00B) 58-69cm 5 10 113 AT2(960N 100E) 69-80cm 4 8 1/1 l a 714 AT2(960N 100E~ 8O-89cm 8 3 215 AT2(960N 100B 89-102cm 1 I16 AT2(960H 100E) 102-113cm 1
17 AT2(960H 1OOE~ 113-123cm 2 118 AT2(960N 100B 142-152C11 419 AT2(960H 100E) 152-161cm 720 AT2~960H 100B~ 161-174C11
21 AT2 960H 100B 207-217cm
~ 22 AT2(960N 100E) 237-246C110\
24 AT3(940H 1000E) 28-36cm 126 AT3(940H l000B) 59-69c. 327 AT3(940H 1000E) 69-79cm
2b 728 AT3(940H 1000E) 79-88cm 1429 AT3(940H 1000E) 88-97cm 2030 AT3~940H 1000E~ 97-106cm 1 231 AT3 940H 1000E 106-116cm 2 232 AT3(940H l000E) 125-135cm 133 AT3(940H 1000E) 157-169cm I
34 AT4(920H 1000E) 25-37cm 2b 336 AT4(920H 1000E) 37-49cm
37 AT4(920H 1000E) 59-70cm 2 138 AT4(920H 1000E) 70-79cm 339 AT4(920H 1000E) 79-89clD 140 AT4(920H 1000E) 98-109cm 241 AT4(920H l000E) 109-117clD 142 AT4(920H l000E) 195-206cm 443 AT4(920N 1000E) 248-252cm 1
44 AT5(904H 980E) 39-52clII
45 AT5(904H 980E) 52-75clII
46 AT5(904H 980E) 94-106cm
47 AT5(904H 980E) 115-125cm
48 AT5(904H 980E) 125-134cm
49 AT5(904H 980E) 134-143cm
TABLE 12 (Cont.)
Provenienoe Chunks Other Thinning Flake Tools Unifaoes Points Pebbles
Number Flakes Flakes HtIs/Hedges (Whole Frags.)
51 A'1'6(920N 980E~ 24-37018 1052 AT6(920N 980E 37-4901D 1
53 AT6(920N 980E) 49-5901D 1
54 AT6(920N 980E) 71-82CID 2
55 AT6(920N 980E) 82-9201D 5
56 AT6(920N 980E) 92-103CJl1 6
57 AT6(920N 980E) 103-11201D 4
58 AT6~920N 980E) tt2-121 CID 1
59 AT6 920N 980E) 121-131 OlD 4
60 AT6(920N 980E) 131-13901D 1 2
61 AT6(92OO 980E) 185-19301D 1
62 AT6(920N 980E) 205-214011 163 AT6(920N 980E) 245-25201D 1
64 AT7(1000N 1000E) 47-5801D
65 AT7(I0008 l000E) 58-67CID
66 AT7(10008 1000E) 87-9401D
67 AT7(10008 1000E) 94-1 04OlD
6B AT7(I000N 1000E) 119-12901D
69 AT7(10008 1000E) 140-1490m
70 AT7(10008 1000E} 149-1.61 OlD 371 AT7(10008 1000E) 161-17001D 3
72 AT7(1000N 1000E) 223-23301D 1
VI 73 AT7(10008 l000E) 233-24101D 1
-3 74 AT7(1000N 1000E) 241-252CID 2
75 AT8(9808 980E) 0-250m 2
76 AT8(980N 980E) 43-4901D 2
78 AT8(980N 980E) 140-150CID 1
79 AT8(980N 980E) 150-160CID 1
80 AT9(960N 990E) 44-5601D
81 AT9(960N 990E) 71-820m 1
82 AT9(960N 990E) 82-92OlD 2 1
83 AT9(960N 990E) 92-10001D 1 5
84 AT9(960N 990E) 100-11001D 2 4
85 AT9(960N 990E) 110-121018 2 8 2
86 AT9(960N 990E) 121-1310m 1 4 1
87 AT9(960N 990E) 131-138CID 2
88 AT9(960N 990E) 138-14801D 1
89 AT9(960N 990E) 158-168CID 1
90 AT9(960N 990E) 181-196018
91 AT9(960N 990E) 224-232CID
92 AT10(960N 980E) 0-38018 1
93 AT10(9608 980E) 38-45018 194 AT10(960N 980E) 55-64018 3
96 AT10(960N 980E) 111-12101D 1
100 AT11(940N 990E) 52-63CID 2
102 AT11 (940N 990E) 76-86018 1
103 ATll (940N 990E) 86-97018 2
104 ATll (Q40N 9QOP.) 115-124('111
TABLE 12 (Cont.)
Provenience Chunks
Number
105 ATll(940N 99OE) 124-13}clII
106 AT11 (940N 990E) tJ}-141clII
'107 AT11(940N 99OE) 141-15}clII
108 AT11 (940N 990E) 15}-16}clII
109 AT11 (940N 990E) 16}-174clII
110 AT11(940H 990E) 174-184clI
111 ATll(940N 99OE) 184-192C11
112 AT12(920H 990E) 0-28C11
11} AT12(920H 99OE~ 28-}6clII
114 AT12(920H 990E }6-46C11
115 AT12(920H 99OE) 46-59C11
116 AT12(920H 990E) 59-70cm
117 AT12(920H 99OE) 70-80CII
118 AT12(920N 990E) 91-102C11
119 AT12(920N 99OE) 102-112C11
120 AT1}(980H 990E) 29-}9C11
121 AT1}(980N 990E~ 61-71cm
122 AT1}(980N 990E 71-8}clII
12} AT1}(980H 990E) 8}-94cm
124 AT1}~980H 99OE) 13}-144C11
125 AT1} 980N 990E) 15}-165C11
126 AT1}~980H 99OE~ 165-180CII
127 AT1} 980H 990E 225-2}5C11
~ 128 AT14(1020N1oooE) 0-2}C11(Xl 129 AT14(1020H 1oooE) 67-79C11
130 AT14(1020N 1OOOE) 79-90CII
1}1 AT14(1020H 1OOOE) 9O-1OOcm
1}2 AT15(1040H 1OOOE) 0-20CII
1}} AT15(1040H 1OOOE) 20-26C11, 1}4 AT15(1040H 1OOOE) 26-}4C11
1}5 AT15(1040N 1oooE) }4-42C11
1}6 AT15(1040NlOOOE) 42-48C11
137 AT15~1040N lOOOE~ 48-50CII
138 AT15 1040N 1000E 50-55C11
1J9 AT16~1020N 990E~ 0-26C11
140 AT16 1020N 990E 26-}2cm
141 AT16(1020N 990E) J2-4}clII
142 AT16(1020N990E) 4}-51cm
14} AT16(1020N 99OE) 51-61cm
144 AT16(1020N 99OE) 61-70clI
145 AT16(1020N 990E) 70-80clII
146 AT16(1020N 99OE) 8O-90cm
147 AT16(1020N 990E) 99-110cm
148 AT16~1020N 990E~ 110-117cm
149 AT16 1020N 990E 117-127clI
150 AT16(1020N 990E) 127-1JJclI
151 AT16(1020N 990E) DJ-141 CII
152 AT16(1020N 990E) 141-149cm
Other
Flskes
Thinning
Flakes
Flake Tools
IItls/lledges
Unifaces Points
(Whole Frags.)
Pebbles
6
1
8
13
2
1
}
4
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
11
2
11
1
1
1
J2
}4
2J
11
4
1
J
6
1
6
13
3
8
1
J
1
1
14
l1J
10
4
TABLE 12 (Cont.)
Provenienoe
Number
153 AT16(1020N 990E) 149-1570m
154 AT16(1020N 990E) 157-1670m
155 AT16(1020N 990E) 221-227cm
156 AT17(1020N 985E) 0-21om
157 AT1~(1020N 985E) 21-310m
158 AT17(1020N 985E) 31-410m
159 AT17(1020N 985E) 41-500m
161 AT17(1020N 985E) 62-700m
162 AT17(1020N 985E) 70-78cm
163 AT17(1020N 985E) 78-84om
164 AT17(1020N 985E) 84-930m
165 AT17(1020N 985E) 93-990m
167 AT17(1020N 985E) 114-120cm
168 AT17(102ON 985E) 136-1480m
169 AT17(1020N 985E) 148-153cm
170 AT17(1020N 985E) 168-1780m
171 AT17(1020N 985E) 178-188om
172 AT17(102ON 985E) 188-197cm
173 AT17(1020N 985E) 205-2110m
174 AT17(1020N 985E) 211-2190m
175 AT17(1020N 985E) 214-2280m
176 AT17(1020N 985E) 228-2360m
177 ATf7(1020N 985E) 236-241cm
178 AT17(1020N 985E) 241-2480m
179 AT18(1000N 980E) 0-420m
180 AT19(1040N 1005E) 0-280m
181 AT19(1040N 1005E) 28-450m
182 AT19(1040N 1005E) 71-790m
183 AT19(1040H 1005E) 86-94cm
184 AT19tl040N 1005E) 94-1010m
185 AT19(1040N 1005E)101-108om
186 AT19(1040N 1005E)119-1270m
187 AT19(1040N l005E)141~1470m
188 AT20(940N 940E) 33-430m
189 AT20(940N 940E) 43-540m
190 AT20(940N 940E) 54-630m
191 AT20(940N 940E) 63-730m
192 AT20(940N 940E) 73-820m
193 AT20(940N 940E) 82-90om
194 AT20(940N 940E) 9O-980m
195 AT20(940N 940E) 98-108om
Chunks Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
Flake Tools
IItle/liedges
Unifaoes Points
(Whole Frsgs.)
Pebbles
2
1
2
35
36
28
5
10
5
3
4
1
2
8
4
4
8
3
8
12
11
9
8
13
36
54
7
1
1
1
1
2
94
18
6
7
4
3
196 AT22(960N 960E)
197 AT22(960N 960E)
198 AT22(960N 960E)
199 AT22(960N 960E)
200 AT22(960N 960E)
202 AT22(960N 960F.)
29-370m
51-620m
62-730m
73-820m
82-930m
103-1140m
4
3
5
17
26
TABLE 12 (Cont.)
Provenience
lumber
203 AT22(960H 960E)
204 AT22(960H 960E)
205 AT22(960H 960E)
206 AT22(960H 960E)
207 AT22(960H 960E)
208 AT23(960H 940E)
209 AT23(9601 940E)
210 AT23(960H 940E)
211 AT24(930H 940E)
212 AT24(930H 940E)
213 AT24(930H 940E)
125-132cm
143-150clI
150-159cm
159-164clI
164-166cm'
9-21cm
21-32cm
42-52clI
0-28cm
28-36cm
45-53cm
Chunks Other
Plakes
Thinnill8
Plakes
Flake Tools
IItls/lledges
Unifaces Points
(Whole Frags.)
Pebbles
1
6
29
1
3
2
5
1
a • Morrow Mountain I point
b • 1 'luff
c • Coastal Plain Chert
Hote: Pebbles consist of quartz, quartzite and granite
although numerous angular pebbles were present, especially from 116 to 192
cm below surface.
Auger test 12 was excavated to a depth of 248 cm below surface. No
artifacts were recovered from this test, although numerous angular pebbles
were recovered in the upper 100 cm of soil.
Auger test 13 was excavated to a depth of 254 cm below surface. An
artifact-bearing zone containing two quartz flakes was noticed at 29 to 39
cm below surface. A second zone was noticed in the area between 61 and 94
cm in which three quartz flakes were recovered. No artifacts were present
below that depth in this test.
Auger test 14 was excavated to a depth of 252 cm. The only artifacts
recovered were five very small sherds a to 23 cm below surface. Some angu-
lar pebbles were found in zones 66 to 80 cm below surface and from 90 to
100 cm below surface.
Auger test 15 was excavated to a depth of 60 cm. The upper 12 cm con-
sisted of colluvium from the uplands. No artifacts were recovered. This
test was excavated to a very compact, red-brown soil layer, very likely the
contact zone between the alluvium and the ridge nose behind the site.
Auger test 16 was excavated to a depth of 248 cm below surface. No
artifacts were found in this test, although numerous angular pebbles were
found widely distributed in the upper 168 cm of the deposit.
No artifacts were recovered from augest test 17, although numerous
angular pebbles were present from a to 120 cm below surface and also from a
zone 168 to 248 cm below surface.
Auger test 18 was excavated to a depth of 42 cm below surface. This
test was in the red clay roadbed and it was not possible to go any further
into it.
Auger test 19 was excavated to a depth of 250 cm below surface. One
quartz flake was found in a zone 101 to 108 cm below surface and one from
141 to 147 cm below surface. No other artifacts were found, although some
angular pebbles were present at various levels.
Auger test 20 was excavated to a depth of 108 cm below surface. At
this point, a very compact soil zone was reached; it is very likely the
contact zone' between the alluvium and the ridge slope behind the site.
Quartz flakes were found in a zone from 33 to 54 cm below surface. Numer-
ous angular pebbles were found in this zone and continued down to the
stopping point of this test, 108 cm below surface.
Auger test 21 was excavated to a depth of 101 cm below surface. No
artifacts or angular pebbles were recovered from this test. It is likely
the test was terminated due to the fact that a contact zone between the
alluvium and the ridge slope behind the site had been reached.
Auger test 22 was excavated to a depth of 168 cm below surface. It is
likely that the contact zone between the alluvium and the ridge slope that
41
leads up behind the site was encountered. No artifacts were recovered from
this test, although numerous angular pebbles were observed, especially in a
zone from 50 to 114 em below surface and in another zone at 143 to 164 em
below surface.
Auger test 23 was excavated to a depth of 72 em below surface. At
this point, a very compact red-brown silty sand was encountered, and it was
not possible to continue the auger any further. No artifacts were recov-
ered from this test; only three angular pebbles were noted.
Auger test 24 was excavated to a depth of 82 em below surface. Here, a
very compact soil zone was encountered and it was not possible to continue.
One sherd was found in the upper 28 em of the deposit, and one quartz flake
was found at a level of 45 to 53 em below surface.
Figures 12 through 19 show the distribution of artifacts. The bulk of
the artifacts occurred in the strip closest to the Savannah River within
the nearest 10 m of the bank. There was a continuous distribution from 0
to 125 em below surface. From 125 to 150 em below surface (Figure 16), the
distribution of artifacts got spottier, with artifacts found only in auger
tests 5, 6, 7, 9 and 19. At 150 to 175 em below surface (Figure 17),
artifacts were recovered only in auger test 2. At 175 to 200 em, artifacts
were recovered only from auger test 9 (Figure 18), and the deepest that
artifacts were found was from 200 to 225 em in auger test 2.
Artifacts recovered from all these auger tests consisted primarily of
quartz flakes, although a few flakes of other raw materials such as Coastal
Plain chert, tuff, and rhyolite were also found (Table 12). It is inter-
esting to note that no bifaces (with the exception of one possible Morrow
Mountain I point), no diagnostic artifacts and no hammerstones were found.
The Gregg Shoals site could play a significant role in understanding
cultural stratigraphy and paleoenvironmental changes in the South Appa-
lachian area. The testing results revealed substantial depth to the arti-
fact deposits. Preceramic layers produced 11thic artifacts from depths
greater than 2.0 m. In order to understand better the nature and position
of these artifact-bearing layers, further subsurface testing is necessary.
Hand-excavated units sifted through quarter-inch mesh should be done in
selected areas. Backhoe trenches should also be dug. The trenches will
allow visual examination of any natural stratigraphic horizons and fea-
tures, if present. Upon gaining some appreciation for the subsurface
stratigraphic and areal patterns of the site, a proper mitigation research
design can then be formulated.
9EB2.89
This site was initially described as covering approximately 1,250 m2
along a ridgetop covered by mixed pine and hardwood (Taylor and Smith 1978:
Appendix A). An intensive surface collection of the area recovered Wood-
land period prehistoric materials and nineteenth-century Historic period
42
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Figure 12: Artifact distribution by auger test at 0-50 cm level
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Figure 15: Artifact distribution by auger test at 100-125 cm
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Figure 16: Artifact distribution by auger test at 125-150 cm
level at 9EB259.
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Figure 17: Artifact distribution by auger test at 150-175 cm
level at 9EB259.
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Figure 18: Artifact distribution by auger test at 175-200 cm
level at 9EB259.
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level at 9EB259.
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artifacts. No subsurface testing was undertaken at the site, which had
been moderately damaged by road construction.
Phase II testing of this site included the excavation of 15 shovel
tests and the collection of selected historic artifacts. Only one of these
shovel tests recovered artifacts. In this unit were noted five centimeters
of recent humus atop five centimeters of light brown sandy loam. The bot-
tom level of this unit consisted of 15 cm of sandy orange loam. Frequent
references to logging evidence in the test notes suggested that this site
had been disturbed intensively. The field notes indicated that the only
place that had not been disturbed was the house mound. A crude sketch map
was made in the field of a ruined house structure. The grid within which
the shovel testing was done could not be related to the structure and thus
no site map was presented.
Interpretation of cultural features at site 9EB289 was hindered by a
lack of phot.ographs. Features included a possible chimney base, astruc-
ture outline and a well. The possible chimney base was denoted by a con-
centration of rocks and other historic materials. The structure outline
was indicated by disturbed stone and brick rubble. The form of this rubble
suggested this structure contained one fireplace and three or four rooms.
Prehistoric materials were noted, but not recorded or collected by the
survey party; hence, no artifact table is presented for this site. Accord-
ing to the field notes, the prehistoric component included at least two
clusters of quartz flakes and one probable hammerstone. Historic materials
included a single brown glass fragment from the positive shovel test
(Appendix D). Two clear and seven green glass sherds and three brown-white
stoneware fragments were surface collected, indicating a late nineteenth-
and twentieth-century occupation (Appendices C and D).
Si te 9EB289 presumably represents the remains of a disturbed late
nineteenth- early twentieth-century homeplace. We recommend limited addi-
tional study, primarily photographing the aforementioned cultural features.
The dwelling house outline should be carefully studied to ascertain the
nature of these remains. It is presently uncertain whether these remains
were in situ or that they had been displaced by bulldozing, suggested by
the unusual shape of this debris.
9EB327
Site 9EB327 was located on a ridge nose in a clear-cut field with a
surrounding vegetation of mixed pine and hardwood that had been logged.
Slash piles were located on the site edges. Old agricultural terraces were
located in the no/theastern part of the site. It was originally reported
as being 1,875 m in area with no site depth and having suffered moderate
damage. Early, Middle, and Late Archaic artifacts were found during the
first survey (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). A Morrow Mountain and a
Guilford point were discovered on the surface during testing, thus rein-
forcing the evidence of a Middle Archaic component.
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Forty-nine shovel tests were excavated in two loci. Locus A was 40 x
70 m in area, Locus B was 80 x 50 m, and in both areas a 10 x 20 m grid was
used (Figure 20). Ten shovel tests produced artifacts (Table 13). The
humus layer was very thin-one to two centimeters deep-and often not
present. Extensive erosion was evident in parts of the site. A plowzone
of tan, yellow, or orange sand overlay red clay, which was encountered from
5 to 30 cm below the surface. There was abundant surface material, but
the soil was a shallow plowzone down to the red clay.
TABLE 13
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB327
Provenience Chunks Other Thinning Hafted BifacesNumber Flakes Flakes Whole (Frags.)
1 (Surface) 3 1 (2)a
2 (A120N 1000E) 1
3 (A120N 1010E) 14 (A140N 990E) 2 1
8 (B160N 990E) 3
9 (B160N 1000E) 1
10 (B200N 990E) 1 1
11 (B200N 1000E) 1 312 (B200N 1010E) 1
13 (B240N 980E) 1
15 (A140N 1010E)
a - 1 Morrow Mountain, 1 Guilford
The sandy A horizon remnant seemed differentially preserved at this
si te. Artifact density was comparatively higher suggesting that much of
the si te may still be present though deflated. Owing to the thinness of
the plowzone,. it did not seem like unplowed horizons were surviving, al-
though feature remnants were not ruled out by this kind of testing strat-
egy. This site might be useful for studying the impacts of erosion on
artifact density and dispersion. Artifacts are still present in situ as
well as some of the A horizon, suggesting that an intrasite study might be
possible.
9EB328
This site was located in an old field that had a sparse cover of
weeds. The site was originally reported to be located on a terrace (Taylor
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Figure 20: Location Map of Site 9EB327
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and Smith 1978: Appendix A), but the most recent investigations indicated
that it was really a knoll with t slight slope. Taylor and Smith (1978)
reported the site to be 1,600 m in area wi th a depth of 20 em and only
moderately damaged. Slash piles located on the site indicated recent log-
ging. The site had also been disturbed by pot hunters, especially its
southern part. During the initial survey, Late Archaic and Mississippian
artifacts were found.
A total of 30 shovel tests was excavated using a 10 m grid over a 60 x
50 m area (Figure 21). All of the tests contained artifacts. The soil
matrix consisted of a light brown sandy loam over a compact red clay.
Occasionally a humus covered the sandy loam. The red clay ranged in depth
from 2 to 32 em below the surface. In the areas affected by pot hunting,
disturbed soils extended to the red clay except at 70N, 100E. Here the
disturbed soils were found only to 16 em. Below this and down to 32 em,
artifacts were encountered in an intact soil horizon.
Seven one-meter squares were also excavated at this site. Five of
these tests were placed next to the shovel tests along the 90N line. Two
additional tests were placed at 105N, 125E. All test pits were excavated
to compact red clay.
Test pit 1, 90N, 130E, was excavated in two levels (0-8 em and 8-13
em) • The first level contained an abundance of flakes, but the second
level contained only two. In the northwest quadrant of the square, an
irregular, brown stain with charcoal was discovered. This stain was
thought to be a burned-out root.
Test pit 2, 105N, 130E, was excavated in one level to 4 em. A root
mold was located in the center of the square and a concentration of sand-
stone extended diagonally across the square from the northwest corner to
the southeast corner. .'
Test pit 3, 105N, 125E, was excavated j.n one level to 5 em. Five
small root stains extended into the red clay. Test pit 4, 90N, 120E, was
excavated to 7 em below the surface. No features were located here, but a
Guilford and a Savannah River point were found. This test pit was located
inside a depression.
Test pit 5, 90N, 140E, was excavated in one level to 6 em and con-
tained no features. Two flake tools were found. Test pi t 6, 90N, 150E,
was dug in one level down to 14 em below surface. A possible tree root
stain was located in the southeast corner of the pit. Rotten tree roots
and other rotten wood were found throughout the soil. This test pit con-
tained one flake tool, a Savannah River point, a Guilford point, a preform,
a hammerstone, and half a steatite atlatl weight.
Test pit 7, 90N, 11 OE, was excavated to a depth of 25 em below sur-
face. No features or tools were located in this square.
Based on the results of shovel testing and test pits, this site con-
tained a dense number of artifacts. In addition to the abundant quartz
flakes, there was tuff, Coastal Plain chert, Ridge and Valley chert, other
chert, diorite, and quartzite debitage (Table 14). Numerous steatite frag-
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ments were also found, but none of them can be described as sherds. Bipo-
lar flakes were also present.
Six flake tools, three preforms, and ten biface blanks were discovered
in addition to a Savannah River point, a Guilford point, and a triangular
point (Table 14). During the initial survey, Etowah and Early Mississip-
pian-type pottery were found. During testing, fabric impressed, check
stamped, simple stamped, punctate, curvilinear complicated stamped, and
plain ceramics were found.
This si te was unusual compared to most of the sites tested by the
phase II team. The high density of artifacts and the large number of
culture-historical diagnostics were remarkable. All 30 shovel tests
yielded artifacts. The presence of the light brown sandy loam was encou-
raging, containing artifactual material roughly in horizontal or spatial
position. The seven one-meter squares did not confirm the existence of any
cultural features, but the presence of loam coupled with a high density of
artifacts offered the hope that2 features mi~ht still be present. The area
sampled in the grid was 3,000 m. Only 7 m were tested, indicating that,
if features were present. there was only a slim chance of their being en-
countered. This site has good potential for further studies that emphasize
the intrasite spatial structure of these sites based on artifact distribu-
tions.
9EB349
Site 9EB349 was previously recorded as being 15.000 m2 in area. having
no site depth, suffering from moderate damage, and being located on a ter-
race (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The site was actually located
between a ridge nose and a knoll near the Savannah River. The surrounding
vegetation consisted of pines. cedars. hardwoods. and honeysuckles. A dirt
road cut through the site and logging took place in the area. Early and
Middle Archaic lithic artifacts with prehistoric and historic ceramics were
reported from the first survey. However, 'no diagnostic li thics or any
ceramics were discovered during this testing.
Using a 10 x 20 m and sometimes a 5 x 20 m grid over a 50 x 120 m
area. 36 shovel tests were excavated (Figure 22). Twelve of these produced
artifacts ·(Table 15). Beneath a humus 1 to 4 cm thick was a red-brown
sandy loam (in a few of the tests there was no humus). Below this loam a
compact red clay was encountered at depths from 1 to 40 cm. In four tests
no red clay was encountered. The two northern tests. 240N. 195E and 240N,
185E, were located on a levee above the Savannah River. Neither test pro-
duced artifacts. Tests 160N. 195E and 160N, 200E were located in the bot-
tom between a ridge nose and a knoll. The greater soil depth in these two
tests can be attributed to recent sheet wash from the higher ground. Only
160N. 200E produced prehistoric artifacts and these were from 8 to 13 cm
below the surface. At 160N. 195E. a wood chunk and a piece of plastic were
discovered at 14 to 17 em, indicating this layer was recently deposited.
At other shovel tests, artifacts ranged in depth from 1 to 20 em. Several
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TABLE 14
ARTIFACT DISTRIBUTION BY PROVENIENCE
FROM SUBSURFACE TESTING AT 9EB328
Provenience
Number
Firecracked
Rock
Chunks Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
Flake Tools
IItls/lledges
Points Preforms Biface
Whole (Frags.) Whole (Frags.) Blanks
Other
Lithics Pebbles
3 (70N 120E)
4 (70N 130E)
5 (70N 140E)
6 (70N 150E)
7 (80N 120E)
8 (80N 130E)
9 (BON 140E)
10 (80N 150E)
11 (90N 110E)
12 (90N 120E)
13 (90N 130E)
14 (90N 140E)
15 (90N 50E)
16 (100N 100E)
17 (100N 11 OE)
18 (100N 120E)
19 (100N 130E)
20 (100N 140E)
21 (lOON 150E)
22 (100N 160E)
23 (105N 135E)
24 (110N 100E)
25 (110N 110E)
26 (110N 120E)
27 (lION 130E)
28 (llON 140E)
29 (110N 150E)
30 (110N 160E)
31 (120N 130E)
32 (120N 120E)
33 (120N 160E)
34 (90N 130E)
35 (105N 130E)
36 (105N 125E)
37 (90N 130E)
38 (90N 120E)
39 (90N 140E)
40 (90N 150E)
41 (90N 110E)
(Surface)
TP1, 0-8cm
TP2, 0-4cm
TPE, 0-5cm
TP1, 8-13cm
TP4, 0-7cm
TP5, 0-6cm
TP6, 0-14cm
TP7, 0-25cm
9.2
2.8
13.9
1.7
19.5
2
5
10
6
7
4
8
9
7
18
7
2
9
4
8c
2
11
10
4a
10h
4c
8
4
2
3
15
2
2
98n
2ge,l
11
2
158r
51e,l
158u
105x
2a
1
2
3n
6
3
3
8b
12e
11 b
1
4a
4c
15f
4c
8a
12
5h
4h
4c
5
9c,q
7b
lla,h
6
8c,l
5c
4m
1
3a,c
6b
10
6c
2
56p
18e,l,m,q
11
59s
18t
57y
34y
1/3c
1/3c
1/1
1/1
2/4
1/1
1z
(1)
(1)
(L)a*
(L)b*
1(1 )z,c*
1(1)c*,a
5
1
ld
19
2g,i
8i
25i
9i
lk
2i
11
19
11
11
2w
a-I Coastal Plain chert; b = 2 Tuff; c = 1; d = Chunk of graphite; e = 3 Tuff; f = 1 Quartzite, 4 Tuff; g = Bipolar flake; h = 1 Quartzite; i =
Steatite fragments; k = Slate fragment; I = 1 Ridge and Valley chert; m = 1 Diorite; n = 12 Tuff, 2 Ridge and Valley; p = 10 Tuff, 4 Ridge snd
Valley, 2 Coastal Plain chert; q = 1 other chert; r = 1 Ridge and Valley, 12 Tuff; s = 1 other chert, 8 Tuff; t = 1 Tuff, 2 Ridge and Valley chert;
u = 21 Tuff, 2 Diorite, 6 Ridge and Valley cherti v = 7 Tuff, 6 Ridge and Valley chert, 1 other chert, 1 Diorite; w = 1 Hammerstone, 1 steatite
atlatl weight fragment; x = 11 Tuff; y = 5 Tuff, 1 Coastal Plain chert, 1 other chert; z = Savannah River point, Provenience 4 and 40 ~ Tuff
a* = Drill ?, heavy resharpening Coastal Plain chert; b* = Triangular point; c* = Guilford point, Provenience 40 - Tuff
Note: All other lithics are quartz
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of these also showed erosional disturbances, either from the road or from
logging activity.
TABLE 15
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB349
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface
2 (120N 195E)
3 (120N 185E)
4 (120N 215E)
5 (140N 195E)
6 (160N 185E)
9 (160N 200E)
11 (180N 195E)
12 (180N 205E)
13 (200N 185E)
14 (200N 195E)
15 (200N 205E)
16 (220N 200E)
Chunks
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
Thinning
Flakes
Hafted Bifaces
Whole (Frags.)
a - 2 Ridge and Valley chert flakes
It would appear from the degree of disturbances and extremely eroded
condition of the site surface that no undisturbed soil remains here.
9EB350
This site was located al~g a dirt road on a ridgetop. It was pre-
viously reported to be 3,750 m in area, without site depth and with mode-
rate damage (~aylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The surrounding vegeta-
tion was mixed pine and hardwood of various ages, and some logging had
taken place. In the earlier survey no diagnostic artifacts were found
except historic ceramics. During testing no historic artifacts were found,
but a broken stemmed projectile point and a single prehistoric sherd were
discovered.
Apparently, for ease of locating testing points off a base line that
changed in its orientation, the site was divided and tested as two loci.
No site map is presented due to ambiguity in the survey notes. Twenty-six
shovel tests were excavated in the two loci in a 30 x 120 m area using a 10
x 20 m grid. Seven shovel tests contained artifacts (Table 16). The
majori ty of the tests had a profile of a humus overlying a compact red
clay. Artifacts were found between the humus and red clay. A few tests
contained a brown sandy loam between the humus and red clay. Only two
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tests, 180N, 115E, and 200N, 115E, showed no soil disturbance, as sandy
loam was found as deep as 20 cm below surface in each test. These two had
the deepest soil depth and one contained artifacts. If there were undis-
turbed deposits on this site, they would appear to be in the northeastern
part.
TABLE 16
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB350
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface)
2 (Surface
Locus A)
3 (B100N 107E)
4 (B100N 115E)
5 (B120N 85E)
6 (A 160N 85E)
7 (A 160N 93E)
8 (A 180N 85E)
9 (A180N 115E)
Chunks
2
other
Flakes
1
Thin.
Flakes
5
1
2
1
1
2
1
Flake Tls
tIs/edges
1/1
Hafted Bifaces
Whole (Frags.)
Other
Lithics
a - Bipolar Flake
b - Stemmed
The testing results indicated a fairly high artifact density in the
plowzone. This, coupled with the apparently undisturbed or at least thick
surviving A horizon remnant in the northern end of the site, suggested that
undisturbed sediments and possibly features might be found here.
9EB352
Site 9EB352 was located on an upland knoll in an old clear-cut field.
The surrounding vegetation consisted of dense hardwoods, pines,and honeY2
suckle thickets. It was originally reported to have an area of 12,000 m
and a depth of 20 cm with moderate site damage (Taylor and Smith 1978:
Appendix A). No diagnostic artifacts have come from this site; however,
during testing, Ridge and Valley-like chert and tuff debitage were discov-
ered along with two potsherds.
The site was divided into two areas--A and B. These two areas were
tested on separate days. Neither the field notes nor maps gave the rela-
tionship between the two areas.
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In Area A (Figure 23), 15 shovel tests were dug, using a 20 m grid
over a 40 x 120 m area. Three tests produced artifacts (Table 17). The
soil consisted of a humus over a light brown sandy loam followed by red
clay. The red clay ranged in depth from between 5 to 20 cm below the sur-
face. In the tests where red clay was not encountered, excavation was
halted when the sandy loam became very hard and compact. This depth ranged
from between 4 and 40 cm below the surface. A few tests contained water-
worn pebbles.
In Area B, 18 shovel tests were excavated (Figure 24). Fifteen of
these were placed in a 25 m grid over a 75 x 200 m area. Six tests pro-
duced artifacts (Table 17). Three additional shovel tests were placed
randomly in the southern part of the site. The majority of the field notes
for this area were missing. The notes that do exist showed that beneath a
humus layer was a brown sandy loam followed by red clay. This red clay
ranged in depth from 10 to 40 cm below the surface. The general field
notes stated that the majority of the shovel tests were 25 cm deep, pre-
sumably stopping on red clay. A few of the tests contained river cobbles.
No undisturbed strata or features were recorded. However, the uniform
thickness of the sandy horizons over the red clay is both interesting and
encouraging. The site appeared to have some spatial integrity. The possi-
bility of sub-plowzone features, of course, was not ruled out by the shovel
testing method.
TABLE 17
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB352
Provenience
Number
2 (A80N 120E)
3 (A1OON 1OOE)
4 (A100N 120E)
8 (B175N 175E)
9 (B175N 225E)
10 (B175N 275E)
11 (B175N 100E)
12 (B175N 125E)
15 (B125N 300E)
Chunks
2
1
3
1
1
Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
a - Ridge and Valley Chert
b Tuff
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9EB353
It was previously reported that this site was2 located in a clear-cutfield on a ridge nose. It was described as 3,000 m in extent, with moder-
ate damage, and without site depth (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). No
diagnostic, artifacts were found when first surveyed. An abandoned logging
road cut through the site. During testing, the site was found to be heav-
ily eroded.
Twenty-three shovel tests were excavated using a 10 x 20 m grid over
an area 30 x 100 m. None of these tests produced artifacts. The depth to
a very compact red clay ranged from 9 to 25 cm. Decomposed pieces of
grani te were noted in the soil, becoming more frequent with depth. There
was no indication of undisturbed soil. Artifact density was comparatively
low and soil erosion high, indicating much of the site was obliterated.
I
9EB358
This site was located on a ridgetop w~th a surrounding vegetation of
young pines. It was reported to be 225 m in extent with no site depth
(Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A) and with an unidentified prehistoric
component. A Morrow Mountain point was found on the surface during the
testing.
A 10 m grid was set up over an area 40 x 70 m in extent. Thirty-two
shovel tests were excavated but none produced artifacts (Figure 25). After
clearing away the surface litter and moss, red clay was immediately encoun-
tered. The site was described as having heavy erosional disturbances,
gullies being on either side of the road that ran through the site. A sur-
face lithic scatter was noted and collected (Table 18), but no part of the
site remained intact.
TABLE 18
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB358
Provenience
Number
(Surface)
a - Morrow Mountain
Chunks
9
Other
Flakes
3
64
Thinning
Flakes
23
Hafted Bifaces
Whole (Frags.)
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9EB366
This site was loca~ed in an old field on a terrace. It was previously
reported to be 10,000 m in size with 25 cm of depth and sUffering moderate
damage (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). An abandoned road went through
the site, which was overgrown with weeds and dense honeysuckle vines. The
surrounding vegetation was mixed wi th pine and hardwood. Late Archaic
materials and plain ceramic artifacts were reported earlier from the site.
During testing, a simple stamped sherd (Appendix A) was found along with
tuff and Ridge and Valley chert flakes.
Twenty-one shovel tests were dug using a 10 m grid over a 40 x 50 m
area (Figure 26). Thirteen tests produced artifacts (Table 19). Below a
thin humus was a light orange-brown sandy loam, which usually contained
roots. A compact red-brown clay was then encountered. The clay ranged in
depth from 5 to 50 cm below surface. Artifacts were usually found in the
first 15 cm; however, at 110N, 100E, artifacts were present 40 cm below the
surface. Artifacts were comparatively dense here, resting within a mantle
of remnant A horizon denoted by the light colored loam. It is possible
that much of the site (artifactually speaking) is still present though the
sediments are deflated. No comments' were made in the field notes regarding
massive ground disturbances. The general flatness of the terrain probably
helped stabilize erosion. This site might be one of the better preserved
sites in the reservoir area.
TABLE 19
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB366
Provenience Chunks Other Thinning
Number Flakes Flakes
3 (90N 90E) 4 1 34 (90N 100E) 4 4
5 (90N 110E) 26 (90N 120E) 1
1a7 (100N. 90E) 1
8 (100N 100E) 3 29 (1 OON 11 OE) 2 2
10 (110N 90E) 3 1b11 (110N 100E) 2 3c12 (110N 11 OE) 7 5
14 (110N 130E) 1
15 (120N 110E) 5
17 (130N 100E) 2
a - 1 Tuff
b - 2 Ridge and Valley chert flakes
c - 1 Diori te flake
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9EB374
Located on a ridgetop with a surrounding vegetatio~ of pine and hard-
wood, this site was originally reported as being 800m in extent with no
depth (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). It was further described as
having an unidentified prehistoric component, and no diagnostic artifacts
were found during additional testing.
Twenty-three shovel tests· were excavated in a 10 m grid overlying a 40
x 60 m area. Only one test (1 OON, 1020E) produced an artifact, a quartz
thinning flake. The ridgetop had been severely. eroded. A brown sandy
plowzone overlay the red clay located from 3 to 25 em below the surface.
There was no pattern to this depth over the site and probably little chance
of undisturbed deposits at this site.
9EB389
This site was located on a long, narrow ridgetop with a surroun~ing
vegetation of pine and hardwood. It was previously reported as 4,500 m in
extent and with moderate damage and with no site depth (Taylor and Smith
1978: Appendix A). A roadbed cut across the ridgetop which was severely
eroded by gullies.
Twenty-one shovel tests were excavated, with four producing artifacts
(Table 20). The grid was 10 x 20 m in a 20 x 180 m area (Figure 27). Some
of the tests on the eastern part of the ridge had to be offset due to the
erosional features.
Below the thin humus a loose sandy moist red clay was present that
graded into a hard compact red clay. Artifacts were noted 20 cm below the
surface in test 240N, 1OOE. However, this test was in the middle of the
roadbed and subjected to disturbances, as were all the shovel tests that
produced artifacts. It was obvious that severe erosion had occurred here.
TABLE 20
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB389
Provenience
Number
2 (100N 100E)
3 (180N 100E)
5 (220N 105E)
6 (240N 100E)
Chunks
2
3
68
Thinning
Flakes
1
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9EB390
Located in a pasture, this site was originally reported to be 2,500 m2
in extent with no site depth (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). It was
classified as an unidentified prehistoric site and only one quartz chunk
was found during testing. Several quartz outcrops were in the immediate
vicinity (Figure 28). The area to the east of the road was eroding heavily
and the red clay was exposed on the surface.
Fourteen shovel tests were excavated in a 50 x 60 m area using a 20 m2
and 10 x 20 m grid system. As stated above, only one test, 100N, 60E,
produced an artifact. A thin humus or sod zone overlay red sandy loam that
in turn topped red clay. In several instances the red clay was beneath the
humus and at one test was on the surface. At 100N, 80E, the deepest shovel
test, plow scars were found at the top of the red clay that was 22 cm below
the surface.
On the road south of the site, two areas of exposed quartz were noted.
In area A (Figure 28) two two-meter radii density observations were made.
These consisted of drawing a circle two m in radius over the artifact
concentration and counting all quartz debris occurring wi thin the circle.
In one, 40 to 60 possible pieces of debitage occurred. None of these ob-
jects were collected, however, so confirmation in the lab was not possible.
In the second observation area, six quartz cobbles were noted. In area B,
a single two-meter radius was made in which nine cobbles were reported.
This site appeared to be eroded into the B horizon. Accordingly, no
undisturbed features or strata were likely to exist.
9EB393
~te 9EB393 was located on a ridgetop. It was earlier reported to be
625 m in area, having no site depth and suffering from moderate damage
(Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The surrounding vegetation consisted
of a mixed pine and hardwood forest. No diagnostic artifacts were found
during the first survey and only one quartz chunk was found during testing.
Using a 10 m grid over a 10 x 40 m area, 15 shovel tests were exca-
vated with only one producing an artifact. No artifacts were found on the
surface of the site. The matrix of the site consisted of a humus layer
overlying a plowzone of light brown sandy loam below which was red clay.
In several tests, the red clay occurred below the humus. The depth range
for the red clay varied from 1 to 30 em below the surface, and there did
not appear to be any clear pattern to the depth. This site was heavily
eroded with little potential for undisturbed deposits.
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9EB398
This si te was located on a ridgetop in a pasture. The pasture was
active even though the grass cover was rather sparse. A terrace was
located in the southern part of the site indicating that the area might
have been used for planting also. 2 The site was originally described as
being moderately damaged, 3,750 m in area, having no site depth, and
containing unidentified prehistoric and historic components (Taylor and
Smith 1978: Appendix A). This site had been highly eroded.
Six shovel tests were excavated 20 m apart along a base line (Figure
29) with only one test producing an artifact, a single quartz chunk (Table
21) • In all but one test the red clay was encountered either on the
surface or directly below the grass cover. The most northern test had a
brown sandy clay overlying the red clay, which was 15 cm below the surface.
TABLE 21
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB398
Provenience
Number
2 (100N 85E)
4 (140N 100E)
a - Possible Savannah River
Chunks
1
Hafted Bifaces
Whole (Frags.)
Six two-meter radii density observation circles were also placed on
the surface of the si te (Figure 29). A count of the artifacts in each
circle was made, but only diagnostic artifacts were collected. Circle D
contained one quartz flake. Circle E contained a possible broken Savannah
River point, four small quartz flakes and one quartzite flake. Circle F
contained 11 quartz flakes.
Because of the extremely eroded condition of the site, it is doubtful
if any undisturbed strata now exist at this site.
9EB399
Site 9EB399 was in a terraced p~ture on a ridge nose overlooking Van
Creek. It was reported to be 1,200 m in area with no site depth and suf-
fering from moderate damage (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). No diag-
nostic artifacts were found during the initial surveyor testing. Prehis-
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toric pottery was found during testing, demonstrating the existence of at
least a ceramic prehistoric component (Appendix A).
Thirty-six shovel tests were excavated in a 120 x 140 m area, using a
20 m grid (Figure 30). Only three of these tests produced artifacts (Table
22). In most of the tests the red clay was beneath the humus or grass
cover and in some instances was exposed on the surface. In the deeper
tests a brown sandy loam was found between the humus and red clay. The
depth to the red clay varied over the site from 9 to 29 cm below the
surface. The deepest part of the site seemed to be in the center and in
the northwestern quadrant.
TABLE 22
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB399
Provenience
Number
3 (920N 1000E)
6 (960N 980E)
8 (960N 1020E)
Chunks Thinning
Flakes
1
1
Three two-meter radii surface density observations were made and were
noted on the map (Figure 30). No surface collections were made, however.
All of the artifacts noted in these circles were quartz debitage.
The site was concentrated on the higher ground with very few artifacts
located on the floodplain along the creek. There was no evidence for undis-
turbed deposits at this site.
9EB402
This site was located in a saddle that had been severely disturbed and
eroded. A road cut through the saddle, which had been graded, and logging
activity had taken place at the north end of the site. Saprolite was Visi-
ble i~ places on the surface. The site was previously described as being
200 m in extent with no site depth and having moderate damage (Taylor and
Smith 1978: Appendix A). No diagnostic artifacts were found during the
initial surveyor this testing phase.
Thirteen shovel tests were dug in a 10 x 120 m area using a 10 x 20 m
grid (Figure 31). Only one. shovel test produced artifacts (Table 23) •
Ei ther red clay or decaying granite was encountered between 1 to 17 cm
below the surface. Above this was a light brown sandy loam, which was
capped by a thin humus layer in a few tests.
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This site was so disturbed that there was no chance that cultural
deposits remained. The cultural material present may have washed down from
a site reported to be on top of a hill to the south of the saddle.
TABLE 23
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB402
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface)
4 (100N 105E)
a - Quartzite
Thinning
Flakes
4
9EB412
Flake tools
Iltls/lledges
This site was located on a knoll overlooking the Savannah River. The
knoll had terraced sides to the north leading down to the river. Paris
Island was located across the river, ~ich curved at this point. The site
was previously reported to be 7,500 m in area with a depth of 15 cm and
with moderate site damage (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The sur-
rounding vegetation consisted of mixed pine and hardwood, some which had
been logged recently, and briars. No diagnostic lithic artifacts came from
this si te, although one flake of Coastal Plain chert was di scovered in
testing. Only one sherd, rectilinear complicated stamped, came from the
site.
The site was divided into three loci, A, B, and C, based upon an
angled bas~ line (Figure 32). From 1OOON, 100E, located on the west end of
the knoll, the base line extended 30 m due east. This was locus A. The
base line then angled 1200 east from north for 70 m to form locus B. The
base line then angled due south through the center of a dirt road for 60 m
to form locus C.
A total of 50 shovel tests was placed over the site with 13 producing
artifacts (Table 24). In area A, a 10 m grid system was used. Sixteen
tests were dug and three contained artifacts. In area B, a 10 x 20 m grid
was laid with 17 shovel tests excavated. Four produced artifacts. Area C
was also laid out in a 10 x 20 m grid. Fifteen shovel tests were dug with
six containing artifacts. All but one of these tests were placed along the
grid 260E line. This clearly showed that the majority of the artifacts
were located in the southern section of the site.
The stratigraphy of the site consisted of a humus layer overlying a
light brown sandy loam followed by a compact red clay. This sandy loam may
be an old plowzone. In the shallower tests, this sandy loam was absent and
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the red clay lay directly beneath the humus. The red clay ranged in depth
from 1 to 34 cm below the surface. There was no indication of undisturbed
soil on top of the knoll. However, in the southern slope of the si te it
was possible that there was an undisturbed layer which had been buried by
wash from the knoll top. More work might be done on the southern slope of
the site under the assumption that artifact-bearing sediments might be
preserved under the slope wash. Features might be preserved here as well.
TABLE 24
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB412
Provenience Chunks Other Thinning Hafted Bifaces Other
Number Flakes Flakes Whole (Frags.) Lithics
(Surface-C) 2 3 1a
2 (B100N 200E) 2
3 (B960N 180E)
2b
2
5 (C970N 260E) 8 4
6 (C980N 260E) 1
7 (A990N 120E) 1 1
9 (A 1000N 100E) 1
10 (A1000N 140E) 1
11 (B1000B 160E) 3c (1)12 (C1000N 260E) 4 4
14 (B1010N 200E) 1
15 (C 101ON 240E) 1
16 (C1020N 260E) 1
17 (C1030N 260E) 1
a - Steatite Sherd
b - 1 Quartzite
c - 1 Coastal Plain Chert Flake
9EB417
This si te was located on a terr~ce in an old, overgrown argicul tural
field. It was reported to be 1,500 m in extent, 20 cm deep, and suffering
from moderate damage. The field notes described this site as being on an
alluvial fan, and a gully was noted to the north on the site map. No diag-
nostic artifacts came from this site, but one plain prehistoric sherd was
found in testing (Appendix A).
Seventeen shovel tests were excavated using a 10 m grid over a 25 x 50
m area (Figure 33). Three of these tests produced artifacts (Table 25).
The soil matrix consisted of a light brown sandy loam, the plowzone, over a
dark yellow or red clay. Based on the shovel tests, there was a possibil-
ity of undisturbed deposits in the northern and southern edges of the field
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near the tree line. These areas had the deepest shovel tests also and con-
tained artifacts. This site might be re-examined using excavation tech-
niques in these areas to search for more artifacts and features.
TABLE 25
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 9EB417
Provenience
Number
3 (950N 1000E)
4 (860N 980E)
10 (1000N 1000E)
Chunks
3
81
Thinning
Flakes
2
2
2
82
SOUTH CAROLINA PREHISTORIC SITES
38AB12
Site 38AB12 was located on a terrace, just north of the railroad
trestle over the Savannah River, near the northern part of Paris Island.
Originally, when it was recorded during the 1977 survey, the dimensions
given were 170 x 800 m in extent (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). It
was also described as being moderately damaged and being clear-cut.
Cultural components noted were Middle Archaic, Woodland, Mississippian,
Ceramic Prehistoric, and Historic. A depth of 20 cm of soil was also noted
at that time.
Testing of this site consisted of placing 34 shovel tests over an area
150 x 260 m in extent (Figure 34). The grid size employed was 40 m. Four-
teen of the tests yielded artifacts (Table 26). None of these artifacts
were diagnostic in the strict sense of the word, although steatite, Ridge
and Valley chert and complicated stamped pottery were noted. The depth of
the shovel tests varied from 13 to 47 cm below surface. These depths below
surface referred to the depth at which an impervious red clay was reached.
There appeared to be no consistent pattern to the depth, which meant that
there was little or no chance that there were any undisturbed cultural
deposits present. A historic component was present at the northwest corner
of the site. This historic site was probably a post-Civil War tenant I s
cabin, associated with the Millwood Plantation, approximately 1,000 m down-
stream. Artifacts recovered included a chert biface fragment, a diorite
hammers tone fragment, and one quartz hafted biface that was not diagnostic
of any cultural Historic period. The balance of the artifacts recovered
consisted primarily of quartz flakes, although one chert flake and a couple
of rhyolite flakes were found. There was little possibility of undisturbed
sediments surviving under the plowed soil.
TABLE 26
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB12
Provenience
Number
Chunks Other
Flakes
Thin.
Flakes
Haft. Bif. Preforms Other
Whl. Frag. Whl. Frag. Bifaces
Other
Lithics
(Surface) 1b (1) a' 1c1 3
23 (820N
1000E)
25 (860N
920E)
27 (900N
920E)
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TABLE 26 (Cont.)
Provenience Chunks Other
Number Flakes
Thin.
Flakes
Haft. Bif. Preforms Other
Whl. Frag. Whl. Frag. Bifaces
Other
Lithics
29 (900N
1000E)
30 (900N
1040E)
31 (940N
920E)
32 (940N
960E)
33 (980N
920E)
34 (980N
960E)
35 (980N
1000E)
36 (1020N
960E)
37 (1020N
1000E)
38 (1020N
1040E)
39 (1060N
1000E)
2
2
a - 1 Coastal Plain Chert
b - Short Stem
c - Diorite Hammerstone
d - Ridge and Valley Chert
e - 1 Diorite, 1 Tuff
f - 1 Tuff
38AB14
This site'was not visited during the 1977 survey, so previous informa-
tion is a result of the Hemmings survey of 1969 (Hemmings 1970). It was
noted by Hemmings that the size of the site was one acre; it was also des-
cribed as heavily damaged. The vegetation was described as pine and hard-
wood, and the site was situated on a ridge slope. Artifacts were diagnostic
from the Middle Archaic, the Ceramic Prehistoric, and the Historic periods.
In addition, a potentially diagnostic biface was found at the site.
A total of 18 shovel tests was placed in an area 10 x 80 m in extent
(Figure 35). Eleven of the 18 tests yielded artifacts (Table 27). The
depth of the shovel tests ranged from 12 to 22 cm, but it was obvious there
was no apparent pattern to this depth. There were no undisturbed cultural
deposi ts present. Artifacts recovered included a quartz Hardaway-
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Dalton biface, which gave this site an Early Archaic component. The balance
of the artifacts recovered consisted primarily of unutilized quartz flakes,
although one utilized quartz flake was noted in shovel test 7 (Table 27).
This site also had a historic component. Possibly related to this compo-
nent was a depression (actually a hole in the ground) in the southeast por-
tion of the site (Figure 35). While the function of this hole was prob-
lematic, it might possibly be a historic mining feature. Standing water
was noted in the road. Because there had been no rain in about two months
prior to the examination of the site, it was likely that this puddle of
water came from a spriIig located near the site. Further work might be
scheduled for this site to investigate the historic feature.
TABLE 27
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB14
Provenience
Number
(Surface)
2 (995N 940E)
3 (995N 950E)
4 (995N 960E)
5 (995N 970E)
6 (995N 980E)
7 (995N 990E)
8 (995N 1000E)
10 (1005N 920E)
11 (1 005N 950E)
12 (1005N 980E)
Chunks
2
4
3
1
2
Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
2
1
3
2
2
2
3
1
Flk tIs
tIs/edges
1/1
Haft. Bif.
(Whl. Frags.)
Other
Lithics
a - Hardaway
b - Bipolar flakes
38AB132
When ori'ginally surveyed, this 8ite was described as 60 x 260 m in
extent (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). It was also described as
having been heaVily damaged by clear-cutting. It was located on a ridgetop
above the Savannah River. Two cultural historic components were also noted
at that time; one, Middle Archaic, the other, Ceramic Prehistoric. This
site was severely disturbed.
In order to evaluate this site, 19 shovel tests were placed in a 20 m
grid over an area 80 x 140 m in extent. This area was smaller than the
area given in the site form. Based on a revisit to the site and without
having to shovel test the area, it was concluded that a large segment of
the site was 'extensively disturbed (Figure 36). Only 3 of the 18 shovel
tests yielded artifacts (Table 28). The depth of these shovel tests ranged
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from 1 to 44 em below surface, but no pattern was noted in these depths.
The entire site surface was extensively disturbed and had been modified by
agriculture during the antebellum and postbellum periods, and by the
planting and harvesting of pines in the area. The latter resulted in
damage from the operation of heavy equipment, such as bulldozers.
TABLE 28
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB132
Provenience
Number
17 (80N 160E)
18 (120N 140E)
20 (180N 180E)
Other
Flakes
1
38AB142
Thinning
Flakes
1
1
The site was originally described in the 1977 survey as 20 x 40 m in
extent (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). It was also described as being
heavily damaged with a vegetation cover of mixed pine and hardwood. It was
noted to be on a ridgetop, and the cultural affiliation was listed as
unidentified prehistoric, which means that no diagnostic materials were
recovered.
A 20 m grid was placed over the site ,and 11 points in this grid were
selected as the centers of three-meter radius collection circles (Figure
37). Three of these circles yielded artifacts, which consisted entirely of
quartz flakes (Table 29). It was also observed during the testing that the
site area was very heavily disturbed, being damaged by heavy equipment
operation and manifesting large piles of rock.
TABLE 29
ARTIFACTS FROM 38Aa142
Provenience
Number
11 (90N 100E)
14 (100N 90E)
17 (110N 80E)
Chunks
2
89
Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
1
1
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38AB163
This ridgetop site was first described during the 1977 survey (Taylor
and Smith 1978: Appendix A) as being 20 x 60 m in extent. The depth of the
soil was noted to be five centimeters. The si te was described as being
moderately damaged. Vegetation was noted to be mixed pine and hardwood.
During the testing program, a total of 11 shovel tests was placed over
an area 30 x 160 m in extent on a grid that varied from 10 to 20 m on its
side (Figure 38). Only one of the 11 shovel tests yielded any artifacts,
that being two unutilized flakes from 110N, 80E. There was no clear pat-
tern to the depth of the shovel tests, which varied from 1 to 31 cm below
surface. A number of features, including bulldozing scars from the logging
of hardwood, slash piles, and dead falls, indicated that the entire site
area had been very heavily disturbed by agriculture and the subsequent use
of this site as a pine plantation.
38AB164
When first. surveyed, this site area was noted to be 20 x 25 m in size
(Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The depth of the soil was noted as 12
cm. The site, which was located in mixed pine and hardwood on a ridge
nose, was noted as heavily damaged. No diagnostic artifacts were found,
and the cultural affiliation was listed as unidentified prehistoric.
During this testing, a total of 10 shovel tests was placed on a 10 m
grid (Figure 39). Only one of these ten tests yielded any artifacts. A
quartz biface blank was found at 100N, 110E. The depth of the shovel tests
ranged from 1 to 9 cm below surface. The only artifacts recovered were a
quartz biface and an ironstone sherd (Appendix C). There were no undis-
turbed cultural deposits present at this site.
38AB166
When this site was first surveyed, its size was noted to be 30 x 100 m
and the depth of the soil was 20 cm. It was moderately damaged and located
on an upland knoll (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The vegetation was
mixed pine and hardwood. Unidentified prehistoric and historic components
were present at the site.
During this testing, 9 shovel tests ranging in depth from 1 to 7 cm
were placed over an area 20 x 80 m in extent on a 20 m grid (Figure 40).
Only one of these shovel tests, 940N, 990E, yielded an artifact, a rhyolite
flake. The area was very disturbed and there was absolutely no possibility
that any undisturbed cultural deposits were present at the site.
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38AB169
When first surveyed, the site was described as being 40 x 80 m in
extent, moderately damaged, and located in mixed pine and hardwood on a
ridgetop (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). Both a Middle Archaic and a
Ceramic Prehistoric cultural component were present at this site.
Fourteen shovel tests were placed over an area 20 x 50 m in extent
(Figure 41). The depth of these tests ranged from 2 to 15 cm. Artifacts
recovered included quartz flakes, one rhyolite biface, and one diorite
biface (Table 30). The results of testing for this site indicated that the
depth of the shovel tests revealed no consistent pattern. It was clear
from these investigations that the site area had been extensively disturbed
primarily by agricultural use that resulted in the erosion of all of the A
horizon from the site surface. Again, the depth of these shovel tests
indicated the depth at which an impervious red clay layer was reached.
These depths, in fact, represented the depth of the red clay plowzone.
They did not necessarily have anything to do with intact deposits that
might have undisturbed cultural remains.
TABLE 30
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB169
Provenience
Number
7 (70N 130E)
8 (80N 110E)
9 (80N 130E)
10 (90N 100E)
11 (90N 11 OE)
12 (90N 130E)
13 (90N 140E)
14 (1 OON 100E)
a - Tuff
b - Diorite
Chunks
1
3
Other
Flakes
2
Thinning
Flakes
1
1
13
Hafted Bifaces
Whole (Frags.)
Biface
Blanks
38AB170
Located on the active floodplain of the Savannah River, this site was
noted to be 150 x 210 m in extent when first surveyed (Taylor and Smith
1978: Appendix A). The vegetation cover was described as bottomland hard-
woods. Mississippian and Historic period components were indicated by
surface collections done at that time.
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Investigations during the testing phase at this site consisted of 17
auger tests and 25 shovel tests. Only the auger test data will be pre-
sented here. The 25 shovel tests were carried out by mistake as the site
was slated for deep testing. Seven of the 25 tests did yield chipped stone
and pottery but the locations of the shovel tests could not be reliably
placed on the site grid.
The auger tests were placed over an area 20 x 240 m in extent (Figure
42). The depths of these tests ranged from 168 to 256 cm. A bucket auger
with an extendable handle was used for testing the soil to depths slightly
greater than 2.5 m below surface. The soil sample obtained with this tool
was approximately 22 cm in diameter. All soil removed by the auger was
screened and all lithic materials, regardless of whether or not they were
artifacts, were retained. Artifacts were described and classified in the
lab. Non-artifactual lithics were generally categorized as either rounded
or angular pebble.
During the testing, once the bucket had penetrated below the modern
plowzone, each insertion of the auger resulted in the penetration of from 7
to 11 cm of deposit. The soil observations recorded were relatively
accurate and the placement of artifacts at different depths was also accu-
rate. The bucket auger made very smooth and compact walls as it penetrated
the ground. This meant that there was little, in any, chance that there
would be artifactual contamination from above because the hole was exca-
vated deeper.
The general subsurface distributions of artifact clusters illuminated
by the auger method can be briefly summarized. It should be remembered
that only a very small portion of the site's sediments were tested and the
patterns discussed must be viewed with great caution.
Between 0 and 50 cm below surface, the artifact distribution was rela-
tively dense (Table 31) and restricted to northern and southern areas sepa-
rated by about 80 m (Figure 42) of blank space. Some of these artifacts
were prehistoric potsherds (Appendix A). Nearly all ceramics were found
within the upper 50 cm of the site (Appendix A).
From 50 to 75 cm in depth, only the southern area had any real concen-
tration of artifacts (Figures 43 and 44). From 75 to 100 cm, a cluster was
still present in the southern area (Figure 45). There was also a cluster in
the 1000N to. 1020E area at this depth. In the zone from 100 to 125 cm
(Figure 46), the same pattern was noted. At 125 to 1.50 cm, only auger test
3 had artifacts (Figure 47), Auger test 3 was interesting (Table 31> in
that a relatively dense zone of quartz flakes was encountered that extended
from about 100 to 150 cm below surface. This was definitely a preceramic
zone. From 150 to 175 cm below surface, only auger test 15 in the southern
part of the site had artifacts (Figure 48). From 175 to 200 cm, auger test
15 at the southern end and test 3 in the northern end had li thic material
(Figure 49). This presence was only maintained in test 15 by the 225 to
250 cm level (Figure 50).
From the ground surface to about a meter below, a fairly dense concen-
tration of artifacts was present. The upper 50 em was ceramic in age and
two sherds of fiber tempered pottery came from 64 to 74 cm in one test
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TABLE 31
ARTIFACTS FROM 38AB170
Provenience
Number
Firecracked
Rock
Chunks Other Thinning Points Other Pebbles
Flakes Flakes (Whole Frags.) Lithics
30 AT3(840H l000E) 0-29cm
31 AT3(840H 10ooE) 29-38cm
32 AT3(840H l000E) 38-48cm
33 AT3(840H 10ooE) 48-58cm
34 AT3(840N l000E) 58-66cm
35 AT3(840N 10ooE) 77-87cm
36 AT3(840N l000E) 87-98cm
37 AT3(840H 10ooE) 98-106cm
38 AT3(840H l000E) 123-132cm
39 AT3(840N l000E) 132-140cm
40 AT3(840N 1000E) 140-147cm
41 AT3(840N 10ooE) 147-157cm
43 AT3(840N l000E) 190-201cm
44 AT3(840N 10ooE) 226-234cm
45 AT3(840N l000E) 239-246cm
46 AT4(1000H 1000E) 0-28cm
47 A'1'4(1000H 1000E) 28-36cm
48 AT4(1000N l000E) 36-46cm
49 AT4(10ooH 1000E) 46-54cm
50 AT4(10ooH 10ooE) 54-62cm
51 A'1'4(10ooH l000E) 85-93cm
52 AT4(10ooN l000E)139-146cm
53 AT4(10ooN l000E)146-156cm
54 AT4(1000N 10ooE)166-174cm
55 AT4(I000N l000i)192-205cm
56 AT1(900H 10ooE) 0-27cm
57 AT1(9OOH l000E) 27~34cm
58 ATI (900N l000E) 34-43cm
59 AT1(9OOH l000E) 43-520m
60 AT1(900H 10ooE) 52-61cm
61 AT1(9OOH l000E) 61-69cm
62 AT1(9OOH 10ooE) 69-78cm
63 AT1(900H 1000E) 78-86cm
64 AT1(9OON 10ooE) 83-93cm
65 AT1(900N l000E) 93-102cm
66 AT1(900N 10ooE) 102-108cm
67 AT1(900N 1000E) 223-231cm
68 AT1(900N 10ooE) 231-241cm
69 AT1(900N l000E) 241-248cm
70 ATI ('lOON 1000~:) 248-2561'rn
24 AT2(8ooN 10ooE)
25 AT2(BOON l000E)
26 AT2(8ooH l000E)
27 AT2(BOON 10ooE)
28 AT2(8ooH l000E)
29 AT2(BOON 10OQE)
0-25em
25-33cm
33-43cm
43-53cm
131-141cm
141-151cm
1
3
2
, 8
1
1
2
20
19
8
8
1
1
32
19
4
1
2
1
1
7
1
9
4
2
1
2
1
30
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
l b 63
4
6
3
4
3
4
3
3
1
8
18
1)
TABLE 31 (Cant.)
Provenience Firecracked Chunks Other Thinning Points Other PebblesNumber Rock Flakes Flakea (Whole Fraga.) Lithic
71 AT5(IOO0N 980E) 222-228cm 172 AT5(10ooN 980E) 234-242cm 173 AT5(10ooN 980E) 49-56cm 2
77 AT7(800N 980E) 0-31cm , a l b 6
78 AT7(8ooN 980E) 31-40cm , a 2c 15
79 AT7(800N 980E) 40-49cm 280 AT7(800N 980E) 49-58cm 5
81 AT7(800N 980E) 58-66cm 182 AT7~800N 980E) 66-76cm 283 AT7 800N 980E) 76-84cm 284 AT7(8ooN 980E) 108-115cm 1
86 AT7(800N 980E) 152-164cm 187 AT7(800N 980E) 164-167cm 188 AT7(800N 980E) 167-176cm 2
89 AT8(840N 980E) 30-41cm 390 AT8(840N 980E) 41-51cm 291 AT8(840N 980E~ 51-61cm 4
\.0 92 AT8(840N 980E 61-71cm 1\.0 93 AT8(840N 980E) 0-30cm , a 794 AT8(840N 980E) 171-180cm 195 AT8(840N 980E) 91-110cm 1
96 AT8(840N 980E) 79-91cm 297 AT8(840N 980E) 71-79cm 1
98 AT9(820N 980E) 0-23cm 399 AT9~820N 980E~ 23-28cm 1100 AT9 820N 980E 40-49cm 5101 AT9(820N 980E) 49-60cm 4102 AT9(820N 980E) 69-76cm 4103 AT9(820N 980E) 69-76cm 2
104 AT9(820N 980E) 86-98cm 1105 AT9(820N 980E) 60-67cm 1
105 AT10(960N 1000E) 0-31cm 9107 AT10(960N l000E) 31-42cm 6
108 AT10(960N l000E) 42-52cm
109 AT10(960N l000E) 52-61cm 1110 AT10(960N l000E) 61-70cm 3111 AT10(960N 10ooE) 89-99cm 5112 AT10(960N l000E) 99-107cm 3
113 AT10(960N 1000E)118-129cm 2
114 AT11(940N 10ooE) 0-26cm 27115 ATll (940N 1000E) 26-34cm 1a 28116 AT11 (940N 1000E) 34-44cm 13117 AT11(940N 1000E) 44-54cm 4
TABLE 31 (Cant.)
Provenienoe Fireoraoked Chunks Other Thinning Points Other PebblesHumber Rook Flakes Flakes (Whole Frags.) Lithios
118 AT11(940H l000E) 54-630m 1119 AT11 (940H l000E) 63-700m 1120 AT11(940H l000E) 87-930m 3121 ATll~940H 1000E~ 93-1OOom 1122 AT11 940H l000E l00-1070m 1
123 ATll (940H l000E)107-1150m 2124 AT1'~940H 1000E~138-1470m 1125 ATll 940H 1000E 147-156em 1126 AT11(940H l000E)182-1930m 1127 ATll (940H lOOE) 202-210em 1
128 AT12(940H 980E) 21-31em
129 ATI3(880H 1000E) 0-250m 45.8 l a 8130 AT13(880H l000E) 25-350m 6
131 ATI3(880H l000E~ 35-440m Ie 2132 AT13(880H l000E 44-55011 1 2 3133 AT13(880Hl000E) 55-640m l a 5
134 AT13~880H l000E~ 64-74ell 6135 AT13 880H l000E 74-83em 10136 AT13(880H 1000E) 83-900m 6
137 ATI3~880H l000E~ 90-990m 6.9 3 410 138 AT13 880H l000E 99-108om 2 160 139 ATI3(880H 1000E)I08-117C11 l a 9140 AT13~880H 1000E~117-1270m 2141 AT13 880H 1000E 127-136em 2142 ATI3(880H l000E)144-1520m 2
143 ATI3(880H l000E~179-189011 2144 AT13(880H l000E 208-21gem 1
145 ATI3(880H l000E)229-2390m 1146 AT13(880H l000E)239-2470m 2
147 AT14(860H l000E) 0-280m
2a
20148 AT14~860H l000E~ 28-37011 9149 AT14 860H 1000E 37-470m 1 6
150 AT14(860H l000E) 47-580m 13
151 AT14~860H l000E~ 56-680m 19.5 5152 AT14 860H 1000E 68-80om 4153 AT14(860H 1000E) 80-90em 3154 AT14(860H 1000E) 9O""1ooem 1155 AT14(860H 1000E)I00-1100m 1156 AT14(860H l000E)148-15gem 1
157 AT14(860H 1000E)169-180011 1
158 AT15(860H 980E) 0-26em 2 5159 AT15(860H 980E~ 26-36em 6160 AT15(860H 980E 36-470m 1
161 AT15(860N 980E) 47-570m 1
TABLE 31 (Cont.)
Provenience
Number
Firecracked
Rock
Chunks Other Thinning Points Other Pebbles
Flakes Flakes (Whole Frags.) Lithics
162 AT15(860N 980E)
163 AT15(860N 980E)
164 AT15(860N 980E)
165 AT15(860N 980E)
166 AT15(860N 980E)
167 AT15(860N 9aoE)
166 AT15(860N 980E)
169 AT15(860N 980E)
170 AT15(860N 980E)
171 AT15(860N gaoE)
172 AT15(860N 980E)
173 AT15(860N 980E)
174 AT15(860N 980E)
57-67cm
67-77clI
77-88clI
88-99cm
99-108cm
108-119cm
119-128clI
156-166cm
166-174clI
174-184cm
184-194clI
203-210cm
235-244cm
3
1
2
2
4
3
1
1
o
175 AT16(1020N 1000E) 0-20cm
176 AT16(1020N l000E) 20-25cm
177 AT16(1020N l000E) 25-36cm
178 AT16(1020N 1000E) 36-44cm
179 AT16(1020N l000E) 44-51cm
180 AT16(1020lf l000E) 58-66clI
181 AT16(1020N 1000E) 66-73clI
182 AT16(1020N 1000E) 73-81cm
183 AT16(1020N 1000E) 81-91cm
184 AT16(1020N l000E) 98-105cm
185 AT16(1020N l000E)105-113clI
186 AT16(1020N 1000E)162-171clI
187 AT16(1020N 1000E)171-181clI
188 AT17(1040N 1000E) 0-23clI
189 AT17(1040N l000E) 23-31cm
190 AT17(1040N l000E) 31-41cm
191 AT17(1040N l000E) 41-48clI
192 AT17(1040N l000E)107-114cm
193 AT17(1040N l000E)146-154cm
194 AT17(1040N l000E)214-222cm
195 AT17(1040N l000E)232-240cm
196 AT17(1040N 1000E)240-251cm
3
2
89
14
12
6
4
2
3
2
18
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
a - Tuff
b - Steatite fragment
c - 1 Steatite fragment, 1 Steatite sherd
d - 1 Tuff flake
e - Coastal Plain chert
Note: Pebbles consist of quartz, quartzite, granite and diorite
,Figure 42: Location Map of Site 38AB170
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Figure 43: Artifact distribution by auger test at 0-50 cm
level at 38AB170.
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Figure 44: Artifact distribution by auger test at 50-75 cm
level at 38AB170.
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Figure 45: Artifact distribution by auger test at 75-100 cm
level at 38AB170.
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Figure 46: Artifact distribution by auger test at 100-125 cm
level at 38AB170.
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Figure 47: Artifact distribution by auger test at 125-150 cm
level at 38AB170.
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Figure 48: Artifact distribution by auger test at 150-175 cm
level at 38AB170.
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Figure 49: Artifact distribution by auger test at 175-200 em
level at 38AB170.
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Figure 50: Artifact distribution by auger test at 200-225 cm
level at 38AB170.
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(Appendix A). Most of the tuff flakes came from the upper 50 cm and a few
pieces of steatite were also found in this zone (Table 31). The fiber
tempered pottery, steatite fragments, and tuff flakes all together sug-
gested a Late Archaic-Early Woodland occupation extant in the upper por-
tions of the site.
In the upper 125 cm of the site, two basic spatial clusters existed.
The northern cluster extended from 940N to 1040N. The southern cluster
extended from 800N to 880N.
Stratigraphically, below the 125 cm level, flakes appeared sporad-
ically but were present consistently in auger test 15 from 150 to 225 cm.
As no diagnostic bifaces were found in these deeper levels, or any other
level for that matter, the chronological placement of these preceramic
zones must be considered as "Archaic." It was clear, however, that the
approximate lower two meters of this site were preceramic in age. Given
the appearance of fiber tempered pottery in the upper levels, the lower two
meters of the deposit as penetrated by the auger tests might be Middle to
perhaps Early Archaic. Given that the bucket auger did not reach below 2.5
m, the existence of even deeper cultural deposits was not ruled out by this
testing program.
Thus, based on the subsurface testing, it was clear that buried, un-
disturbed deposits were present at 38AB170. Whether or not features
existed was not lmown because the auger method was not sui ted for deter-
mining the presence of those kinds of remains. It seemed likely that some
features existed particularly in the upper 50 cm of the site, given the
Woodland period occupation. Features might be present as well in the pre-
ceramic levels. At this point in the evaluation of the site, hand-excavated
squares and backhoe trenches would be an appropriate means of further eval-
uating the nature of the deposits.
38AB174
When first described (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A), this site
was noted to be 270 x 320 m in extent. It was also noted to be heavily
damaged and located on an upland knoll in a pine plantation. Middle
Archaic, Late ,Archaic , and Historic period diagnostics were present.
During the testing phase, the site was divided into four loci labeled
A, B, C, and D. These were delineated on the field map (Figure 51). Locus
A was a recently plowed field. Numerous lithics were observed but no undis-
turbed deposits. Locus B was a clear-cut area and very eroded with no sign
of undisturbed deposits. Locus C was a crest of eroded valley between two
promontories. No undisturbed deposits were noted. Locus D was a clear-cut
field with historic and prehistoric components present. No sign of undis-
turbed deposits was noted. Twenty shovel tests were placed on the site
over an area 40 x 80 m in extent.' These were placed primarily in Locus A,
where the plowed field was present, and numerous lithics were observed.
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The depth of the shovel tests was from 4 to 16 cm below surface. No
clear pattern of artifact distribution was indicated. Some shovel tests
were also placed in Locus B. The depth of these tests ranged from 5 to 28
cm, but again, no distributional patterning was evident. Artifacts were
recovered from three of the shovel tests and consisted entirely of quartz
flakes. The locations of these shovel tests could not be determined from
the records and therefore were not shown in Figure 51. The results of the
testing indicated that no undisturbed cultural deposits were present at
this site.
38AB175
When first visited (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A), this site was
described as 140 x 175 m in extent, with a Mississippian component present.
It was located on a ridgetop with a vegetation cover of mixed pine and
hardwood. Site damage was moderate. The original survey also noted that
10 to 15 cm of soil was present over the red clay.
The testing at this site consisted of the placement of 28 shovel tests
over an area 40 x 80 m in extent (Figure 52). Exactly why there was a size
difference between the site area shovel tested and the site area as it was
first surveyed was not really known. It was likely that a surface in-
spection prior to the shovel testing brought about a reduction of the area
meriting examination. Nine of the twenty-eight shovel tests yielded arti-
facts (Table 32). These consisted primarily of quartz flakes, although one
Coastal Plain chert flake, two quartz cores, and four quartz biface frag-
TABLE 32
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB175
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface)
11 (180N 90E)
13 (200N 80E)
14 (200N 90E)
15 (200N 100E)
16 (200N 110E)
17 (220N 100E)
19 (240N 70E)
20 (240N 100E)
21 (240N 110E)
Chunks
26
1
1
5
2
1
1
3
1
Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
1
3
1
3
Flake
Cores
2
Haft. Bir.
Whl. Frag.
3
Preforms
Whl. Frag.
a - 1 Coastal Plain chert flake
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'Figure 52: Location Map of Site 38AB175
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ments were also noted. The depth of the shovel tests at the site varied
between 6 and 25 cm below surface. Based upon the testing, no undisturbed
cultural deposits remained at the site.
38AB184
This site was located on a ridge slope in a mixed pine-hardwood forest
w~th some recent logging activity taking place. It was reported as 4,000
m in extent wi th a site depth of 15 cm, and suffering moderate damage
(Taylor and Smith 1918: Appendix A). Two dirt roads cut through the site
and some erosional gullies were located on the southern edge. Undiagnostic
lithics and historic ceramics and glass were discovered during the initial
survey, but nothing was found during testing of this project.
Twenty-seven shovel tests were dug using a 10 m grid over a 40 x 50 m
area. No map was made. Beneath a layer of forest Ii t ter or humus was a
light brown sandy loam followed by red clay between 1 and 30 cm below the
surface. The sandy loam was disturbed and there were no undisturbed
deposits on this site.
38AB193
This site was located on a ridgetop and was reported to be 1,500 m2 in
area wi th a site depth of 15 cm and suffering from moderate damage. The
surrounding vegetation was a pine plantation. Unidentified prehistoric and
historic artifacts were found during the initial survey (Taylor and Smith
1918: Appendix A). Four quartz flakes were found on the surface during
testing and no historic artifacts were discovered. These flakes consisted
of two chunks, one other flake, and one thinning flake.
Fifteen shovel tests were excavated, using a 15 m grid over a 30 x 60
m area. None of the tests contained artifacts. The stratigraphy consisted
of a sandy plowzone over a red clay that varied in depth from 1 to 11 cm
below the surface. There was no trace of undisturbed deposits at this
site.
38AB194
Located on an upland knoll with a surroundin~ vegetation of pine, this
site was previously described as being 2,550 m in extent with no site
depth. This site suffered moderate damage (Taylor and Smith 1918: Appendix
A). Logging activity took place in the area, and a dirt road cut through
the site with severe erosion on both sides of the road. Early Archaic
artifacts were found during the survey but not one artifact was found
during testing.
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Twenty-one shovel tests were placed over a 10 x 170 m area, using a 10
x 20 m and 10 x 10 m grid system. No artifacts were found and the stratig-
raphy consisted of an extremely thin plowzone over red clay. There was no
sign of undisturbed deposits at this site.
38AB198
38AB198 was reported to be 6,000 m2 in extent, with a site depth
and suffering from moderate damage (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appen-
It was located on a ridgetop with a surrounding vegetation of
Undiagnostic Iithics and a single prehistoric sherd were found
the first survey. Only five quartz flakes were found on the surface
testing. These consisted of two chunks and three thinning flakes.
Site
of 15 cm,
dix A).
pine.
during
during
The field notes for this site were rather poor, but it appeared that
about 48 shovel tests were excavated using a 20 m grid. None of the tests
recovered artifacts. Below the humus layer, red clay was encountered with
some tests having a brown sandy loam between the two. The red clay ranged
between 3 and 20 em below the surface. There was no sign of undisturbed
deposits on this site.
38AB216
Located on an upland knoll with a surrounding vegetation of pines,
hardwoo~s, honeysuckle, and briars, this site was originally reported to be
7,500 m in extent (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). It was also re-
ported to be relatively intact with a site depth of 15 cm. Although an
unidentified prehistoric component was present, the site mostly consisted
of a recent historic occupation. There were two collapsed structures and
one collapsed tin-roofed shed (possibly a chicken coop) located in the
area. Erosional gullies were located in the northwestern part of the site
near 140N, 40E and a trash disposal area, containing trash from the past 20
to 25 years, was located near 140N, 100E.
A total ·of 15 shovel tests was excavated, using a 20 m grid over an
area 60 x 80 m (Figure 53). Seven shovel tests contained artifacts--three
of which contained prehistoric artifacts (Table 33) in addition to historic
materials (Appendix C). The soil matrix consisted of a humus layer over-
lying a light brown to gray sandy loam followed by a compact red clay. The
red clay ranged in depth from 4 to 35 cm below the surface. The deeper
part of the site was the eastern section, located nearest the collapsed
structures. Structures often prevent soil erosion if cultivation is kept
away from the living area.
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TABLE 33
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB216
Provenience
Number
6 (60N 100E)
8 (80N 100E)
11 (120N 1OOE)
Chunks
1
1
38AB239
Thinning
Flakes
1
1
This site was origin~ly described as a Late Archaic site with an
estimated size of 30,000 m (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). It was
situated on a ridgetop and suffered moderate damage. The site vegetation
was characterized by a mixed pine and hardwood forest with pokeberry and
briar underbrush. The ·area was logged, and as a result, bulldozer cuts
disturbed the site. Slash covered much of the area that had been cleared.
Although the shovel tests were recorded by grid location within a locus, it
was not possible to relate the test locations by the "grids" shown on the
field map; thus, no map was presented. The findings of the positive shovel
tests were reported anyway (Table 34). In Locus A, 17 shovel tests were
excavated. Two base lines were established 20 m apart. The northern line
was tested every 10 m and the southern line was tested every 20 m. Eight
shovel tests produced artifacts (Table 34). The depth to the clay subsoil
ranged from 8 to 26 cm. It was noted in shovel test 200N, 170E that arti-
facts were concentrated from 2.6 to 12.5 em in depth. The clay zone was
reached at 15 cm in this test.
Locus B was tested with three shovel tests, two of which produced
artifacts (Table 34). The depth to clay ranged from 15 to 32 cm. Nine
shovel tests were dug in Locus C, one of which produced a flake. The clay
subsoil ranged from 7 to 22 em below the surface. Locus D was tested with
four shovel tests placed 20 m apart. One test produced three artifacts.
The clay zone ranged from 15 to 21 cm in depth.
The majority of the site was located on the north side in Locus A. In
addition to the quartz Savannah River point found in the original survey, a
quartz Caraway point was found during this testing, thus demonstrating a
Mississippian component at this site.
Locus A might have some surviving topsoil and a fair artifact density.
Further testing might be appropriate ,particularly since the disturbance
was restricted to recent logging. The remainder of the site was obviously
disturbed by erosion and plowing and it seemed that no undisturbed sedi-
ments remained. Spatial or horizontal integrity of artifacts might still
be present and the existence of sUb-plowzone features was not precluded by
the shovel testing.
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TABLE 34
ARTIFACTS FROM 38AB239
Provenience
Number
Chunks Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
Points
(Whl. Frag.)
Biface
Blanks
4 (200N 130E) 7
6 (180N 140E) 3
8 (200N 110E) 1
9 (200N 140E) 1
10 (200N 160E) 2
11 (200N 170E) 8 l a
12 (200N 180E) 1
1b13 (200N 220E) 7 2 1
14 (B980N 980E) 1
16 (Cl020N 900E) 1
18 (D140N 120E) 2 1
20 (B1020N 940E) 1
a - Coastal Plain chert
b - Caraway point
38AB249
Reported as being heavily damaged, this site was located in a logged,
clear-cut field on a ridgetop. It was 80 x 160 m in size and was origi-
nally reported as having a site depth of 4 em (Ta.ylor and Smith 1978:
Appendix A). The field was grown up in weeds, briars, shrubs, and was
littered with pine slash and other logging debris. The surrounding vege-
tation consisted of mixed pine and hardwood. A Middle Archaic component
was recognized in the first survey; however, a Woodland point was also
found on the surface during this project.
A 10 x 10 m grid system was set up in an area 20 x 50 m (Figure 54).
Fifteen shovel tests were excavated, and six of them produced artifacts
(Table 35). .The stratigraphy followed the basic pattern of a thin humus
(if present), an ashy soil layer, clay loam (sometimes present) and dense
red clay subsoil. The red clay was located from 4 to 26 em below the sur-
face. The deepest part of the site was located on the slope to the north-
west. The ashy level below the humus indicated either an old burn-off or a
forest fire. This probably took place some time prior to the recent log-
ging activity. This site appeared to be very eroded, thus precluding the
existence of undisturbed layers.
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TABLE 35
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB249
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface)
2 (100N 80E)
3 (100N 90E)
4 (110N 70E)
5 (120N 70E)
6 (120N 80E)
7 (120N 90E)
Chunks
1
2
9
Other
Flakes
2
Thinning
Flakes
2
4
Haft. Bif.
Whl. ( Frag. )
Biface
Whl. ( Frag. )
3
a - One Yadkin or Badin
38AB255
Located in a clear-cut field on a ridgetop, this site was approxi-
mately 50 x 120 m in extent. It suffered moderate damage due to logging
and it had a depth of 10 cm (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The field
was covered in low weeds and some piles of slash. The surrounding
vegetation consisted of mixed pine and hardwood saplings.
Twelve shovel tests were excavated in a 40 x 60 m area using a 20 m
grid (Figure 55). One tes t, 160N, 70E, produc ed a Coastal Plain chert
flake tool. A thin humus overlay a tan loam. The red clay subsoil depth
varied from 0 to 25 cm below the surface. The topsoil consisted of a thin
humus overlying a tan loam. The topsoil was very thin over most of the
site. In some cases the red clay was present on the surface. The deeper
part of the site was on the slope. This site appeared to be heavily
eroded, thereby eliminating any former undisturbed layers.
38AB258
2 Located on a ridge nose, this site was originally reported to be 1,500
m in extent with no site depth and with moderate damage (Taylor and Smith
1978: Appendix A). It was situated in a clear-cut field with terraces and
had been damaged due to logging activity and road grading. The surrounding
vegeta tion consisted of mixed pine and hardwood. During the initial sur-
vey, Early and Middle Archaic artifacts were located. During testing only
a quartz thinning flake and a Morrow Mountain point fragment were found,
both on the surface.
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Twenty-four shovel tests were dug using a 20 x 20 m and 10 x 20 m
grid, depending on the topography. The total area tested was 40 x 140 m.
None of the tests contained artifacts. The tests revealed a stratigraphy
of humus, orange sandy loam, and red clay. The tests in the road revealed
a loose, sandy soil overlying the red clay. The red clay ranged in depth
from 1 to 40 em below the surface.
The undisturbed strata would not survive on this plowed and eroded
site.
38AB260
This site was located on a ridgetop in an old field overgrown with
pine saplings and briars. It was reported to be 600 m with 15 em of depth
and with moderate damage (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The surround-
ing vegetation consisted of a pine-oak-hickory forest. Three dirt roads
passed through the site. There was an unidentified prehistoric component
present but historic artifacts predominated during testing. The USGS quad
for this area of Lowndesville, S.C. - Ga. (1964), showed a structure in
this location, but there was no evidence for it on the surface.
Twenty-five shovel tests were placed over the site using a 10 m grid
in a 40 x 50 m area (Figure 56). Seven tests contained artifacts, three of
which contained both prehistoric (Table 36) and historic artifacts (Appen-
dix C). The stratigraphy consisted of a humus layer or sod zone followed
by a plowzone of a tan, sandy loam. Beneath this was red clay, which
varied in depth from 11 to 35 em below the surface.
At shovel test 80N, 110E a feature was found at 15 em intruding into
the red clay. The interior of this feature contained a sandy loam to a
depth of at least 57 em below the surface, where digging was discontinued.
The feature was basically sterile with only charcoal and partially burned
wood fragments found. These fragments were found throughout the feature
with no obvious concentrations, except that there was a great deal of char-
coal from 14 to 17 em below the surface. This feature might be a historic
posthole. Artifacts that came from this shovel test were one quartz thin-
ning flake, one wire nail fragment (Appendix E), and one clear bottle glass
sherd (Appendix D). The field notes did not state where these artifacts
were located in the test, but only that no artifacts came from inside the
feature.
To investigate this feature further, three one-meter square test pits
were excavated near 80N, 110E (Figure 56). Test pit 1 was located at 80N,
108E and was dug to red clay 10 em below the surface. Underneath a thin
humus layer was a red-brown sandy loam that was slightly mottled and con-
tained a high density of rocks and pebbles. There were no discernible
features, but there was evidence of three roots or plow scars in the red
clay. Artifacts from this test pit included three quartz and quartzite
flakes and two brown bottle glass sherds (Appendix D).
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TABLE 36
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 3SAB260
Provenience Chunks
Number
3 (SON 110E)
5 (90N 110E)
7 (90N 150E)
9 (100N 11 OE)
12 (SON 10SE) TP 1 0-10cm
a - 1 quartzite
Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
1
1
1
1
Test pit 2, 7SN, 110E, was excavated in two levels: the first level 0
to 10 cm below the surface. The first two centimeters was a sod or humus
layer, then a brown loam with many roots. This level was only slightly
mottled and contained one ironstone-whi teware sherd and two glass bottle
fragments (Appendices C and D).
The second level of test pit 2 was from 10 to 13 em below the surface.
The soil was a continuation of the brown loam layer that bottomed out on
red clay with some indistinct plow scars. No artifacts were recovered from
this level.
Test pit 3, SON, 112E, was also excavated in two levels. The first
level from 0 to 10 em contained the same thin humus and brown loam as in
the other test pits, but was extremely mottled with a very high density of
small pebbles. Artifacts found in the first level included a cut nail
(Appendix E), slipware sherds (Appendix C), and bottle glass sherds (Appen-
dix D). The second level, from 10 to 13 em contained the same brown loam
and bottomed out on red clay. No features except distinct plo~ scars were
discovered. Artifacts included a cut nail (Appendix E) and one ironstone
sherd (Appendix C).
There may be some research potential with regards to the historic
component because of artifact distribution and possible preserved features.
However, it is doubtful that any undisturbed prehistoric deposits are
present. .
3SAB266
Site 3SAB266 was located in afecentlY logged area on a ridgetop. It
was previously reported as 6,500 m in area, with a site depth of 15 cm,
suffering moderate damage. Based upon the surface treatment of prehistoric
ceramics from this site, there were at least Woodland and Mississippian
components present (Taylor and Smith 1975: Appendix A). A single historic
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sherd was found during the initial survey but none were found during
testing.
Two dirt roads cut the site, and there was recent logging damage
throughout the area. However, deep cuts and piles of di rtwere located
only along the roadsides. Deep erosion was present only along the north
slope of the site and in some places in the roadbeds.
Forty-two shovel tests were dug in a 110 x 120 m area using a 10 x 20
m grid (Figure 57). Twenty-two shovel tests produced artifacts (Table 37).
A typical profile consisted of a dark humus overlying a brown sandy loam.
This graded into a red-brown clay until compact red clay was reached. The
,top level of the red clay ranged from 11 to 40 cm.
At 120N, 130E pottery was noted to come from the first 10 cm and at
20N, 190E, charcoal was discovered between 14 and 15 cm below the surface.
A few of the shovel test profiles indicated a disturbed matrix, but the
majority of them showed an intact natural profile, which could yield undis-
turbed archeological deposits. The fact that 22 shovel tests out of 42
produced artifacts indicated an extremely high artifact density for this
site. There might be unplowed portions still left, and of course there is
a possibility that sub-plowzone features could be present. Further data
recovery at this site might be possible.
TABLE 37
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB266
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface)
5 (40N 140E)
6 (40N 150E)
8 (40N 200E)
11 (60N 130E)
12 (60N 140E)
13 (60N i50E)
14 (60N 190E)
19 (80N nOE)
20 (80N 150E)
21 (80N 160E)
22 (80N 170E)
23 (80N 190E)
24 (100N 100E)
25 (100N 110E)
26 (100N 170E)
27 (100N 180E)
28 (100N 200E)
30 (120N 120E)
Fire Cracked
( grams)
45.5
126
Chunks
5
1
1
2c
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
3
1
Other Thinning
Flakes Flakes
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
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TABLE 37 (Cont.)
Provenience
Number
31 (120N nOE)
33 (140N 110E)
35 (80N 1SOE)
36 (SON 140E)
Fire Cracked
(grams)
Chunks
3
1
3
Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes
a - Diorite
b - Ridge and Valley chert
c - 1 Tuff and 1 Ridge and Valley chert
d - 1 Tuff flake
38AB267
This site was located on a ridgetop and was 25 x 100 m in extent. The
vegetation was previously described as pine plantation but an understory of
small hardwoods was noted during testing (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix
A) • Logging in the area resulted in heavy damage to the si te. A graded
dirt road, a log loading trench, and an erosional gully disturbed the site
surface. In the original survey a Morrow Mountain I and a Yadkin point
were recovered.
A base line was laid in at the site and shovel tests were conducted 10
m north and south of this line at 20-m intervals (Figure 58). Two tests
had to be moved due to ground disturbances. A total of 12 shovel tests was
excavated with only one producing artifacts (Table 38). A general surface
collection was also made.
The soil profile revealed a humus layer below which was a brown sandy
loam. Red clay was encountered from 3 to 24 cm below the ground surface.
The preViously found Morrow Mountain and Yadkin points indicated a Middle
Archaic to Woodland prehistoric component. A historic component was also
represented by the presence of two ironstone sherds.
This site witnessed extensive disturbances and the thin uneven condi-
tion of the surviving topsoil indicated substantial erosion.
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TABLE 38
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB267
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface)
2 (110N 120E)
a - Diorite abrader
Chunks
2
1
38AB275
Thinning
Flakes
3
Other
Lithics
This site was situated on a ridgetop in front of an abandoned historic
house structure. There 2were some disturbances in this area. The site was
reported to be 10,000 m in area with no depth and moderate damage (Taylor
and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The surrounding vegetation consisted of
mixed pine, cedar and hardwood, briar, and honeysuckle. Undiagnostic
lithics and historic artifacts were found during the survey, but only his-
toric artifacts were found in testing.
In addition to the house structure, an outhouse, barn and a possible
well were located on the site. A road ran through the site, and quartz
fragments were found eroding from it, but no artifacts were found. Behind
the. house and approximately 20 m east began the first of two terraces which
led to the river. The surface of this area was inspected but no artifacts
were found.
Seventeen shovel tests were excavated, using a 20 m grid over a 40 x
100 m area (Figure 59). Only one test, 80N, 120E, contained artifacts and
all of these were historic (See Appendices D, E, and F). The soil matrix
consisted of a humus layer over a tan sandy loam followed by a compact red.
clay. The red clay was found between 6 to 28 cm below the surface. Based
upon the soil description, the site did not appear to have any undisturbed
sediments. There may be, however, some historic features related to the
standing structures. Since the field notes explicitly indicated that the
testing team was to evaluate any undisturbed prehistoric remains, historic
features might have been overlooked. The prehistoric research potential
seemed minimal due to erosion. Because of the presence of standing his-
toric structures it may be possible to do further research here if appro-
priate problems are identified.
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38AB277
This ridgetop site was approximately 4,000 m2 in extent and was
located in an old field clear-cut from logging. The field had a sparse
vegetation of weeds, blackberries, and some piles of pine slash. It was
reported (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A) that this site had suffered
moderate damage; however, tests showed the damage to be heavy, especially
in the northern section. Some of the si te had depressions caused by 'the
use of bulldozers during logging. Some pot hunting had taken place, sev-
eral shallow holes (20 cm deep, one meter across) were noted. The site was
also littered with modern garb~ge.
A 40 x 100 m grid was set up and 23 shovel tests were excavated in
this gr id (Figure 60). Eleven of these produced artifacts (Table 39).
All but one of the shovel tests producing artifacts were in the southern
half of the site. Brown sandy soil overlay red clay, which was encountered
from 4 to 22 cm below the surface. Two of the northern tests showed great
subsurface disturbance as undecomposed sticks were found throughout the
matrix.
In the previous survey one Late Mississippian sherd was found. Three
rim sherds found during testing also indicated a Mississippian component
(Appendix A). The single fragment of steatite could possibly be from the
Late Archaic period.
Because of the considerable evidence of modern disturbances over the
site surface, it seems probable that no undisturbed deposits exist.
TABLE 40
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB277
Provenience Fire Cracked Chunks Thinning Other Prehistoric
Number ( grams) Flakes Lithics Ceramics
3 (100N 80E) 1
4 (1QON 90E) 4
5 (100N 110E) 1
1a6 (100N 120E) 2 2
7 (120N 80E) 10.4 2
8 (120N 100E) 1 2
1b9 (120N 120E)
10 (130N 80E) 1
11 (nON 90E) 1 2
12 (140N 110E) 1
17 (200N 110E)
a - Fragment of Steatite
b - Cobble Hammerstone
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38AB278
This site was in an old clear-cut field located ~ a ridgetop above a
tributary of Rocky River. It was reported to be 900 m in extent, 10 cm in
depth, and having moderate damage due to logging. The results of testing,
however, indicated the site had been heavily disturbed. Slash piles cov-
ered parts of the field that had sparse vegetation. The surrounding vege-
tation consisted of pine and hardwood saplings. In the previous report
this site was assigned to the Ceramic Prehistoric (Taylor and Smith 1978:
Appendix A).
Fourteen shovel tests were excavated in an area 40 x 50 m using a 10 x
10 m grid (Figure 61). Five of the tests contained artifacts (Table 40)
including fabric marked, simple stamped, and complicated stamped pottery
(Appendix A). The humus layer averaged about four centimeters and con-
sisted mostly of tree bark. Below this was a light tan loam. The depth of
the red clay ranged from 3 to 23 em. The eastern part of the site was the
deepest. A large number of quartz fragments were noted on the surface;
however, it was felt that these were natural, indicating erosion.
Because of the highly eroded and recently disturbed nature of the top-
soil, undisturbed deposits seem unlikely to exist.
TABLE 40
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE 38AB278
Provenience
Number
3 (90N 60E)
5 (90N 100E)
7 (110N 70E)
8 (110N 80E)
9 (110N 90E)
Chunks
3
1
38AB282
Other
Flakes
Prehistoric
Ceramics
2
7
This prehistoric site was locate~ on a ridge nose above a creek and
was previously reported as being 300 m in area with no site depth (Taylor
and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The area had been logged, but a mature pine
plantation presently exists on the site. The undergrowth had been burned
off. There were terraces on the site that were possibly used for agricul- .
ture. A road cut through the site with a firebreak to the west. This site
was designated an unidentified prehistoric site; however, one ceramic sherd
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was found during testing. Pieces of Coastal Plain chert, Ridge and Valley
chert, and tuff debitage were also recovered.
Fifteen shovel tests were excavated using a 20 m grid in a 40 x 80 m
area (Figure 62). Four tests produced artifacts (Table 41). A humus layer
of about four centimeters underlay a covering of pine straw. Below this a
red-orange sandy soil was encountered. The depth to hard red clay varied
from 0 to 40 cm below the surface. The deepest part of the site was
clearly to the west of the road. Three of the tests that produced arti-
facts were also in this part of the site.
The area of the site west of the road seemed to have a fairly thick
surviving sandy A horizon prior to contacting the red clay B horizon.
Three of the five shovel tests here produced artifacts. This area of the
site appeared to have enough surviving A horizon soil to allow further data
recovery. Such recovery could have emphasized horizontal distributions of
artifacts or perhaps basal remnants of former aboriginal features if pres-
ent.
TABLE 41
ARTIFACTS FROM SITE ;8AB282
Provenience
Number
1 (Surface)
; (1000N 880E)
4 (1000N 910E)
5 (1020N 880E)
7 (1020N 1000E)
Chunks
6
4
Other
Flakes
Thinning
Flakes'
Prehistoric
Ceramics
a - Ridge and Valley chert flake
b - 1 Tuff flake, 5 Coastal Plain chert flakes
;8AB284
Th~ site was located on a logged upland knoll and was reported to be
6,000 m in extent and to have a 10 cm depth. Taylor and Smith (1978:
Appendix A) reported the site to be located in a clear-cut field and to
have suffered moderate damage. Upon examination in the present survey, the
site was found to have been disturbed by bulldozer action. No diagnostic
artifacts were found during the survey and nothing was found during test-
ing.
Twenty-one shovel tests were dug using a 20 m grid over an 80 x 80 m
area (Figure 6;). A typical profile consisted of red clay beneath a humus
layer with a compact red-brown sandy loam occasionally found between the
1;6
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humus and clay. The red clay ranged in depth between 1 and 16 cm below the
surface.
No undisturbed sediments remained on this site. The existence of fea-
ture remnants, of course, cannot be eliminated by the shovel test method.
38AB288
This area was a large, highly disturbed soybean field that had been
harvested. Because of the uneven disturbance and exposure of the ground
surface, surface collecting would not have been worthwhile.
2 Taylor and Smith (1978: Appendix A) conjectured that the site was 400
m in size, was used for agricultural purposes, and without depth. Based
upon a private collection analyzed by Taylor and Smith, there were Early
and Late Archaic, Ceramic Prehistoric, and Historic period components pres-
ent at the site.
The site was on a floodplain, parallel to and south of McCalla Island.
Based on topography and the current subsurface testing, it is likely that
archeological remains extended over the entire floodplain and on the slopes
of the uplands immediately to the east.
There were three basic subsurface testing activities carried out at
38AB288. These included shovel testing like that done for upland sites,
auger testing with a bucket auger, and test pit excavations. The site was
divided into areas A and B (Figure 64). Area A at the northern end of the
floodplain had shovel testing, auger testing, and four 1 x 2 m test pits
excavated. Area B to the south was only augered. All testing procedures
included sifting the sampled soil through one-quarter inch screen. A con-
trolled surface collection, originally scheduled for the site, was not
conducted.
The site was laid out in a metric grid oriented 341 0 east of north.
The long axis of the grid ran approximately north-south, the same orienta-
tion of the floodplain feature. Auger tests were placed along the grid,
usually in 10 m intervals. Area A had auger tests 1-3, 20, 21, and 22.
Area B had auger tests 4-19 (Figure 64).
In the area north of Area A, 23 shovel tests were excavated. The
field notes indicated that shovel testing was a mistake and that auger
testing was ultimately slated for the site. No artifact analysis sheets
could be located among the Institute records pertaining to the materials
recovered from the shovel tests, except a single catalog sheet that pre-
sumably itemized what was found. The shovel tests were done along a grid
system that was spatially isomorphic with the overall site grid that cov-
ered areas A and B.
A string of shovel tests was dug along the East 170 line in 10m
intervals beginning at 160N continuing through 210N. The range of depths
from surface to red clay subsoil was from 9 to 17 cm, indicating that the
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topsoil was very thin and eroded. Artifacts were found in three of these
tests. The catalog stated "potsherds and quartz chips." This area of the
site seemed to be an upland situation as indicated by the field notes and
the soil condition. A second string of shovel tests was also dug along the
110E line in 10 m intervals beginning at 150N and ending at 230N. No arti-
facts were recovered from these tests. It may well be the case that arti-
facts were alluvially buried under several centimeters of flood soil but
that the shovel tests did not penetrate intact cultural horizons.
Immediately south of the shovel test area was area A. This was auger
tested and test pitted. The test pits were 1 x 2 m and dug in 6-inch
levels. These squares were not taken down any further because of time
limi tations and the high level of labor intensity required to excavate the
compact clay subsoil. All of these test squares produced sherds (Appendix
A) and lithics (Table 42). Area A auger holes included numbers 1. 2. 3. 20
and 21. Only auger tests 2. 20 and 21 produced lithic and ceramic arti-
facts. These tests ranged in depths from 1 to 42 em below surface. These
auger tests were taken to 2.5 m be low surface wi th all sediments si fted
through one-quarter inch screen.
Area B was located on the southern end of the floodplain. Sixteen
auger holes were dug to depths of 2.5 m below surface. Each of these
tests. except 12 and 18. produced artifacts. Sherds were found in auger
tests 7. 8. 10. 11. 16. and 17. ranging in depth from 22 to 108 em (Appen-
dix A). Given the plain sherds involved. no temporal pattern could have
been seen stratigraphically. Possible plowzones buried by historic floods
made stratigraphic analysis of the upper 50 to 70 em difficult. One bur-
nished plain ware sherd was found at 150 to 160 em in test 4. There may
have been as much as 70 em of nineteenth- and twentieth-century flood-
deposited sand overlying this test. which would exaggerate the depth of the
test.
Lithic remains were relatively plentiful in all of the artifact-
producing auger tests (Table 42). Auger tests 17. 16. and 15 had flakes
only in the 1 to 56 em depths. Other tests such as 19. 13. 10. 7 and 5 had
lithic material 147 em below surface. Tests. 4. 6. 8. 9 and 11 had arti-
facts from below 150 em. For example. flakes were found in test 11 until
200 em. and 180-190 em in test 6. In test 7 a possible Morrow Mountain
point was found by the bucket auger in a level 87 to 94 em below surface.
In test 8. an Otarre point was found between 80 and 90 em; a Savannah River
stemmed point. between 105 to 114 em; and a Morrow Mountain point between
114 to 122 em. The finding of temporally diagnostic tools using a bucket
auger suggested a high density of cultural materials buried between one and
two meters at this site.
The bucket auger testing was quite adequate and reliable for demon-
strating the existence and approximate depths of buried preceramic and
ceramic horizons at this site. In terms of evaluating the internal stra-
tigraphy of the site. both archeologically and geologically. much greater
areas needed to be opened using large excavation squares and backhoe
trenches. The upper 70 em of the site seemed to have buried plowzones. for
example. In another case. the depth of the uppermost sandy layer(s) seemed
to be quite variable in thickness. suggesting differential deposition of
flood sediments over the floodplain. CuItural horizons suggested from
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TABLE 42
LITHIC ARTIFACTS FROM 38AB288
Provenienoe Fireoraoked Chunks Other Thinning Flake tools Flake Points Preforms Bifaoe Other
Number (grus) Flakes Flakes IIth/lledges Cores Whole (Frags.) Whole (Frags.) Blanks Lithies
General Surfaoe la
2 (160N 170E) 2?
3 ~l80N 150E)
4 190N 150E) 1?
8 AT2(115N lOOE) 26-36011 2
9 AT2(115N lOOE) 36-420m 1.2
23 AT4(40N lOOE) 61-680m 1
,24 AT4(40N 100E) 68-77om 5b
26 AT4(40N looE) 83-92om 20 1
28 AT4(40N 100E) 99-110cm 1
29 AT4(40N lOOE) 150-1600.
31 TPA(105N 99E) 0-60. 60 3 3 ld
33 TPA~105N 99E~ 6-120m 160 4 140 ld
52 TPA 105N 99E Level 3 2 1 2
34 TPA(105N looE) 6-120m 13 2 130 18
35 '( 105N lOOE) Level 3 30 5
~ 36 TPB (124N 99E) 0-60m 6 1 7I\)
38 TPB (124N 99E) 6-12cm 170 2 12
37 TPB (125N 99E) O-6cm 9f 1 4
39 TPB (125N 99E) 6-12cm 16g 1 45f
54 TPB (125N 99E) Level 3 3 1
40 TPC(145N 99E) 0-60111 15 130 lh
42 TPC~145N 99E~ 6-120m 6 26i 3/3
55 TPC 145N 99E 12-180m 2 2
41 TPC(145N looE) 0-60111 5 13b
"43 TPC(145N looE) 6-12cm 120 15j,k
44 TPD(164N 99E) 0-60m 2
46 TPD(164N 99E) 6-12cm 1 2
48 TPD(164N 99E) Level 3 10 8
45 TPD(165N 99E) 0-60m 1 50
47 TPD(165N 99E~ 6-120111 30
49 TPD(165N 99E Level 3 1 3
60 AT5(50N looE) 65-740m 1
109 AT6(40N 9OE) 183-191 em 10
64 AT7(40N 110E) 10-1gem 11
65 AT7(40N 110E) 19-270m 1m
66 AT7(40Nl10E) 27-340m 1
67 AT7(40N 110E) 34-420. 10 21
68AT7~40N 110E~ 42-480m 1
69 AT7 40N 110E 48-520m 20
70 AT7(40N 110E) 52-58em 2
71 AT7(40N 110E) 58-66elll le
73 AT7(40N 110E) 87-94ell 10 In
·.
TABLE 42 (Cont.)
1c
2c
6c "q,l lp
4 3
1c 1
1 11 lr
4 3 10
1
1 lc
lc
3 2
1
10 6
1
2m
1 3m
2m 41
2m
2c,m
5
1
3
3c
1
lc
Provenience
Number
74 AT8(30N 100E) 14-23cm
76 AT8(30N 100E) 44-51cm
77 AT8(30N 100E) 51-63cm
79 AT8(30N 100E) 71-79cm
80 AT8(30N 1OOE~ 79-89cm
81 AT8(30N 100E 89-95cm
82 AT8(30N lOOE) 95-105cm
83 AT8(30N 1OOE) 105-114cm.
84 AT8(30N 100E~ 114-122cm
85 AT8(30N 100E 188-195cm
87 AT9(20N lOOE) 0-14cm
88 AT9(20N looE) 25-34cm
113 AT9(20N 100E) 108-117cm
142 AT9(20N 1ooE) 134-143cm
143 AT9(20N 1ooE) 143-152cm
144 AT9(20N 100E) 152-162cm
145 AT9(20N 100E) 162-171cm
94 AT10(10N 110E) 12-20cm
97 AT10(20N 110E) 34-41cm
l-' 98 AT10(20N 110E) 41-413cm
.J:'-
w 99 AT10(20N 110E) 48-55cm
100 AT10(20N 110E) 55-64cm
101 AT10(20N 110E) 64-70cm
146 AT10(20N 110E~ 83-91cm
103 AT10(20N 110E 91-97cm
117 ATll(ON 100E) 115-120cm
119 ATll (ON lOOE) 140-146cm
120 AT11(ON lOOE) 156-165cm
121 AT11(ON 1OOE) 165-175cm
122 ATll(ON looE) 175-183cm
123 AT11 (ON 100E) 183-190cm
124 AT11 (ON lOOE) 190-2oocm
128 AT13(ON 110E) 34-40cm
129 AT13(ON 110E) 40-50cm
130 AT13(ON 110E) 50-60cm
132 AT13(ON 110E) 70-77cm
133 AT13(ON 110E) 85-91cm
134 AT13(ON 110E) 91-99cm
135 AT13(ON 110E) 99-106cm
136 AT13(ON 110E) 106-114cm
137 AT13(ON 110E) 114-112cm
149 AT14(ON 120E) 40-47cm
150 ATI4(ON 120E) . 47-52cm
151 AT14(ON 120E) 52-50cm
152 ATI4(ON 120E) 60-66cm
154 A'I'14(ml L"()fo~) 70-74em
Firecracked
(grams)
Chunks
1
7
2
Other Thinning
Flakes Flakes
2
2
1
Ie
Flake tools
Htls/Hedges
Flake Points Preforms
Cores Whole (Frags.) Whole (Frags.)
Biface
Blanks
Other
Lithics
In
III
TABLE 47. (Cont.)
Provenience
Number
155 AT15(ON 130E) 22-32cm
157 AT16(10N 120E) 23-34cm
158 AT16(10N 120E) 34-44cm
160 AT16(10N 120E) 53-56cm
163 AT17(10S 120E) 38-43cm
165 AT19(1OS 110E) URK
166 AT19(10S 110E) 51-58cm
167 AT19(1OS 110E) 58-66cm
168 AT19(10S 110E) 66-74cm
169 AT19(1OS 110E) 74-82cm
170 AT19(10S 110E)137-147cm
173' AT20(155R 100E) 0-21cm
174 AT20(155R 100E) 21-30cm
192 AT21(135R 100E) 0-21cm
196 AT22(225R 30E) 88-92cm
195 AT22(225N 30E) 92-93cm
Firecracked
(grams)
Chunks
2
1
Other Thinning
Flakes Flakes
2
1
2
Flake tools
IItls/lledges
Flake Points
Cores Whole (Frags.)
Preforms
Whole (Frags.)
Biface
Blanks
Other
Lithics
a - unidentified stemmed point
b - 2 tuffaceous· flakes
'-, c - 1 tuffaceous flake
d - base of quartz Guilford?
e - triangular quartz point fragment
f - 1 WRidge andValleyw-like chert
g - 3 tuffaceous
h - tuffaceous
i - 7 tuffaceous
j - 2 Coastal Plain chert
k - 4 tuffaceous
1 - 1 diorite
m - 1 Coastal Plain chert
n - hammers tone
o - Morrow Mountain point
p - Otarre point
q - 5 tuffaceous
r - Savannah River point
Phase II testing included a Woodland zone resting in the upper one meter,
indicated by fabric and check stamped pottery; a Savannah River-Otarre
horizon(s) indicated by the Savannah River and Otarre points, plus diorite
flakes; and a possible Middle Archaic-Morrow Mountain horizon, indicated by
the Morrow Mountain point.
Based on these results, site 38AB288 could be considered a deeply
buried site. It had great potential for providing answers regarding ques-
tions related to the cultural sequences of the Savannah River basin,
chronology building, community patterns, and subsistence information. This
site definitely needs to be evaluated further using more intensive subsur-
face testing techniques.
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GEORGIA HISTORIC SITES
9EB201 - "Pearle Mill"
Phase I investigations concluded that this nineteent~- and twentieth-
century historic mill complex occupied at least 75,000 m along Beaverdam
Creek and the adjacent bottomlands (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). No
subsurface testing was undertaken of the relatively intact main site area.
Surface collecting included the removal of two nail samples from the Pearle
Mill Dam. Local informants stated that a dam and mill had operated in this
area before the Civil War and that this mill had also burned during this
period. They also maintained that this mill had been rebuilt downstream
from its original location sometime after the war.
Phase II investigations at the Pearle Mill complex included the recon-
naissance and mapping of all structures located in the area (Figure 65).
Site 9EB201 could be divided into three major occupation areas: (1) Pearle
Mill building and dependencies; (2) domestic areas characterized by mill
house ruins; and (3) the William Allen Plantation.
Investigations of the Pearle Mill complex resulted in the mapping and
identification of 49 structures and fe·atures. Five structures were attrib-
utable to the modern occupation of the site while five others were related
to William Allen's Plantation, occupied from 1785 to 1860. Four of these
were possibly slave cabins and one a grist mill. All the rest were attrib-
utable to the industrial complex at the site, apparently operational during
the last years of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century.
The mill building itself was approximately 300 feet long by 70 feet
wide. Power was initially furnished by water but additions were made to
permit the use of steam power. The main part of the mill (to the east) was
originally two stories, the first story being granite masonry, the second
story being brick. The power house showed evidence of modification that
might relate to the change in power systems. Informants indicated that
after the change to steam power, water power was still employed to generate
electrici ty f.or the mill. This was accomplished by means of a turbine,
which was still in place.
Other structures that were mapped (Figure 65) and that were associated
wi th the mill building included the dam, located about 500 m upstream, and
the race, which was still well defined. Other structures that were mapped
included the mill workers' houses, a warehouse, and possibly a store or
post office. Early maps of the area showed the presence of a school and a
church, but these structures were not identified in the field.
Investigations of Pearle Mill itself included the surface location of
a single, whole Chero-Cola bottle. Two rooms of the mill building were
probed to discern what lay beneath the layers of rubble in these rooms.
These results suggested the old mill floor was relatively intact. Details
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Editorial Addendum: Figure 65 appears as.a foldout in the jacket on
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of this program are available at the Institute of Archeology and Anthro-
pology. Various aspects of thJ mill building's construction and later
modifications were carefully mapped, and approximately 200 35-mm photo-
graphs were taken of this area. Four of these photographs are reproduced
in this report (Figures 66-69). Eight shovel tests were excavated. Table
44 lists the artifacts recovered in the eight positive shovel test units in
this area. The three tested areas included six tests in the mill building.
For purposes of field record keeping the three tested rooms were named
after several crew members. Eric's room was the boiler room, Tom's room
was the west machinery room, and Claudia's room was the east machinery
room. A single test was placed near the warehouse (Structure 19), and an
additional test was placed adjacent to the water tower (Structure 21). A
late nineteenth- through early twentieth-century temporal range was sug-
gested by these specimens (Table 43), with the singular exception of a
fiberglass fragment, which indicated post-occupation deposition.
The majority of shovel tests were placed in and adjacent to the numer-
ous millhouse locations. Lacking the original map for this site precluded
the discovery of the exact location of these tests. These tests were
placed north of Pearle Mill and north of Beaverdam Creek. Thirteen of the
18 shovel tests in these areas yielded artifacts (Table 44).
These materials suggested a late nineteenth- through early twentieth-
century occupation span for these areas (Table 44). All fiberglass and
plastic fragments were found near Chandler's garage, which was an operating
business at the time of the testing phase.
The only testing undertaken at the William Allen Plantation was the
surface collection of a single pearlware cup fragment. Mapped cultural
features at the Allen Plantation presumably included the cemetery, grist-
mill remains, and five standing structures that were still in use (Figure
65). Several of the mill house remains possibly dated pre-Civil War,
although a lack of antebellum materials from the tested area suggested this
was not highly probable.
Site 9EB201 definitely warrants Phase III archeological investigations
for several reasons. The main mill building was relatively intact with the
turbine(s) apparently still in place. This was the most extensive and
intact mill complex located in the entire reservoir, making this a unique
and valuable archeological resource.
The dependencies associated with the mill were in varying degrees of
preservation, ranging from poor to excellent as noted by the map (Figure
65). Our relatively poor understanding of artifact assemblages and settle-
ment patterns of this period could be greatly expanded by testing these
dependencies. This mill complex could be compared with studies of a simi-
lar nature in the Southeast and other areas of the United States to aid
discernment of any regular or unique -aspects of site 9EB201.
Site 9EB201 was first thought to contain archeological evidence of
three industrial mills and one plantation. Documentation concerning these
mills was ambiguous, as noted by the following discrepancies. Results of
the testing phase concluded that the ruins of Gray Mill, Heardmont Mill and
Pearle Mill were contiguous. This interpretation was centered upon several
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TABLE 43
9EB201 PEARLE MILL - MILL COMPLEX
Metal Ceramics Other
VI
N
Provenience
15 Eric's Room1, 0-23 cm
16 Claudia's Room3, 0-31 cm
17 Tom's Room2, 0-32 em
18 Tom's Room2, 0-28 cm
19 Eric's Room1, 0-23 cm
21 Warehouse4, 0-20 cm
22 Water Tower5, 0-21 em
24 Claudia's Room3, 0-21 cm
(See Figure 65 for locations)
1Boiler Room
2Western Machinery Room
3Eastern Machinery Room
4Structure 19
!)Structure 21
Tin
Cans
2
Cut
Nails
Wire
Nsils
Uniden.
Iron
2
10
3
Misc.
Metal
Harness
Strap
Buckle
Glazed
Stoneware
Alkaline
Burned
Stoneware
Porcelain
Bottle Coal
2
Brick
2
Fiber-
Glass Mortar
9
TAB1E 44
DOMESTIC STRUCTURES - "PEAR1E MI11"
Provenience
Metal Ceramics Glass
Albany
Cut Wire Uniden. Slipped Sea 1ight Green ClearNails Hails Iron Stoneware Amethyst Aqua Clear Green Window Glass Window Glass
* 3 East of chimney by
garage, 0-11 em
* 4 NW corner of chimney by
garage, 0-6 em
* 5 West of garage, 0-12 cm
6 3 meters H of datum #17, 0-8 cm
* 7 45 meters E of structure
#17, 0-12 em
* 8 30 DIeters SW of garage, 0-12 CID
* 9 10 meters Wof structure
#5, 0-15 em
*10 .5 meters N of Pooh Villa
chimney, 0-23 em
*11 15 meters SE Qf well, 0-15 em
12 Clearing 1 DleterW of
Mock Oranges, 0-24 cm
13 1 meter SW of chimney,
1ioa's cottage, 0-25 em
*14 15 meters Wof structure
#24, 0-19 cm
*20 Structure #21, 0-21 cm
5
4
5
2
3
2
9
4
2
2
6
2
*Indicates approxi~ate location can be found on map illustrated in Figure 65.
Figure 66. View of tailrace and the exterior of turbine
room, looking northwest.
Figure 67.
mounts,
Interior of steam engine room,
view to the northeast.
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showing engine
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Figure 68:
view to
Interior
northeast.
of picker room, Figure 69: Oblique view of the east
end of mill with water closet tower
in foreground, looking north.
key documents. In Deed Book 00 (page 323 at the Elbert County Courthouse),
this plat showed 25 acres sold by Heardmont Cotton Mills to the Swift
Brothers, who later owned Pearle Mill (Petition to Elbert County, 1900).
Archival research by the Historic American BUildings Survey (HABS-1979) and
the Phase II investigations considered this a valid conclusion.
9EB256
Phase I 2testing indicated that this site occupied an area of approxi-
mately 600 m (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). The vegetation con-
sisted of small mixed pine and hardwood that were gradually stabilizing the
area, which had been heavily damaged by logging activities. A simple con-
tent collection recovered undiagnostic prehistoric lithics and late eight-
eenth-century historic materials.
During the recent testing phase, a general surface collection was made
of visible ground areas (Appendix C). Subsurfa.ce testing consisted of 17
shovel tests placed at 10 ~intervals within a rectangular grid that encom-
passed approximately 120 m (Figure 70). Five of. these tests (N140,80E;
N140,E100; N120, ESO; N1 20, E90; N150 , EgO) yielded cultural artifacts
ranging in depth from 5 to 25 em below ground surface. No catalog sheets
or artifacts could be found to confirm these locations. The eastern half
of site 9EB256 had experienced major erosional damage. The entire site had
been impacted to the point that there was a very low probability of it
containing any undisturbed cultural deposits. A representative site
profile was found in test N120, E90, which contained approximately six to
eight centimeters of humus and logging debris overlying four centimeters of
dark gray loamy sand, which overlay a fine grained, yellow-red clay.
Site 9EB256 apparently contained no structural remains or other cultu-
ral features. Recovery of two aqua windowpane fragments suggested that a
structure (probably domestic) was once located in the area (Appendix D). A
fairly intensive late eighteenth through early nineteenth-century occupa-
tion was denoted by .the 12 pearlware sherds (Appendix C). This occupation
apparently continued through the nineteenth century as indicated by a simi-
larly dense ironstone-whiteware concentration and the recovery of several
clear glass fragments.
This site was apparently the remains of a late eighteenth- through
early nineteenth-century domestic occupation. Although eighteenth-century
occupations were uncommon in the project area, this site had been heavily
damaged by logging and erosion. No further work was recommended for this
site.
9EB306
2 Initial testing indicated that this site occupied approximately 2,500
m of a ridge nose in a modern cattle pasture (Taylor and Smith 1978:
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Figure 70: Location Map of Site 9EB256
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Appendix A). House foundations and potentially diagnostic prehistoric
artifacts were recorded via surface inspection of the moderately damaged
site. Surface collection of all visible artifacts, coupled with informant
aid, suggested that the historic occupation ranged from 1780 to 1920.
Later evaluations at site 9EB306 entailed a surface collection of
representative artifacts that included a metal hoe and a three-quarter,
prehistoric (broken), grooved, stone axe. Subsurface testing consisted of
excavating 51 shovel tests at to m intervals. This grid encompassed an
area of approximately 19,200 m. Subsoil depths in the 18 positive test
units ranged from 3 to 30 cm below surface. The site was in fair condition,
but the main house and barn area had been damaged by cultivation and ter-
racing. Although the wooded areas surrounding the main site area were sta-
bilized, extensive gullying of these locales indicated previous erosional
damage. The following profile from unit N1020, ESOO was representative of
site stratigraphy, although soil depth varied throughout the site. In this
unit, 1 cm of recent humus overlay 14 cm of brown loam, which, in turn,
overlay 12 cm of loose, loamy red clay over a compact red clay. The
frequently noted distinction between loose and compact clay layers appa-
rently reflected previous effects of cultivation on the site.
Cultural features at site 9EB306 included: (A) main house foundations,
(B) outbuilding or barn foundations, and (C and F) probable foundations of
two structures of uncertain function. A sketch map of the site 0 s struc-
tures is presented in Figure 71.
The main house foundations (Figure 71, A) were represented by an in-
tact fieldstone and brick chimney foundation and displaced granite blocks
and fieldstones near the center of the site grid. A fairly dense surface
scatter of architectural and domestic debris was observed in this area.
The orientation and nature of Feature BO s remains suggested a former out-
building or barn location. This locus, denoted by scattered foundation
stones and isolated artifacts (primarily metal), was found downhill and
northeast of the main house area.
Structures C and F were denoted by concentrations of fieldstones form-
ing roughly rectangular shapes. A single shovel test was placed near each
of these probable structures with both units gleaning negative results.
Structure C had an earthen ramp situated on the hillside south of this
structure. This apparently man-made ramp probably functioned as a loading
area because an old roadbed was also located in this area. Presently, it
is impossible to discern positively the function of these probable struc-
tures given the limited amount of data available.
A single pearlware sherd, nine ironstone-whi teware sherds and four
stoneware sherds were recovered by shovel testing (AppendiX C). Metal
artifacts included cut nails and a plow foot (AppendiX E). Three clear
glass fragments were the only glass artifacts recovered at the site (Appen-
dix D). Brick, coal and slag fragments were also recovered (Appendix F).
These artifacts suggested a temporal range of approximately 150 years, from
1780 until 1920 or later.
This site warrants Phase III studies for the following reasons.
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First, when surveyed, the field had been recently plowed and artifacts
covered the entire ridgetop, giving good indications of spatial patterning
for defining activity areas. At this point in archeological research,
there has not been any definitive work done involving spatial patterning of
artifacts in nineteenth-century sites in the upper Savannah Watershed area.
Second, personal communication with the landowner indicated that the
house belonged to the Harper family who, in turn, owned property in South
Carolina and a ferry across the Savannah River. The Harper site in Georgia
was supposedly used as a rest stop by people crossing the Savannah River by
the Harper Ferry into Georgia. This would place this site as one of very
few in the area that was used as a traveler's rest stop. This would pro-
vide useful information for determining other sites of similar usage that
are not documented.
Besides the research already recommended, the four-structure loci
should also be mapped and photographed.
9EB317
A prehistoric lithic scatter and a nineteenth-century domestic struc-
ture were found at this relatively undisturbed site, which was located on a
ridgetop currently surrounded by old-field successional vegetation. Phase
I surface collecti~ included the recovery of all prehistoric artifacts in
the roughly 2,500 m site locality (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A).
Phase II testing consisted of the detailed mapping of the main struc-
ture and surrounding area. Addi tionally, 100% surface collections were
made wi thin four, one meter circles to gather a representative sample of
the dense historic artifact assemblage (Figure 72). Three of these units
contained Historic period artifacts. No subsurface testing was undertaken
at this time. There was a very good possibility for locating undisturbed
cuItural materials at this site as denoted by the excellent condition of
the dwelling house and dependencies and the apparent absence of erosional
damage in the main site area.
Cultural features at site 9EB317 (Figure 72) included: A) dwelling
house; B) well; C) outline of wood structure; D) several rabbit hutches; E)
animal cage; F) two hog houses; G) chicken coop and yard. Feature A, the
dwelling house, was photographed during Phase I testing (Taylor and Smith
1978: 462-463). This two-story clapboard-frame structure with a tin roof
and matChing' end chimneys is presently standing and seems to have been
occupied until recently, as indicated by dense, recent artifactural debris.
A plan sketch of the house was drawn by the Phase II team (Figure 73). A
local informant called this site the White Place and noted that this struc-
ture had been built before the Civil War. Features Band C, respectively,
denoted a dug well and the outlines of a wooden floor. The original func-
tion of Feature C was speculative, although this structure probably served
as a smokehouse (because of its proximity to the main house) or an animal
shelter (given the density of similar structures in the vicinity). Features
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Figure 72: Location Map of Site 9EB317
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D through G denoted various types of livestock shelters. These structures
were partially standing, wood-frame structures with tin roofs.
Surface collecting in the vicinity of these structures recovered arti-
facts representing a relatively long temporal span at the site. Artifacts
included alkaline glazed stoneware fragments, aqua windowpane fragments, a
plastic comb, and other plastic and fiberglass fragments.
No further work is possible for this site as it was destroyed April
1979, about the time Phase II fieldwork was completed (Michael Al terman,
personal communication).
9EB336
The Phase I survey concluded that this site occupied an area of
approximately 50 x 100 m along a ridgetop. Site vegetation consisted of
small pine trees and commensal vegetation. Undiagnostic prehistoric
lithics were found in this area, which had been moderately damaged by
logging and bulldozing. The presence of an additional Historic period
component was suggested by the thick commensal vegetation. All visible
prehistoric artifacts were collected, although no subsurface testing was
undertaken at that time (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A).
Phase II testing included limited surface collecting and the excava-
tion of 13 shovel tests. The site was divided into two loci, 9EB336A and
9EB336B, to facilitate site testing (Figure 74). Fourteen shovel tests
were placed at random azimuths and distances in these two areas. Two of
the six shovel tests in 9EB336B, the western portion of the site (Figure
74), yielded historic materials at maximum depths of 23 and 27 cm. Five of
the seven shovel tests in 9EB336A, the main house area, yielded historic
materials from 16 to 23 cm below ground surface. Numerous slash heaps and
a disturbed ground surface in the cleared western portion of the site sug-
gested this area (336B) had recently been a pulpwood loading area. Site
9EB336A was not damaged severely, as noted by a distinct house mound and
undisturbed footing stones. A shovel test located south of the house mound
recorded a representative site profile of 7 cm of recent humus atop 12 cm
of brown clayey loam, which lay upon a compact red clay.
Structural features at site 9EB336 included a dwelling house remains
in locus A and stone wall remnants at locus B. The structure in locus A
was denoted by a distinct house mound containing an intact chimney base and
several undisturbed foundation piers. The remains of a stone wall of
unknown height lay south of the house mound (Figure 74).
Shovel tests in the vicinity of the house mound recovered two
ironstone-whiteware sherds, one brown-white stoneware fragment, and one
Albany slipped stoneware sherd (Appendix C). Metal artifacts included two
cut nails, two wire nails, and two unidentifiable iron fragments (Appendix
E). Also located in this area were one brown and two clear glass pieces
(Appendix D). The two positive shovel tests in the western portion of the
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si te recovered two amethyst glass bottle fragments. These materials sug-
gested an occupation date of circa 1875 through 1925.
Site 9EB336 was a small late nineteenth-, early twentieth-century
homestead in fair condition. No additional study is needed for the site
because it was adequately recorded during the recent test phase, con-
sidering the relatively substantial degree of post-occupational disturb-
ances.
9EB416
This site was initially described as occupying an area of approxi-
mately 30 x 75 m along a wooded ridgetop. Past logging apparently caused
moderate damage to the site, which is presently characterized by mixed pine
and hardwood vegetation. No subsurface or surface testing was undertaken
primarily because of the dense undergrowth in the area (Taylor and Smith
1978: Appendix A).
Phase II testing included an 80 m east-to-west base line with tests
placed at 20 m intervals along this line (Figure 75). Four branch lines
were placed at these four tests running north to south. Tests were placed
at 10 m intervals along these north-south lines. Seventeen shovel tes~s
were excavated wi thin this grid, which encompassed approximately 750 m •
Seven tests recovered historic artifacts at depths ranging from 0 to 27 cm
below the ground surface (Appendices C, D, E, and F). Site 9EB416 had
potential for containing undisturbed cultural materials in the vicinity of
the apparent house mound. All remaining portions of the site appeared to
have been substantially damaged by logging and other erosion-producing
activities. A representative soil profile as seen in unit N90, E80 con-
sisted of five centimeters of humus over seven centimeters of loose, brown
sandy loam, atop a loose red clay.
Structural features at this site (Figure 75) included: A) dwelling
house remains; B) root cellar; C) well; and D) footing stones for an un-
identified second structure. Feature A denoted a fieldstone and brick
chimney base inside a fairly distinct house mound, which contained footing
stones and other structural debris. Feature B, the root cellar, appeared
to have been located inside this structure. This was unusual, as most such
cellars were located adjacent to, but not inside, domestic structures. The
apparent collapse and possible bulldozing of this structure obliterated the
exact orientation of this feature. A well (Feature C) was immediately
north of the main house. Systematic probing in an area of dense commensal
vegetation revealed several quarried granite slabs denoting Feature D.
These stones presumably functioned as footing stones for a smokehouse,
garage or similar dependency. The shovel tests recovered clear and amethyst
glass fragments (AppendiX D) and alkaline glazed stoneware sherds (Appendix
C). Also recovered were roughly equal amounts of wire and cut nails
(AppendiX E) and several tar paper fragments (AppendiX F). These artifacts
suggested a late nineteenth- to early twentieth-century occupation period
for the site.
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Figure 75: Location Map of Site 9EB416
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Site 9EB416 was apparently the remains of a small late nineteenth-
through twentieth-century homestead, possibly that of a sharecropper-tenant
farmer family. This site should be photographed as part of a small scale
reconnaissance and recording program, if it is undamaged by developments
associated with the Pickens Point Recreation Area. No further testing is
recommended if the aforementioned construction will not directly impact the
site.
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SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORIC SITES
38AB9
The Millwood Plantation (38AB9) was located along the Savannah River
in Abbeville County, South Carolina. It was situated at the upper reaches
of Trotter's Shoals, which was the largest of the numerous shoals and falls
that punctuate the flow of the river between Hartwell Dam and the now still
waters above the construction site for the Richard B. Russell Dam. Mill-
wood Plantation was founded and owned by James Edward Calhoun, both cousin
and brother-in-law of John C. Calhoun, former Vice-President of the United
States. Evidence at hand indicated that Calhoun began this plantation in
1832, shortly after he purchased it; unfortunately, at the present time, it
cannot be said from whom he purchased the land because of a fire in Abbe-
ville that destroyed the records concerning land conveyances during this
period until the 1880s, the date of the fire. In spite of this, it may be
possible to determine prior ownership by following lines of circumstantial
evidence. For example, the map of Abbeville District in Mills' Atlas (1965)
showed two mills in the vicinity of what was later known as Millwood. The
northernmost of these was called Bickley's Mill; the southernmost, Allen's
Mill. Heeding a suggestion offered by Mr. Harold Carlisle of Calhoun Falls,
South Carolina, Richard Taylor checked the records of the Probate Court of
Abbeville County and discovered that a Bickley died sometime prior to 1825.
It . was reasonable to suspect that Calhoun purchased the property from
either Bickley's estate or from his heirs. A hint at ownership prior to
Bickley was given by Calhoun himself in a diary entry for September 20,
1834, "Put in the new Tier Head where Trotter's was. I shall immediately
run out a dam from it." Unfortunately there was no opportunity to follow
this further; but, if possible, a check for Trotter should be made in the
records of the Probate Court of Abbeville County.
One other thing should follow if the land upon which Millwood Planta-
tion stood was previously owned by Bickley: Allen's Mill would be down-
stream and at,such a distance that the scale of the Mills' Atlas map would
be maintained. Allen's Mill (38AB8) was found by Taylor in April of 1979.
This site had been previously recorded as an aboriginal fish weir (Hemmings
1970, 1972) but when Taylor flew over the general area in a helicopter in
October, 1978, the "fish weir" seemed very straight. This particular
section of the river was very isolated and was reached by traveling along
the bank, which was difficult. The ·"weir" was obvious from the bank and
was correctly referred to as a wing dam. At the point where this feature
touched the bank, there was evidence of a mill site. About 10 m from the
bank, there was a rectangular embankment, partially faced with stones.
Also present were ~wo depressions. The depressions are likely the location
of the turbines for this mill. The depressions resulted from digging that
occurred when the turbine shafts were salvaged for the metal they con-
tained. The location of the mill close to the riverbank was a clue to its
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age, which, if it is Allen's Mill, would have to be early eighteenth-
century. Mills at this period were likely powered by undershot wheels,
which did not require a large head but needed a substantial volume of
water, such as could be provided by the Savannah River. The presence of
turbines here, which postdated 1835 as a technological development can be
explained by reference to Calhoun who, writing to his wife, remarked about
work on his lower mill in the 1830s (J. E. Calhoun Papers, on file at the
South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina). It was likely
that Calhoun had the mill refurbished with the latest technology available,
which would also be more dependable, and efficient. This information was
provided to aid in the search for the chain of title to this land.
Calhoun lived until 1889 and died at Millwood Plantation. After that
time his estate was administered by the executor of his estate. This
apparently continued until 1914. The land was, in effect, abandoned, and
used only for recreation by the local residents. This means that there has
been very little post-depositional disturbance of the site area. The site
map showed one area that contained bulldozed foundations. Flooding of the
river at various times, such as 1908, could have caused some damage, but
that could not be determined. From visual observation, it was apparent
that most of the structures had not been subjected to any significant
post-depositional disturbance. This fact, and the abundance of documentary
evidence, caused me to adopt a suite of field methods that would obtain the
most information while impacting the various structures and features mini-
mally. For example, shovel testing of structures 1 to 8 was not done
because it was known independently that this was the main domestic complex
and that some were structures used for residences and some were used for
storehouses.
Field Methods
A wide variety of field methods were used to investigate Millwood
Plantation, and these included the following.
1) A walkover of the site area to determine if above-ground structural
remains were present. It was known from survey information that there were
above-ground features present, but at that time, the only ones known were
located close. to the modern road that was used to reach the si te • There
was much more above-ground evidence than could be hopefully anticipated.
When walkovers were performed, any features or suspected features were
flagged with tape. These were then brought to the attention of the mapping
crew. Although a number of walkovers were conducted prior to the beginning
of transit mapping, these were also done concurrently with the mapping.
2)
This map
acres).
included
A detailed transit map was made of the site area (Figure 76).
covered an area 350 x 450 m, which is about 15.6 hectares <38.9
All known or suspected structural remains or other features were
on this map, including old and new roads and unusual trees.
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Editorial Addendum: Figure 76 appears as a foldout in the jacket on
page 281.
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3) Portions of the site area were cleared of shrubs and small trees.
This was done in Complex A and Complex B, which lay along the modern road,
to facilitate mapping and testing.
4) Auger testing of portions of Complex A and Complex B was per-
formed. In this exercise, a bucket auger was used to determine depth of
subsurface deposits. In Complex A, it was observed that there was from 55
to 65 cm of soil overlying red clay. In Complex B, auger testing of the
suspected "Mill Pond" indicated over two meters of sediment in that area.
5) Structures 9 to 13, 15, 16, 17, and 19 to 25 were shovel tested.
The procedure here was to place one or two shovel tests inside the struc-
ture and one or two outside the structure. The primary goal of this effort
was to obtain information on the depth of the deposit. In most of the
structures tested, depth did not exceed 25 cm. In the area of structures
10,11,12,13, and 17, depth was 30 cm. Another goal was to determine if
these structures had been disturbed since they had fallen down.
6) Surface collections were made along the modern road. This yielded
both historic and prehistoric artifacts. The heavily vegetated condition
of the site area precluded any intensive surface collection.
Results
The foregoing description of background work and field methodology
shows that a fairly comprehensive approach was taken to the evaluation of
this complex site. The map (Figure 76) in itself provides a useful presen-
tation of the still-standing historic structures, some of which, such as
James E. Calhoun's house, can be readily identified. Given the high degree
of structural preservation evident from the fieldwork, it is clear that
additional work could be profitably done with these building remains and
their associated artifacts and features. Shovel testing did produce sev-
eral historic as well as prehistoric artifacts (see Appendices A-F). How-
ever, based on the notes and records from this fieldwork it was not possi-
ble to relate auger and shovel test locations to the structures presented
in Figure 76. A test might be described as located near a structure but no
grid coordinates were provided. Nevertheless, it is evident that a rela-
tively thick l.1umic topsoil is surviving in many portions of the site, indi-
cating a high potential for feature and artifact preservation.. Given the
good supply of historic records and documents for this site and the rela-
tively intact community plan, Phase III work should be undertaken here.
38AB75
This site was initially described as occupying an area of approxi-
mately 1.215 hectares on a heavily eroded knoll (Taylor and Smith 1978:
Appendix A). Vegetation consisted of commensal growth surrounded by mixed
pine and hardwood. A grab surface collection recovered nontemporally dia-
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gnostic prehistoric lithic artifacts and late nineteenth- early twentieth-
century historic materials.
Phase II testing at site 38AB75 included both surface and subsurface
testing methods. Representative nail samples were gathered from three
partially standing structures. Ten shovel tests were excavated adjacent to
and inside these three structures. Six of these tests yielded artifacts at
depths ranging from 0 to 22 cm below ground surface. There was a fair
possibility of recovering undisturbed cultural deposits within and adjacent
to the structures. The possibility of encountering undisturbed materials
decreased drastically as one moved outside this area. Shovel test number
seven, located near the barn entrance, contained a relatively representa-
tive soil profile of the site. Seven centimeters of humus were found over-
lying 11 cm of a brown loam mixed with clay over a yellow-red clay.
Cultural features at the site (Figure 77) included a dwelling house, a
collapsed shed, a well, and a barn. The partially standing dwelling house,
was a four-room, wood-frame structure, roofed with both wood shingles and
sheet aluminum. A combination fieldstone and brick fireplace with two
hearths was located near the center of the two central rooms. These two
middle rooms utilized only square cut nails, unlike the two north and south
rooms, which utilized both square cut and wire nails, suggesting that these
two rooms were later additions to the two middle rooms. Feature B, a col-
lapsed wood-frame structure with sheet aluminum roofing, was located north
of the dwelling house (Figure 77). This structure presumably functioned as
a garage or shed, as it only had three walls. The absence of cut nails in
this structure suggested a post-1890 construction date. A partially col-
lapsed, unlined, dry well with a protective covering of loose boards lay
northeast of the shed. Feature D, a barnlike structure denoted by beams,
footing stones, rotting clapboards, and scattered sheet metal fragments,
lay approximately 60 m north of the dwelling house complex. Shovel tests
and surface collections of this structure recovered wire nails, suggesting
a post-1890 construction date for this structure.
Artifacts recovered from this site included 26 cut nails, 52 wire
nails, and 2 aqua and 2 clear glass bottle fragments (See Appendices D and
E). A late nineteenth- through early twentieth-century occupation was
denoted by these materials. Apparently, the main house was built first,
with additions such as the two north-south house rooms, the shed and the
barn being constructed at a later date.
Site 38AB75 was apparently a sharecropper tenant-farmer occupation, as
noted by the barn and generally agrarian nature of this area. We recommend
minimal additional work for this site, which has been sufficiently recorded
and tested at this time. Photographs that were taken of this site did not
develop properly. Therefore a new photographic record should be made of
this site preceding its inundation.
38AB115 .
Th~s site was initially described as covering an area of approximately
2,400 m on a ridgetop, which was covered by mature hardwood and pine (Tay-
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lor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). Deer hunting tree stands denoted the only
apparent site usage at that time. A general surface collection of the
access road and the excavation of a one-meter square test unit in the same
area recovered late eighteenth- through early twentieth-century historic
materials and nontemporally diagnostic prehistoric lithic artifacts. The
presence of an intact A horizon in this unit suggested the site was rela-
tively undisturbed.
Phase II testing at site 38AB115 included the surface collecting of
representative brick and nail samples. Subsurface testing included the
excavation of 46 shovel tests and two 1 x 1 m test units (Figure 78). The
site area was systematically probed at paced two-meter intervals, and the
subsurface bricks and rocks located by this method were plotted. Fifteen
of the shovel tests and both test units recovered Historic period arti-
facts. Red clay subsoil depths in the shovel tests ranged from 8 to 30 cm
below ground surface. It was not possible to relate the contents of the 15
positive shovel tests to the locations of tests on the site map.
Test pit 1 (Figure 78) was located adjacent to a brush-covered rock
feature of unknown function. The first 6 cm revealed a humic layer fol-
lowed by 3 cm of loose brown sandy clay. Level 3 from 9 to 17 cm contained
a layer of gray ash over an 8 cm whitish-gray ash zone that extended for 15
cm below surface. At 40 cm below surface, a compact red clay was encoun-
tered. The majority of probable footing stones in this unit rested upon
these ash layers, suggesting the structure had burned, an inference sup-
ported by several shovel tests in the area.
Test pit 2 was located somewhere over the area described as "Forge"
(Figure 78). Its precise location was unknown. Excavation of test pit 2
suggested this rubble concentration represented an old forge or similar
operation. Heavily burned rocks, charcoal chunks and oxidized soil sug-
gested the presence of a working platform. This interpretation was further
substantiated by a high density of coal clinkers in this unit and the
absence of burned materials in nearby shovel tests.
This site was revisited by Michael A. Harmon on January 2, 1981, at
which time considerable recent logging activi ty was noted. Considering
Figure 78, five cultural features could be discerned: (A) burned, main
house area; (B) chimney mound; (C) well; (D) probable forge (Figure 78);
and (E) car remains. The burned main house area was denoted by shovel
tests that contained a charcoal layer and badly burned Historic period
artifacts. Feature B, the chimney mound, was denoted by a rubble-covered,
partially intact fieldstone chimney base, which covered approximately two
square meters. Feature c was denoted by a filled-in well depression with
no apparent lining. Feature D was the aforementioned probable forge dis-
covered in test pit 2. The age and make of the old car remains, Feature E,
was unknown, because the recent logging activity had obliterated this fea-
ture.
Test units at site 38AB115 recovered 66 cut nails and 115 wire nails
(Appendix E). Ceramic artifacts included seven pearlware fragments and 13
ironstone-whiteware fragments (Appendix C). Also recovered were two alka-
line glazed stoneware sherds and eight brown-white stoneware sherds (Appen-
dix C). A wide spectrum of glass artifacts was recovered, including ame-
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thyst, aqua, brown, clear, dark green and green bottle fragments (Appendix
D). Aqua jar and windowpane fragments were also found. Numerous brick and
bone fragments were found throughout the site. These materials indicated a
relatively long occupation ranging from the late eighteenth through early
twentieth centuries. The early twentieth-century occupation end date was
determined by the absence of clear windowpane fragments and a lack of ob-
vious "recent" historical artifacts.
Site 38AB115 warrants additional limited testing and study for several
reasons. The proximity of this eighteenth-century homeplace to the Savannah
River and the Old Cherokee Shoals area indicated this was an early settle-
ment. Placement of this site adjacent to an old roadbed and the apparent
self-sufficiency of this unit, denoted by the forge remains, suggested this
site was fairly important in the early history of this area. These fac-
tors, plus the closeness of the house to a drainage network of sufficient
size for transportation, indicated an element of uniqueness for this site.
Documentary research may prove quite useful in studying site 38AB115, which
qui te possibly functioned as a stage stop or tavern during occupation of
the Old Cherokee Shoals community.
38AB130
This site occupied an area of approximately 50 x 200 m along a
ridgetop that had been moderately damaged by recent logging activities.
Both Middle and Late Archaic materials and nineteenth- and twentieth-
century historic artifacts were found by a surface collection during the
original survey. No subsurface testing was undertaken, nor were any cul-
tural features noted at that time (Taylor and Smith 1978).
Phase II testing at site 38AB130 consisted of a simple content surface
collection of historic artifacts. No subsurface testing was undertaken at
this time. This site has been substantially damaged by logging and agri-
cUlture, denoted by numerous old road cuts, trash piles and remnants of
agricultural terraces (Figure 79). These activities and the generally
eroded and disturbed condition of the area indicated that there is vir-
tually no possibility of encountering undisturbed cultural deposits at the
site.
The only'Historic period cultural feature was a three-meter-high saw-
dust pile associated with the aforementioned logging activity. Collected
artifacts included ironstone-whiteware and brown-white stoneware fragments
(Appendix C) and brown, clear, and green glass fragments (Appendix D). The
vast majority of these materials were located in or adjacent to the roadbed
that bisects the site. This seeming concentration resulted only from the
greater percentage of surface visibility in this area.
The failure to record any architectural artifacts such as nails or
brick fragments might suggest that site 38AB130 represents a household dump
in the late nineteenth through early twentieth centuries, although house-
hold dumps are not recorded in the Multiple Resource Area. This site was
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sufficiently tested and recorded, given the badly disturbed nature of this
area. Therefore, no further testing is recommended.
38AB131
This site contained both prehistoric lithic materials and late
eighteenth- through early twentieth-century historic .artifacts. Artifacts
were recovered in an area of approximately 120 x 30 m along a ridgetop that
had been moderately damaged by logging activities. No subsurface testing
was undertaken, although the prehistoric component was evaluated by a 100%
surface collection. Historic structural features were noticed during a
grab sample collection of historic artifacts. See Taylor and Smith (1978:
471) for a photo of the dwelling house. A site map was not drawn by the
field team, although surveying data were recorded in a field notebook.
These data, however, did not permit a map to be drawn.
Phase II testing included the collection of 21 5 x 1 m surface units.
Historic artifacts were recovered from all of these units. Additionally,
six shovel tests were placed at five-meter intervals in the overgrown field
lying east of the house mound. Four of these tests yielded historic arti-
facts to a maximum depth of 18 cm below ground surface. The integrity of
this site had been seriously damaged by intensive logging activity in the
area, but there was a good possibility that undisturbed cultural deposits
existed in the house mound. A representative soil profile, as contained
within shovel test number four, consisted of 5 cm of humus overlying 13 cm
of light brown loam, over a compact yellow-red clay layer.
A badly disturbed house site was the only architectural feature re-
corded at 38AB131. This house was denoted by a fairly distinct rubble
mound, which contained nails, brick and granite footing stone fragments.
These remains were probably a former wood-frame dwelling house that had at
least one chimney and fireplace. The condition of this house site indi-
cated that it was bulldozed by a logging company, presumably for tax pur-
poses.
Artifacts recovered from the site included numerous ironstone-
whiteware plate, bowl, cup and saucer fragments, porcelain and several
stoneware sherds (Appendix C). A wide range of glass artifacts was recov-
ered (Appendix D), although the vast majority of these were clear glass
vessel fragments. Metal artifacts included a single cut nail and four zinc
jar lid fragments (Appendix E). These artifacts suggested this site was
occupied primarily during the late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries.
Site 38AB131 apparently represents a late nineteenth- through early
twentieth-century house place~ Any additional structures associated with
this site have apparently been obliterated by logging activity. This site
does not warrant any further investigations, as its disturbed condition
would severely limit the data potential of any additional archeological
investigations.
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38AB201
Approximately 2,000 m2 were contained within this relatively undis-
turbed historic site. Phase I shovel tests in heavy undergrowth and mixed
pine and hardwood did not recover any cultural material (Taylor and Smith
1978). Local informant aid and obvious cultural features indicated that
site 38AB201 represented the remains of a gold-mining operation.
No subsurface or surface testing was undertaken during Phase II inves-
tigations at this site. Major features were mapped (Figure 80) and photo-
graphed, however, after a thorough reconnaissance of the surrounding coun-
tryside.
Features associated with the mJ.nJ.ng operation included: A) mJ.nJ.ng
pit; B) drainage ditch network; C) old roadbed; and D) a slight depression.
Feature A, the mining pit, was approximately 5 m wide and 2.5 m deep. This
pit extended into a granitic outcrop and presumably functioned as a gold
ore source. Extending east from this pit was a roughly two-meter wide
ditch that connected with a smaller, badly overgrown, north-to-south ditch.
The exact function of these ditches was uncertain, although they probably
served as a drainage network. The lowlying nature of this area suggested a
relatively high water table and the possibility of seasonal flooding. Fea-
ture C was an old roadbed that ran over the east-to-west drainage ditch.
Apparently, a stone-lined drain once ran beneath this road, although it had
collapsed since abandonment of the mine. The road section adjacent to the
pit presumably functioned as a loading area, at which location the gold ore
was loaded for·removal and subsequent processing. Feature D did not appear
to be a natural depression, primarily due to absence of mature trees within
this depression. This depression denoted either an aborted mining attempt
or a dirt source for the previously mentioned road and loading ramp.
A former owner of the land, Mr. H. B. "Judge" Bone of Lowndesville,
noted that site 38AB201 operated as·a gold mine for three to four years
around 1903. Several Lowndesville businessmen supplied the capital for the
mining operation, although the low grade of vein ore soon caused the finan-
cial failure of the mine. Undisturbed, twentieth-century gold mines are
fairly unique in the project corridor. Informant aid, coupled with the
excellent, undisturbed condition of the site, indicates a need for further
testing. It is recommended that the mining area be cleared, carefully
recorded, and systematically tested in conjunction with an informant and
documentary search to ascertain more fully the operating period(s) and
nature of this enterprise. This site is of both local and regional impor-
tance, and therefore should be considered potentially eligible for nomina-
tion to the National Register of Historic Places.
38AB202
Site 38AB202 was the probable location of a historic mill site. The
site area was contained within the Rocky River bottoms and it is presently
utilized as a pasture. Three meters of what was originally thought to be a
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partially buried, fieldstone wall were observed by the Phase I survey crew
(Taylor and Smith 1978). No testing was undertaken at that time.
Mr. H. L. Carlisle of Calhoun Falls indicated there had once been a
historic mill in this area. Examination during this survey revealed that
the "fieldstone wall" was simply a rock outcrop. If there was a mill, no
surface remains existed at this location.
38AB210
Site 38AB210 was a relatively intact nineteenth- and twentieth-century
site, which also contained Mi~dle Archaic prehistoric materials within an
area of approximately 2,500 m (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). His-
toric period structural features were located in the main site area, com-
prised of a knoll, wooded in hardwoods and commensal vegetation. A radial
content sample was made of the prehistoric component located where a Middle
Archaic biface was found on the surface. A general surface collection and
excavation of four sterile shovel tests comprised the remainder of Phase I
testing procedures (Taylor and Smith 1978).
Phase II testing at 38AB210 consisted of four shovel tests at 20 m
intervals along a north-to-south transect (Figure 81). Two 1 x 1 m test
units were also excavated with one pit (30N, 10E) placed in one of the back
rooms of the house str'ucture and the second pit (60N, 11W) located in close
proximity to a rock concentration (Figure 81).
Only two of the shovel tests, NO, EO and N20, EO produced historic
artifacts. From NO, EO came simply a single fragment of clear bottle glass
(Appendix D). Shovel test N20, EO produced two wire nails (Appendix E) and
two aqua Window glass fragments (Appendix D). All but NO, EO of the shovel
tests produced aboriginal chipped stone materials (Appendix B). Subsoil
depths in the shovel tests ranged from 6 to 20 cm below ground surface.
Areas wi thin and adjacent to the structure complex have a relatively good
potential for containing intact historic cultural deposits, although this
possibility decreases as the distance from these features increases.
The 1 x 1 m test located at N60, W11 near the rock concentration pro-
duced only lithic materials (Appendix B). The soil profile here consisted
of 7 cm of humus over 13 cm of light brown, sandy loam, with 20 to 23 cm
below ground surface being a transitional zone, blending into a compact red
clay at 23 cm below surface. The 1 x 1 m test unit, located within the
structure, 30N, 10E, (Figure 81), was characterized by 9 cm of humus and
dark gray sandy soil. A light brown, sandy loam occurred from 9 to 15 cm
below surface, giving way to a compact red clay at 15 cm below ground sur-
face. This test was fairly productive of historic artifacts with examples
of ironstone-whiteware (Appendix C), glass fragments (Appendix D) and wire
nails (Appendix E).
The three cultural features located by the survey included: (A) col-
lapsed house remains; (B) frame-enclosed well; and (C) a cluster of field-
stones (Figure 81). The house remains were denoted by partially intact
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Figure 81: Location Map of Site 38AB210
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footings and sleeper beams that contained a fieldstone and brick fireplace
and a separate brick chimney. A careful analysis of these disjointed
remains indicated that this was originally a rectangular four-room frame
structure with possibly two hearths located near the center of the two
southern rooms. The nature of the brick chimney fragment in the north-
western room suggested this feature was probably connected to a stove of
some type, possibly a wood cook stove. This interpretation was further
validated by the apparent lack of any hearth or fireplace traces within the
room. A dug well enclosed within the remains of a wooden frame was located
south of the house. Although the cluster of field rocks northwest of the
house complex may be structural foundation remnants, the irregular and dis-
jointed nature of the rocks, plus the absence of historic artifacts in the
nearby test unit, suggested this cluster was probably a pile of fieldstones
removed from the adjacent clearing.
A late nineteenth- through early twentieth-century occupation at the
site was suggested by the presence of only wire nails, amethyst, clear,
blue and aqua glass fragments in the test pits and shovel tests (see Appen-
dices C-E). Clear glass, which comprised the majority of glass artifacts,
was not commonly utilized until around 1880 (Kendrick 1968: 32-33).
Site 38AB210 also contained a Middle Archaic component. The rela-
tively high density of these aboriginal materials, coupled with the fairly
intact condition of the historic component, indicates a need for further
testing. A frequently occurring phenomena in the Southeast is the super-
position of historic sites on prehistoric occupations, with the former
helping to check erosion of the latter. Testing this site would help to
determine the adverse effects of this occurrence on the earlier materials'
integrity and could serve as a base to better understand associated impact
patterns brought about by this disturbance.
38AB215
Phase I survey at this site revealed a sparse lithic scatter overlain
by a late nineteenth-century historic component (Taylor and Smith 1978:
Appendix A). Weeds and young pines were the principal vegetation form on
the small upland promontory occupied by the site. A simple content surface
collection was undertaken at this moderately damaged site, which covered an
area of approximately 60 x 20 m.
Phase II testing included the excavation of 18 shovel tests at 10 ~
intervals wi thin a rectangular grid that covered approximately 3,500 m
(Fi~ure 82). Four of these tests yielded historic artifacts (Appendices
C-E) in the shaded area of Figure 82, with maximum subsoil depths in these
uni ts ranging from 9 to 19 cm below ground surface. This site had been
significantly damaged by both repeated logging and associated road cuts. A
representative site soil profile, as seen in shovel test N1 05, E71, con-
tained two centimeters of recent humus over five centimeters of a light tan
clay loam that changed gradually in the next several centimeters to a light
orange clay loam.
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Structural features at site 3i3AB215 included (A) a historic structure
and (B) a historic house (Figure 82). Featur:e A apparently represents the
remains of a burned, wood-frame structure of unknown function. Three
shovel tests excavated wi thin and adjacent to this burned structure recov-
ered a clear windowpane fragment, 14 wire nails, 2 yellow ware bowl sherds
and 1 plain ironstone-whi teware sherd (See Appendices C-E). These mate-
rials are frequently associated with late nineteenth- and twentieth-century
occupations in the project area. These remains may represent a destroyed
domestic structure, as evidenced by the previously mentioned artifacts and
the noted presence of scattered brick and stone fragments near the roadbed.
Feature B lies approximately 50 m south of Feature A. This feature is
a standing, unoccupied wood-frame house with at least one fireplace. As
previously noted, no photographs were taken of this structure.
Site 38AB215 presumably reprE~sents a late nineteenth-, early twen-
tieth-century building site. The function and relationship of Feature A
with the standing wood-frame house (Feature B) cannot presently be ascer-
tained. Feature A may represent the remains of a barn or similar farm
building, because comparable distances between houses and their dependen-
cies have been observed at other sites (see 38AB75 description) within the
reservoir boundaries.
Several pertinent questions concerning the historic component remain
unanswered. If final plans indicate that the standing structure (B) will
be contained inside the proposed McCalla State Park, we recommend addi-
tional testing of this component. A small reconnaissance should include
photographs, tests, and maps of the house and its surroundings. This should
clarify the nature of the probable relationship between both features.
38AB221 (Thomas B. Clinkscales Farm)
This undisturbed nine~enth-, twentieth-century plantation site occu-
pied approximately 10,000 m in an area of mature, mixed pine and hardwood.
Phase I surface reconnaissance revealed several historic features and indi-
cated that the promontory occupied by the site was relatively undisturbed.
A grab sample of historic artifacts was undertaken at that time (Taylor and
Smith 1978: Appendix A).
Phase II subsurface testing included the excavation of 20 shovel tests
at 20 m intervals along the north·-south grid line and at 10m intervals
along the east-west grid line. Nine of these tests recovered Historic
period artifacts. Maximum depths for these units ranged from 16 to 39 cm
below ground surface. The presence of numerous homestead trees and a con-
sistently deep topsoil zone indicated that site 38AB221 had excellent
potential for containing undisturbed cultural deposits. Shovel test N80,
W124.5, located with Feature D, revealed 5 cm of humus over 30 cm of brown
sandy loam, which rested on yellow-red clay.
Cultural features at site 38AB221 (Figure 83) included: (A) main
dwelling house; (B) well; (C) root cellar; (D) smaller house; (E) molasses
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furnace; and (F) barn. Feature A, the main dwelling house, consisted of a
collapsed fieldstone and brick chimney surrounded by several in situ hewn
log sills resting on quarried footing stones. The pile of boards lying
northwest of the house and sheet tin fragments in the house vicinity sug-
gested this may have been a frame structure with a sheet metal roof at the
time of its abandonment and/or demolition. The interior of this structure
consisted of approximately four rooms and a centrally located chimney with
double openings.
A brick-lined path ran southward from the back of this structure to a
partially caved in, unlined well. Feature C was designated as an old root
cellar by local historian, Mr. H. L. Carlisle.
Feature D denoted the remains of a small domestic frame structure
presently characterized by a standing fieldstone and brick chimney sur-
rounded by six in situ foundation stones. [See Taylor and Smith's (1978:
473) photograph of this structure's chimney.] Mr. Carlisle noted that this
structure once served as a kitchen building for the larger house.
The remains of a molasses (sorghum) furnace were denoted by Feature E,
a rectangular fieldstone-bordered enclosure. Any metal hardware associated
with this operation was removed upon abandonment of the site.
The final cultural feature at site 38AB221 was a partially standing,
hewn log structure with half-dovetail joining. This building was con-
structed as a transverse crib log barn (Riedl, Ball and Cavender 1976:
22-23). The two western rooms functioned as animal stalls, while the
larger eastern room presumably was used for storing grain or other forage.
The central walkway .could have been used for pulling a wagon inside for
unloading (Richard Taylor, personal communication).
Artifacts from the nine positive shovel tests cumulatively indicated a
late nineteeth- to early twentieth-century occupation span for the site.
Although there was insufficient time to plot accurately the test grid,
shovel test notes indicated that at least four tests were located within or
adjacent to four of the cultural features located at the site. Shovel test
N100, W120 was excavated inside the main dwelli~ house (Feature A). This
unit contained one cut nail and four wire nails (Appendix E). Shovel test
N80, W124.5, placed inside the smaller dwelling (Feature D), contained one
wire nail (Appendix E), three brown, one clear and three green glass frag-
ments, one aqua windowpane fragment (Appendix D) and an ironstone-whiteware
saucer fragment (Appendix C). Test N110, W90 in the vicinity of the molas-
ses furnace (E) recovered four brick fragments (Appendix F). A shovel test
placed in the barn yielded tar paper fragments plus one cut and five wire
nails, indicating this structure was once covered with tar paper sheets.
Site 38AB221 represents remains of the Thomas B. Clinkscales Planta-
tion, which was occupied during the nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies. The excellent, undisturbed condition of these remains, coupled
with information from local historian, H. L. Carlisle, indicates a definite
need for Phase III testing at this site. Additionally, the location of
this site within the McCalla State Park boundaries suggests that this site
would serve as an excellent visual exhibit of nineteenth- and twentieth-
century farming operations.
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This site should be tested intensively, and informant aid and documen-
tary research should be utilized to ascertain the apparent usefulness of
this site as an historic exhibit. This combination of archeological and
historical research should glean a very detailed comprehension of the Old
Clinkscales Place.
38AB226
This site 2was originally described as covering an area of approxi-
mately 2,500 m moderately damaged area covered with mixed hardwood and
pine (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). A grab sample surface collection
was made wi thin and adjacent to the partially standing structure at the
site. No map was reproduced, owing to insufficient mapping data.
Surface testing during Phase II studies consisted of gathering repre-
sentative hinge and nail samples from the structure at site 38AB226. Four
shovel tests were also undertaken at various azimuths and distances around
this same structure. Two of these tests yielded historic artifacts (Appen-
dices C-E). The positive shovel tests, numbers 3 and 4, had subsoil depths
of 25 and 30 cm respectively below ground surface. Portions of this site
have a high potential for containing undisturbed cultural deposits, espe-
cially the area of thick commensal vegetation around the structure. Test
uni t number four contained several centimeters of recent humus overlying
approximately 30 cm of red-brown clay loam, which graded into red clay near
the bottom of the level.
The single structural feature recorded at the site is a partially
standing, two-room, rectangular, wood-frame house with a fieldstone chimney
with double hearths in the center of the house. The house frame is con-
structed using both cut and wire nails. This structure was apparently con-
structed very cheaply, as evidenced by unfinished interior walls, board and
batten doors, and its very small size. A single window wi th a board and
batten shutter is located in the south wall. This shutter was hung with
machine-made strap hinges but was fastened with a wrought shutter hook. No
addi tional features were noted, although the dense commensal vegetation
apparently hampered any further site reconnaissance. Surface and subsur-
face artifacts from the house vicinity included one aqua and one green
glass bottle. fragments, one ironstone-whi teware cup fragment, nine cut
nails, two wire nails, the previously mentioned shutter hook and a cast-
iron, toy wagon wheel.
The apparent greater density of cut nails than wire nails suggests a
late nineteenth-century construction date for the house. The primitive
nature of the house and the wrought iron shutter hook imply the house was
occupied by persons of low socioeconomic status. This site warrants fur-
ther investigation to ascertain the true nature of this historic occupa-
tion, which probably contains additional structural remains and a water
source of some type. The closeness of this structure to site 38AB227 sug-
gests a relationship between the two occupations, possibly that of a land-
owner (38AB227) to a tenant farmer (38AB226). This possible relationship
should be considered during testing of this site.
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38AB227
Phase I ~sting discerned that this site covered an area of approxi-
mately 2,500 m. This site was described as a moderately damaged standing
structure in an area of mixed hardwoods, cedars and commensal vegetation.
A representative nail sample was taken from the dwelling house wi th no
additional testing implemented at this time (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appen-
dix A).
Phase II testing included the collection of additional nail samples
and the recovery of a single ironstone-whiteware plate fragment from the
frontyard of the house. Three shovel tests were excavated with one of
these tests recovering historic artifacts (Appendix E). The locations of
these shovel tests cannot be determined from the field notes. Although
this area is presently wooded and therefore stabilized, much of the site
area has experienced severe erosion, as denoted by the frequent observation
of red clay throughout the site vicinity. The only apparent potential area
for intact cultural deposits occurred under and immediately adjacent to the
several structural remains.
Four cultural features were recorded on a sketch may (Figure 84) in-
cluding: (A) house; (B) garage or similar structure; ,C) barn; and (D)
well. [See Taylor and Smith (1978: 469) for a photograph of Feature A].
This partially standing structure was carefully recorded and mapped during
the recent testing phase. This L-shaped, wood-frame house with a wood- and
aluminum-shingled roof consisted of two back-to-back rooms with a central,
double opening, fieldstone and brick chimney located between these two
rooms. Fieldstone footings south of the baak room indicated the former
presence of a porch; similar footings were found in the frontyard as well,
indicating a second porch. It is presently uncertain whether these porches
were constructed during this bUilding phase or at a later date. The third
room in the structure was finished much more crudely than the aforemen-
tioned rooms that were finished with tongue and groove paneling. Unlike
the other two rooms, the interior of this room was paneled with unplaned 1
x 6s and 1 x 8s with no window or ceiling moldings. We cannot presently
discern whether this room is a separate building phase or if it is a more
aesthetic construction due to a lack of funds. Cut and wire nails were
used in conjunction throughout the house, suggesting a transitional con-
struction period for this structure. Addi tional interesting features in
this structurl'l included an upside-down door lock on the door adjacent to
the porch and backyard. The interior knob on this door is missing and has
been replaced with a bent, 10-penny nail for a handle. Finally, thread
spools were placed on walls throughout the house as hanging devices.
The rectangular pile of boards and beams overlying several footing
stones southeast of the dwelling house probably reflect the remains of a
smokehouse, garage or similar structure. A single shovel test within these
remains recovered several wire nails and a peach pit.
A partially standing, wood-frame, barn-like structure was located
north of the dwelling house. The roof and walls of this structure have
collapsed, thereby limiting interpretation of the structure's layout.
Location of two wall piers inside the structure indicated the former pres-
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ence of at least two interior wall divisions. A large, roughly circular
depression lies approximately 15 m south of the barn. Probing failed to
reveal any cover or stone lining for this apparent well. Two shovel tests,
one inside the barn and the other on the outside, failed to locate cultural
materials. Recovery of both wire and cut nails in all three structures
suggested a late nineteenth-, early twentieth-century occupation date for
the site. Finer distinctions would be speculative, given the lack of addi-
tional temporal data.
These remains indicated that site 38AB227 once functioned as a small
domestic and farming operation, possibly by a sharecropper/tenant farmer.
We do not believe the site warrants additional study, as the disturbed
condition of the structures and eroded nature of the site' s soil would
restrict further interpretations.
38AB236
This site contained both 2Early Archaic and Historic period componentsin an area of roughly 5,000 m. The site was initially described as con-
taining relatively intact cultural deposits wi thin dense commensal vege-
tation and small mixed hardwoods (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). A
nail sample was taken from the partially standing house to aid in site
evaluation. No other testing was undertaken at that time.
Phase II testing at site 38AB236 consisted of a grab surface collec-
tion sample and the excavation of 17 shovel tests (Figure 85). These tests
were placed at 20 m intervals along an east-to-west grid line with addi-
tional tests placed at 20 m intervals along six north-to-south spur lines.
Subsoil depths in the four artifact-producing units were 17, 30, 35, and 50
cmbelow ground surface. This site had experienced moderate erosional
damage, although the areas adjacent to and within the structures were rela-
tively undisturbed. The domestic structure appeared to have been bulldozed
for insurance purposes because the southern wall was collapsed and was more
heavily damaged than the other remaining walls. A representative soil
profile was indicated by unit N100, E40, which contained 2 to 3 cm of humus
over 16 cm of black sandy loam, over 16 cm· of brown clay loam overlying
orange clay.
Five structural features were located by the survey party after par-
tial cleari~ of the area. These features (Figure 85) included (A) dwell-
ing house, (B) well, (C) structural remains, (D) partially standing log
". cr:ib and (E) partially standing frame outbuildings. The partially stand-
ing, wood-frame dwelling house had three to four rooms and a centrally
located chimney with double hearths. See Taylor and Smith (1978: 469) for
a frontal view of this structure. The standing chimney was composed of a
fieldstone base with a brick stack. Remains of both north and east porches
were noticeable in the form of partially in-place foundation stones. This
structure was covered by sheet metal overlying wood shingles at the time of
its abandonment.
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Feature B, the well, was denoted by an unlined shaft with a square brick
and concrete foundation laid around this shaft. Presumbably a shed or well
house was once located on these foundations, although no structural remains
were visible. Structural remains lying west of the main house were denoted
by several in-place footing stones. This small outbuilding, possibly a
smokehouse, was located on a hillslope. Badly rotted braces and clapboards
indicated that this was a frame structure. Feature D was a hewn, half-
dovetail log crib. This structure had at least one door opening to the
north and a wooden floor. Located adjacent to this structure was a par-
tially collapsed clapboard outbuilding of indeterminate function.
Shovel tests (see Appendices C-F) in the vicinity of the main house
located brick fragments, 28 old record fragments, 2 cut nails and 2 iron-
stone-whi teware sherds. Shovel test N1 00, E40, adjacent to the well,
recovered one ironstone-whiteware fragment, two mammal teeth, and one clear
glass fragment. All shovel tests located west of the well in the farm yard
area failed to produce artifacts.
A long occupation span was indicated at site 38AB236, because T-headed
wrought nails, cut nails, and wire nails were observed and collected.
T-headed wrought nails were found in the dwelling house and log crib, indi-
cating these buildings probably were the two oldest structures with the
frame building and concrete well base added at later date(s). A temporal
range spanning the late eighteenth-, early nineteenth- through twentieth-
centuries was suggested by these combined artifact assemblages.
Site 38AB236 warrants additional testing. The probable presence of an
antebellum component makes this site atypical for the area, as most struc-
tures of this period have been destroyed through the years. Archeological
testing coupled with documentary research should clarify the nature of this
early component and the effects of later modifications and additions to the
site.
38AB237
This site covered approximately 2,000 m2 (Taylor and Smith 1978:
Appendix A). The ridgetop occupied by this site was a former pasture grown
over by hardwoods. Testing results included the location of a standing
frame house and log barn atop a sparse prehistoric lithic scatter. No sub-
surface testing was undertaken, although all visible prehistoric artifacts
were collected. It was determined after the initiation of Phase II that
38AB237 was out of the the Multiple Resource Area; hence, it is not rele-
vant to this project.
38AB244
Phase I survey at site 38AB244 concluded 2that the moderately damaged
site occupied an area of approximately 2,500 m within a logged pine plan-
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tat ion (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). Two partially standing his-
toric structures were located on a ridgetop currently covered with mature
pine and hardwood. No subsurface testing was undertaken, although a grab
surface collection was made of visible areas within the site.
Phase II testing included both surface and subsurface sampling. Rep-
resentative surface artifacts were recovered from the two structures and
surrounding yard. Six shovel tests were placed at 10 m intervals along an
east-to-west axis running through the approximate center of the site. Nine
additional shovel tests were placed at various random locations within and
among the two structures. Eight of these tests recovered artifacts indica-
tive of a middle nineteenth- through twentieth-century occupation. Shovel
tests recorded soil profiles that characteristically included a humus zone
ranging from 5 to 10 cm in depth. Three units contained an orange loamy
clay below this zone, while the remaining tests encountered red clay imme-
diately beneath the humic layer. Obvious house mounds and frequently visi-
ble red clay patches throughout the site indicated that erosion severely
deflated the soil profile.
Cultural features at this site (Figure 86) included: (A and B) two
partially intact log structures; (C) well; (n) row of fieldstones; and (E)
several discrete'piles of brick and/or fieldstones. Features A and B con-
sisted of two partially intact rectangular, hewn structures with half-
dovetail joining. The disturbed condition of these structures made it
difficult to discern if these features comprised two contiguous rooms or
two separate structures. Chimneys in both rooms had fieldstone hearths
wi th brick chimney stacks. Recovery of a stove lid fragment from the
northernmost room suggested that Feature A functioned as a kitchen and that
the southem room functioned as a Iiving area wi thin ,this complex. An
unlined well with partially filled and caved in sides lay north-northeast
of these two rooms. The placement of random probing transects through the
fieldstone and brick rubble piles (Feature E) failed to disclose any intact
areas within these piles. These piles were apparently loose rubble result-
ing from the partial collapse of the two chimneys. Feature n consisted of
a row of single fieldstones. Placement of these stones near the point of a
natural drop-off and the orientation of this line relative to Features A
and B suggested past usage as a decorative border.
Absence of transit notes and the original site maps did not allow for
accurate plotting of the test pits. Considered collectively, only iron-
stone-whiteware ceramics were recovered (Appendix C), while clear, amethyst
and aqua glass fragments were also located (Appendix D). Twenty-three wire
nails and eight cut nails were also found (Appendix E). These materials
suggested the major occupational period at site 38AB244 was from the late
nineteenth through early twentieth centuries.
Site 38AB244 represents a small nineteenth- and twentieth-century
domestic site. Outlying structures and features were destroyed by lumber-
ing activities. Additional testing is not recommended as the site was
adequately recorded and sampled during the Phase II testing program. Log-
ging and other erosive activities have substantially limited further inter-
pretive potential for this site.
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38AB279
2 Early Archaic and Historic period artifacts were located in a 2,500
m area inside an immature pine plantation. A grave marker and historic
features were located during the collection of a grab surface sample from
the site during the first phase (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appendix A). No
subsurface testing was undertaken at that time of the eroded and heavily
damaged site.
Phase II testing included an additional grab surface collection and
the systematic mapping and photographing of the site. Cecil clay loam was
the soil type in the site area. The single grave and other cultural fea-
tures were apparently in situ, although areas contiguous to these features
had been damaged heavily by logging and erosion.
Cultural features (Figure 87) included: (A) house remains; (B) the
grave marker for Susan W. Calhoun; (C) trash pile; and (D) three roughly
circular depressions. The house remains included a brick chimney founda-
tion with associated rubble pile and several intact wall foundations within
a badly overgrown area of commensal vegetation. Feature B, the gravestone
of Susan W. Calhoun, was noted by both surveys, although this feature appa-
rently was not photographed by either group. A surface sample of the
scattered, diffuse trash pile (Feature C) recovered two clear screw-top
bottles, a screw-top bottle cap, a broken milk glass zinc lid liner and an
old toothpaste tube (Appendices D and E). This refuse indicated a depo-
sition date of ca. 1925 for these fairly recent historic materials.
Site 38AB279 apparently represents the homeplace and burial site of
Susan B. Calhoun. Addi tional work is recommended although the site has
been heaVily impacted by logging and other erosive agents. The closeness
of this site to 38AB9 (Millwood Plantation), plus the name Calhoun on the
grave marker, indicates a probable connection between these sites. This
site should be surveyed and tested in conjunction with the Millwood Planta-
tion testing project to ascertain the nature of this relationship. Docu-
mentary and archival research for site 38AB9 should be able to locate some
record of this name if there is any connection.
38AB285
Site 38AB285 contained relativelY2 intact historic cultural deposits
within an area of approximately 2,500 m. No testing was undertaken of the
house remains during Phase I investigations (Taylor and Smith 1978: Appen-
dix A). The main portion of this site lay along a ridgetop presently cov-
ered by mature mixed pine and hardwood.
Phase II investigations included the excavation of five shovel tests
at random azimuths and distances in the structure's vicinity. The mapping
data for this site were too vague to allow a meaningful map to be drawn.
Two of these tests produced Historic period artifacts. Notes concerning
the stratigraphy of these units were not available. Survey phase results
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indicated the site had not been significantly damaged. This suggested a
very good potential for intact cultural deposits within the site.
structural remains were denoted by apparently in situ footing stones
and a fieldstone and brick chimney base located near the center of the
north house wall. The scatter of debris lying northwest of the chimney
base appeared to represent the collapse of the chimney in this direction.
The two metal artifacts recovered by shovel testing were unidentifiable,
thus hindering any consideration of temporal occupation period(s).
Site 38AB285 apparently represents a historic house site. Phase I
investigations concluded this structure was constructed in the late nine-
teenth century and was approximately 20 x 16 feet in size. The basis for
these conclusions is unknown. We recommend that this site be surveyed for
additional cultural features such as wells or outbuildings, and that addi-
tional small-scale subsurface testing be undertaken to ascertain both the
temporal range and soil stratigraphy of this site.
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RESULTS AND SUMMARY OF 84 SITES TESTING
The results of fieldwork have been discussed for each site. Beyond
stating whether or not a site had internal spatial patterning of artifacts,
possessed undisturbed cultural deposits, exhibited standing architecture
and surface features, or was disturbed (Table 1, Objectives A-E), there was
the remaining task of recommending management plans that would be appropri-
ate for these remains. Objectives A through E were simply field procedures
created to elicit facts about the morphological condition of these sites.
To the degree that it was possible, and considering at the same time the
effectiveness or capability of a given field strategy to reliably produce
such information, conclusions were drawn where possible about the physical
condition of each site. In some cases the work performed at a site did not
permit conclusions to be made.
Prehistoric Sites
Although the field methods varied from objective to objective, the
basic information that was sought from the prehistoric sites were divided
into three categories (Table 45). Data on intrasite patterning of arti-
facts and features were sought through controlled surface collections
(Objecti ve A). These were usually not possible because of ground condi-
tions, and subsurface tests dispersed by a grid system (Objective C) were
used instead. The degree of erosion and its impact on site preservation
was measured by the procedures set forth in Objectives B, C, and D. The
existence of undisturbed strata and features was evaluated by Objectives C
and D. Those sites in Table 45 which have positive values with regard to
intrasite patterning and have a 1 or 2 score for degree of erosion repre-
sent the sites with the greatest amount of further research potential where
the collection of artifacts by spatially controlled strategies are con-
cerned. In some cases artifact density and relatively thicker A horizons
caused a site to be regarded as though there might be a possibility of sub-
surface features present (Table 45).
The rationale underlying the objectives was that an ideal type of site
existed and these field strategies were programmed to evaluate deviations
from this ideal. In essence, such a si te would have unplowed sediments
containing artifacts and features. It should be clear that no site tested
in the uplands was found to possess these qualities. No features that
could be clearly defined as aboriginal were found during testing of the
upland sites. Auger holes and shovel tests, however, are a poor means of
finding any but the largest and most obvious of features. Perhaps that
much can be safely concluded from the upland sites tested, that these kinds
of sites probably do not have extensive or prominent features. The only
prehistoric sites that meet the standard of unplowed sediments and features
are the floodplain sites which have been alluvially buried, namely 9EB259,
38AB110, and 38AB288 (Table 45).
Although the issue of significance was originally an item to be
addressed by the 84 sites project, it is not appropriate to consider it
here. Historically, the data collected from these sites were information
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TABLE 45
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE FIELD TESTING
OF PREHISTORIC 84 SITES TESTING SURVEY
Intrasite Degree of UndisturbedPatterning Erosion Strata or Features
9EB57 + 3
*9EB62
9EB65 29EB208 + 1 +9EB217 + 2 +9EB228 + 2
9EB230 39EB234 39EB235 + 2 ?9EB236 + 2
9EB237 + 39EB238 39EB258 + 2 ?9EB259 + 1 +9EB289 39EB327 + 39EB328 + 2 ?9EB349 + 39EB350 + 2 ?9EB352 + 2 ?9EB353 39EB358· 39EB366 + 1 ?9EB374 39EB389 39EB390 39EB393 39EB398 + 39EB399 39EB402 39EB412 + 2 ?9EB417 + 2 ?38AB12 + 2
38AB14 + 338AB132 338AB142 338AB163 338AB164 338AB166 338AB169 338AB170 + 1 +38AB174 + 338AB175 + 2
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TABLE 45 (Cont.)
Intrasite Degree of Undisturbed
Patterning Erosion Strata or Features
38AB184 3
38AB193 3
38AB194 3
38AB198 3
38AB239 + 2 ?
38AB249 + 3
38AB255 3
38AB258 3
38AB260 + 2
38AB266 + 2 ?
38AB267 + 3
38AB277 + 3
38AB278 + 3
38AB282 + 2 ?
38AB284 3
38AB288 + 1 +
+ Present
- - Absent
? Undertermined
1 Minimal
2 Moderate
3 Severe
* Site records missing
thought to be needed for the formulation of cultural resource management
strategies by government archeologists during the period of 1979 and 1980
when mitigation efforts began in the reservoir. The only meaningful way to
consider these sites then or now, since the 84 sites were chosen because of
their information deficiencies out of nearly 500 sites, is to treat them
equally along with all other similar remains in the project area against a
set of overarching research problems. A comprehensive set of research
problems with research designs spelling out relevant data and analytical
strategies did not exist prior to or after the fieldwork of the 84 sites
project. This is a critical aspect of cultural resource management yet to
be done.
Some research problems and analytical strategies for these types of
sites have been formulated in comparable settings (Goodyear 1975; House and
Wogaman 1978; Goodyear, House and Ackerly 1979). These strategies concen-
trate on analyzing data recovered from two-dimensional space from Piedmont
sites with some A horizon surviving and containing artifacts. These
research problems include studying how different groups through time left
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varying arrays of artifactual refuse on sites, reoccupation patterns where-
by certain cultural systems tended to avoid or systematically reuse sites
occupied by previous systems, assemblage variability by environmental loca-
tion, detection of curated, transported tools versus expedient tools made
and left on the same site, and raw material selection practices by time
period and environment.
To attempt to relate the prehistoric 84 sites at this point to the
above and other research problems would be premature and ultimately
ineffective. At such a time when a management program is needed for the
upland sites to insure maximal representativeness culturally and environ-
mentally, all sites including the ones tested in this survey should be con-
sidered equally against a series of broad research problems. One methodo-
logical issue that must be dealt with in any such management program would
concern controlling the impact of soil erosion on these sites. In many
cases in this survey, sites were found to be nearly obliterated by erosion
effectively precluding the use of excavation techniques focusing on plowed
A horizons. The fact of differential erosion over the project area land-
scape in itself provides a bias in that certain sites, artifacts or fea-
tures will have been removed in the past two centuries. The absence of an
archeological record cannot necessarily be taken to mean that a landform
was never occupied.
Historic Sites
Objective E was designed to gather facts about the historic sites.
Fieldwork included mapping of surface features and architecture, followed
by subsurface probing to discover the extent of buried structural remains.
Testing was then carried out to evaluate the nature and extent of these
subsurface remains. On sites with no features, controlled surface collec-
tions were to be done. Dating was done by artifact types and architectural
style.
A total of 19 sites was scheduled for Objective E procedures (Table
1) • In addition to these, some of the prehistoric sites also possessed
noteworthy historic remains. The listing of historic components of the 84
sites is presented in Table 46. This table summarizes the basic informa-
. tion sought in Objective E. The characteristics of these sites can be
summarized briefly.
The most substantial and visually imposing remains are the plantation
sites of Pearle Mill (9EB201), Millwood (38AB9), and Thomas B. Clinkscales
Farm (38AB221). These kinds of sites are relatively rare in the study
area. Large scale excavations would yield a great deal of data regarding
site function(s), community plan and spatial organization of activities,
subsistence, and the roles of the plantations as an economic and social
center. Pearle Mill had wide economic connections of an industrial nature
for this area of the South. In addition of excavations, field and archival
studies by architectural historians would be warranted. Of the three
sites, only Clinkscales Farm would be above the flood pool and thus be
amenable to preservation and possibly public display.
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Only six sites had eighteenth-century components (Table 46). Thes"e
components are known chiefly by diagnostic late eighteenth-century
ceramics, namely pearlware sherds. At site 9EB201, the William Allen plan-
tation may have standing architectural structures that date to the late
1700s. At site 38AB115 some subsurface architectural remains and features
might also be related to an eighteenth-century settlement, although the
bulk of artifacts are from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Some of
the wooden remains at 38AB236 could possibly be late eighteenth century
also. Given the meager data for these sites, a research design emphasizing
artifact assemblage definition might be appropriate. Combined with archi-
val data, these and other eighteenth-century sites could be placed within
an environmental-settlement framework.
Compared to the overall survey sample, two sites are relatively
unique. One is a possible late nineteenth- to early twentieth-century dump
(38AB130), the other an early twentieth-century goldmine. Whether or not
the artifacts from 38AB130 truly represent a dump could be evaluated by
testing for the presence of associated structural remains. If contempora-
neous structures are present, this would indicate that the artifacts were
not an isolated dump. The artifact assemblage could abo be compared to
assemblages found in association with known domestic sites to see if they
are similar. Refuse disposal pratices are a significant area of study in
that disposal methods are linked to demographic and settlement complexi-
ties. The goldmine could be further studied through testing, mapping, and
archival studies. This type of industrial feature is rare for the Piedmont
area and deserves further study.
By far, the most common type of site was that of the late nineteenth-
early twentieth-century artifact scatter and/or house ruin. Usually some
structural remains were present (Table 46). These sites refer to the share
cropper and tenant types of land use systems so prevalent in the Piedmont
starting at the end of the Civil War. When taken together with all other
such sites from the reservoir survey (Taylor and Smith 1978), an impressive
array of historic sites from this period is available to test a variety of
anthropological and archeological hypotheses. As many of the sites have
structural remains surviving, the community plans of these small domestic
settlements could be examined using excavational and architectural tech-
niques. Often in the Piedmont, the only surviving archeological refferent
to these settlements is an assemblage comprised of glass, metal and ceramic
artifacts. It would be desirable to develop artifactural patterns and
signatures of, late nineteenth- early twentieth-century settlements where
archi tectural remains and evidence of site layout and internal use are
observable. This would allow the development of methodologies for studying
historic artifact scatters where that is all that survived.
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TABLE 46
SUMMARY OF HISTORIC SITE ATTRIBUTES
FROM 84 SITES TESTING
ExhibitSite No. Name Artifacts Period Site Type Structures Potential
38AB215 None Yes Late 19th- Domestic Yes NoEarly 20th
38AB216 None Yes 20th Domestic Yes No
38AB221 Clinkscales Yes Late 19th- Plantation Yes YesFarm Early 20th
38AB226 None Yes Late 19th- Domestic Yes NoEarly 20th
38AB227 None Yes Late 19th- Domestic Yes NoEarly 20th
N 38AB236 None Yes Late 18th- Domestic Yes No0<3' 20th
38AB237 (Out of multiple resource area)
38AB244 None Yes Mid 19th- Domestic Yes No20th
38AB275 None Yes Late 19th- Domestic Yes No20th
38AB279 None Yes 19th- Domestic Yes NoEarly 20th
38AB285 None Yes Late 19th? Domestic Yes No
9EB201 Pearle Mill Yes Late 18th- Mill, Yes YesEarly 20th Plantation
9EB256 None Yes Late 18th- Domestic No NoEarly 19th
TABLE 46 (Cont.)
SUMMARY OF HISTORIC SITE ATTRIBUTES
FROM 84 SITES TESTING
Site No. Name Artifacts Period Site Type Structures Potential
9EB289 None Yes Late 19th- Domestic Yes No
Early 20th
9EB306 None Yes Late 18th- Domestic Yes No
Early 20th
9EB317 None Yes Early 19th- Domestic Yes No
Late 20th
9EB336 None Yes Late 19th- Domestic Yes No
Early 20th
9EB416 None Yes Late 19th- Domestic Yes No
20th
N 38AB9 Millwood Yes 19th Plantation Yes Yes0
" 38AB75 None Yes Late 19th- Domestic Yes No
Early 20th
38AB115 None Yes Late 18th- Domestic Yes No
Early 20th
38AB130 None Yes Late 19th- Dump? No No
Early 20th
38AB131 None Yes Late 18th- Domestic Yes No
Early 20th
38AB201 None No Early 20th Goldmine No No
38AB202 (Not a site)
38AB210 None Late 19th- Domestic Yes No
Early 20th
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PART III
SITE DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
ISLANDS-CLEVELAND PROPERTY RECONNAISSANCE
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RECONNAISSANCE OF THE ISLANDS-CLEVELAND PROPERTY
At the conclusion of the intensive survey of the reservoir by Taylor
and Smith (1978), certain areas were not visited because of logistical and
land owner complications. Through a change order (No.1) to the 84 sites
testing contract, the property owned previously by Mr. Wendell Cleveland
existing below the 477-foot contour and the majority of the islands were
designated for reconnaissance survey. Fieldwork for these lands began on
March 19, 1979, and ended April 18, 1979, except for those islands that
could not be reached except on Sundays when no water was released from
Hartwell Dam.
The field procedures for surveying the islands and Cleveland property
were specified in the change order and are summarized here. Where suffi-
cient ground was exposed, 20% of a site surface was surface collected using
three-meter radius units. In areas with alluviation, posthole and bucket
auger tests were employed. In non-alluviated areas, 30 x 30 cm shovel
tests were used in the same manner as the upland 84 sites survey. The
sediments from these subsurface tests were screened. The size of a site
was determined by placing further subsurface tests in all directions away
from the first positive test~
The islands were selected according to their size, degree of relief,
and suspected age. Seventy-five percent of the islands that were larger
than five acres in area and with a topographic relief of more than ten feet
were selected. Twenty-five percent of the sample was composed of islands
smaller than five acres and with a relief of less than ten feet. This 25%
was subdivided so that 40% (10% of the total sample) were recent islands;
the remaining 60% (15% of the total sample) were islands that were core
remnants with some time depth.
Finally, based on the survey results, probabilistic statements of site
expectations were generated for the islands.
The survey of the islands was not without its difficulties. Access to
the islands and boat travel on the river were hampered by the release of
water from Hartwell Dam. Further, long stretches of the river could not be
traveled because of interruptions by frequent minor shoals, as well as the
well-known major ones. When the water level fluctuated, the minor shoals
presented a d.angerous situation. Thus, the use of an outboard motor was
ruled out. In the end, a rope was stretched from the bank to an island
with the boat secured to the rope. This procedure seemed to work success-
fully.
It was clear from the monthly reports and the small amount of time
devoted to fieldwork on the islands and Cleveland property that the effort
was intended for the reconnaissance level. The limited nature of the field
notes and other records indicated this to be the case. For these sites,
the only records available to the Institute for study were field bags
containing artifacts with provenience information on the bag. No other
notes'or records, such as general field notes, site maps, etc., exist. The
contents of the specimen bags were analyzed and the nature of these mate-
rials was described in the appendices.
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ISLAND SITES
9HA103
This was an alluvially buried site discovered by posthole testing. It
was located on the northern end of Derritt Island (Figure 88). Fourteen
posthole tests were excavated to 100 cm. The soil was alluvial in origin
with coarse sand comprising the sediment. Only one field bag from posthold
#10 contained artifacts. It lielded one quartz chunk and one quartz thin-
ning flake at unknown depths (Appendix B).
9HA102
This site was located on the southern end of Derritt Island (Figure
88). Eleven posthole tests were excavated with very gross vertical con-
trol. This site was primarily within the ceramic period. Several sherds
were found on the surface and in some of the postholes (Appendix A). One
sherd was fabric marked. The pottery was concentrated near the surface,
i.e. from 1 to 50 cm. A small Ridge and Valley pentagonal arrow-point was
found on the surface along with a flake of similar material in posthole #2.
The only suggestion of depth to the site occurred in test #10, which had
flakes at 80 cm, and test #8, where "broken rock" was found continuously to
100 cm (Appendix B). The stratigraphy of the site was not clear from the
limited testing data except that coarse, flood-deposited sands typified the
upper 100 cm, and red clay was below that in some tests.
9HA104
One posthole test was excavated at this site. The site was located at
the center of the small island immediately north of Stephenson Island (Fig-
ure 88). The. test was dug to a depth of1 00 cm through coarse alluvium.
Two bottle glass fragments were found, the only archeological indications
of this site (Appendix D).
9EB448
This site was located on a crest at the northern end of Seb Craft
Island (Figure 88). Twenty-one posthole tests were dug, nearly all of
which contacted red clay at 20 em below surface, suggesting that the island
had upland remnants. A few tests encountered coarse sand as deep as 100
cm, indicating some alluvium was present. A single quartz flake was found
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in posthole #9 in the upper eight centimeters of the ground. The island
was probably farmed previously because of the honeysuckle that covered much
of the site. No historic artifacts were recovered nor were any structural
features mentioned.
9EB461
This site was probably the same site as 38AN1 02. Site 9EB461 was on
an unnamed island (Figure 88). Six shovel tests were excavated. Shovel
test #2 yielded a small flake that was either discarded in the field or
lost because no specimen bag was present in the Institute. The site was
situated on a ridg.etop that was formerly part of the uplands. All shovel
tests encountered red clay at 10 to 15 cm below surface.
9EB462
This site was probably the same site as 38AN103 (Figure 88). Site
9EB462 was on the southern end of tlle same unnamed island as 9EB461. Eight
posthole tests were dug. Tests #1 and #3 produced flakes, and these came
from the first 40 cm of the site. A surface collection was made near #4.
A single sherd and some flakes were found. No specimen bags were· found in
the Institute related to these discoveries. With the exception ·of posthole
#4, the postholes appeared to penetrate alluvium. Posthole #4 reached red
clay between 20 and 40cm below surface. The areal extent of 9EB462 was 40
x 60 m and roughly oval shaped.
9EB464
Site 9EB464 denoted a wing dam or diversion structure situated on the
northern end of McCalla Island (Figure 88). This feature was comprised of
two connected log sec:tions covering a linear area of about 80 m adjacent to
the islandbaXlk. The first section was about 20 m long and 80 cm high, and
the second section was comprised of two parallel logs, totaling
apprOXimately 30 cm in width.
This feature warrants further study to ascertain the function of this
structure, which may be part of a mill. Additionally, this feature is
endangered by erosion brought about by the constant raising and lowering of
the Savannah River.
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9EB16
This site was located on the northern end of McCalla Island (Figure
88). The site had artifacts exposed on the bank on the extreme northern
tip. Several pieces of local debitage were found (Appendix B) and a single
curvilinear complicated stamped sherd was found (Appendix A). Seven post-
hhole tests were excavated. Tests #3, #4, #6, and #7 produced artifacts
that were buried below the surface by several centimeters. For example, #3
produced a flake below 60 centimeters; #4, a flake below 50 cm; #6, debi-
tage between 40 and 65 cm; and #7, a dense concentration of flakes between
35 and 65 cm. These artifacts were situated in sandy alluvium. Red clay
or soil with increasing clay content was observed in some tests from 75 to
100 cm. Artifact density increased at the northern island tip.
9EB465
This site was located on the northern end of McCalla Island (Figure
88). Eighteen posthole tests were excavated with five producing prehis-
toric artifacts. The soil appeared to be upland red clay overlain by a
mantle of alluvium varying from 40 to 60 cm in thickness. Sherds and
flakes were found at depths ranging from a few centimeters below surface to
70 cm. Ceramics were plain except for one check stampedsherd, one folded
rim sherd and a simple stamped sherd. No artifacts were found below the
alluvium.
9EB466
Located on the northern end of McCalla Island, this site was imme-
diately south of 9EB465 (Figure 88). Thirty-three posthole tests were dug
on the site. Only postholes #20 and #22 yielded specimens. A small col-
lection of lithics was made near #29 and #24, which included an undiagnos-
tic preform biface (Appendix B). From posthole #20 a plain sherd and a
flake were found 50 cm below surface (Appendices A and B). A single plain
sherd came frQm posthole. #22 at 40 cm. The site had a deep mantle of allu-
vial sand so deep, in fact, that the posthole digger did not strike sub-
sOil, whereas in other tests clay subsoil was reached in less than a meter.
9EB467
This site was discovered by posthole testing. Located on the southern
edge of McCalla Island, the site was a very light scatter of prehistoric
artifacts. Of 23 posthole tests, only one produced an artifact, a single
flake. The sediments consisted of a mantle of alluvial sand of varying
thickness overlying weathered clays. At least one posthole encountered
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granite in sand at 100 em. Two boats were also discovered. One, described
as a "bateau," was apparently an intact row boat with a flat bottom. It
was constructed entirely with wire nails, suggesting a post-1890 construc-
tion period. A second boat was located on the east side of McCalla Island
downstream from the "Bateau," which was apparently also located on the east
side across from 9EB467. The boat's form was similar to the "bateau" (Fig-
ure 89).
The two boats deserve additional study and consideration. If they are
sufficiently old enough to warrant additional study, the "bateau" may be in
conservable condition sufficient for exhibition.
Figure 89: The Bateau Boat
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9EB467
9EB446
Located on the northern end of the main island of Carter Island (Fig-
ure 88), this site was discovered and evaluated through surface collec-
tions. A small collection of prehistoric sherds (Appendix A) with no tem-
porally diagnostic specimens and lithic flakes were taken (Appendix B).
The collection was taken from an area 40 x 100 m.
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9EB443
This site was situated on the northwestern tip of the main island of
Carter Island and was discovered through surface collections along a road.
Provenience 1 was an exposure of artifacts along the road in the western
area of the site. A single sherd and a few pieces of debitage were col-
lected (Appendices A and B). Provenience 2 was located along the same
road. A single incised sherd (Appendix A) and several pieces of debitage
were found (Appendix B). Three shovel tests were excavated into a black
soil, which was clay-loam. or sandy clay loam. No artifacts were encoun-
tered. These tests were made to 35 or 40 cm and stopped due to subsoil of
red clay. .
9EB445
This site was located on the northern side of the main island of
Carter Island (Figure 88). From the shovel test· data, it appears that the
site was situated on an upland ridge with red clay subsoil only a few
centimeters below the ground surface. Five shovel tests were excavated
with tests #3 and #5 producing a few undiagnostic flakes and sherds (Appen-
dices A and B).
9EB442
This site was located on the northeastern side of the main island of
Carter Island (Figure 88). Forty posthole tests were dug. None produced
artifacts. A small surface collection consisting of two sherds (Appendix
A) was made from higher ground west of the levee. The posthole tests were
in coarse, sandy alluvium.
9EB441
The site of 9EB441 was located on the eastern edge of the main island
of Carter Island (Figure 88). Thirty-two posthole tests were dug with only
two yielding artifacts. A flake came from test #27 from above 50 cm. A
single sherd came from test #32 somewhere between the ground surface and 30
cm. This site was close to the eastern branch of the Savannah River and
all posthole tests presumably sampled alluvium.
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9EB444
This site was located on Carter Island and was tested by surface and
subsurface testing methods. One shovel test was excavated wi thin two
structure mounds, and a general surface collection was made of the sur-
rounding vicinity. Shovel test #1, located in Structure A, recovered his-
toric artifacts in the top 30 cm of a 40 cm deep unit excavated in a dark
loamy soil. Shovel test #2 in Structure B recovered Historic period arti-
facts and encountered red-brown clay 25 cm below the ground surface. Based
on the presence of chimney mounds and fairly deep subsoils, both structures
apparently had potential for containing intact cultural deposits.
The lack of photographs and adequate notes severely restricted inter-
pretation of these two structures and their surroundings. The map accom-
panying the notes of this site was minimal and can be best summarized here.
The distances between features were roughly correct, although the orienta-
tion of these features was questionable.
Structure A was denoted by a house outline and slightly offset chimney
mound. A partially filled.... in· dug well, enclosed by a wire fence, lay to
the east of the structure. A rock alignment of unknown function lay south/
southwest of Structure A.
Structure B consisted of a house outline with a centrally < located
chimney mound. A diffuse brick scatter, possibly chimney fall rubble, was
located about 25 m east of the structure. B2 denoted a probable old welldepression, also associated with this structure.
Shovel testing in Structure A recovered 5 cut nails, 4 wire nails, a
1917 Lincoln head penny, and 4 amethyst and 1 clear glass fragment. A
single glass fragment was recovered by shovel testing in Structure B. The
general surface collection recoveredironstone-whiteware, milk and cobal t
blue glass fragments. Theseartifa.cts indicated alate nineteenth- through
early twentieth-century occupation span for both structures (see Appendices
C, D, and E).
Site 9EB444 contained the remains of two late nineteenth- through
early twentieth-celltury domestic occupations. Both structures and their
surroundings were in very good condition. Addi tional testing should be
undertaken at, this site, including mapping and limited subsurface testing
to ascertain the functions(s) and relationship of these two structures.
9EB440
This site was located on the southern side of the main island of Car-
ter Island, adjacent to the main branch of the Savannah River. Twenty-six
posthole tests were excavated with only two yielding artifacts. In test
#11, two flakes were found above 40 cm. In test #16, two flakes were found
below 30 cm. Every posthole test sampled alluvium.
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9EB439
This site was located on the southern side of the main island of Car-
ter Island on the main branch of the Savannah River. Fifteen posthole
tests were dug with only two producing artifacts. Test #5 produced three
flakes between 40 and 50 cm below surface. A single sherd came from the 0
to 30 cm level of test #7. The soils were a complex set of alluvial depo-
sits, although coarse sands were the primary sediment.
9EB438
Located on the main island of Carter Island (Figure 88), this site was
situated at the southeastern edge of the island along the main branch of
the Savannah River. The site was discovered through surface collections.
A single curvilinear complicated stamped sherd and a few flakes were found
(Appendices A and B). Posthole test #1 yielded twoundiagnostic sherds and
a single flake from depths as deep as 70 cm. The sediments contacted by
the posthole digger were alluvial in origin.
9EB430
This site was located on the extreme northeastern tip of Paris Island
(Figure 88). The site was discovered through surface collections, recover-
ing a small number of sherds and flakes. Two of the sherds were fabric
marked and two were check stamped (Appendix A). Twelve posthole tests were
dug. Five tests produced artifacts. This was an alluvially buried site
because undiagnostic flakes and sherds came from depths varying from 30 to
100 cm.
9EB431
This site was located on the northeastern end of Paris Island, south-
west of 9EB430, on the northeastern side of the Seaboard Airline railroad
tracks (Figure 88). The site was identified through a surface collection
and the excavation of 29 posthole tests. The site was alluvial in origin
because all posthole tests never went below coarse sands and river-born
pebbles. The surface collection consisted of a few sherds and pieces of
debitage (Appendices A and B). Two sherds were decorated, one by check
stamping and one by curvilinear complicated stamping (Appendix A). Nine of
the 29 posthole tests produced artifacts (Appendix B). Flakes were found
at depths ranging from 50 to 100 cm. No diagnostic lithic pieces were
found, although there was quite an array of raw materials recovered includ-
ing Coastal Plain chert, diorite and argillite (Appendix B). Two tests
produced sherds, one check stamped node or terrapod at 10 to 20 cm from
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test #16, and a simple stamped sherd from an unknown depth in test #18.
This si te was alluvially buried and might have one-meter depths to the
deposit.
9EB432
Located just southwest of the Seaboard Airline railroad tracks on the
northeastern end of Paris Island (Figure 88), this site was discovered
through surface collections· and evaluated by posthole tests. The surface
collection recovered over 50 pieces of debitage (Appendix B), ten sherds,
two which were decorated, one curvilinear complicated stamped, and the
other rectilinear (Appendix A). Twenty-two posthole tests were excavated
with five producing artifacts. These positive tests yielded debitage
except for test #6 which produced a plain sherd. All artifact-producing
tests produced specimens in the first 30 cm, but test #5 produced a flake
between 90 and 100 cm. From the soil descriptions of the posthole tests,
it was clear that the site was situated in alluvium. There was variability
in the color and texture of the horizons reflecting an alluvial deposition.
9EB433
This site was on the nOrtheastern end of a knoll of Paris Island (Fig-
ure 88). It was discovered through· surface collections and subsequently
tested through posthole tests. The surface· collection was made over an
area 30 x 40 m at the base of the hill on a piece of ground that had been
logged. This collection consisted of numerous pieces of debitage, a Yadkin
point,aSwannanoa . point, a .bifacialpreform, seven sherds, two of which
were simple stamped, and some plainware sherds (Appendices A and B).
Seventeen postholes were dug, only one of which produced material (#17). A
single sherd from an unknown depth was recovered from #17. Posthole tests
#14 indicated that alluvium was present for a meter deep.
9EB434
This site was located on the top and center of the knoll of Paris
Island (Figure 88). The site was discovered through surface collections
and evaluated by posthole tests. The surface collection recovered 21
pieces of debitage (Appendix B) and 14 sherds, one of the 14, a rectilinear
complicated stamped sherd, and one, a curvilinear complicated stamped
sherd. One corncob impressed sherd was also found. Twenty-three posthole
tests were dug with only test #23 yielding specimens. Two plainware sherds
were found in the first 30 cm of the site in this test. The soil descrip-
tions were limited, but the site' s sediments were essentially weathered
upland soils.
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9EB435
This site was located on the knoll of Paris Island on the western
slope near the top (Figure 88). The soils on the surface and in posthole
testing were typical of an eroding Piedmont upland landsurface. Red clay
and decomposing rock was observable on the surface and in subsurface tests.
Eleven shovel tests were made and six posthole tests. The site was divided
into different provenience units (see Appendices A and B) for surface col-
lection, although the locations and relationships to each area were not
clear from the notes. From all the surface collections combined, it was
determined that the past 4,000 years of prehistory were represented. A
Savannah River stemmed biface and a rhyolite Guilford point were returned
to the lab. Approximately 30 sherds were found, two of which were recti-
linear complicated stamped, and one of which was curvilinear complicated
stamped. A piece of steatite was also found. A total of eight broken and
whole bifacial artifacts was found representing blanks and preforms (Appen-
dix B). One Yadkin point was recovered. Some Ridge and Valley-like flint
debitage was also collected, suggesting occupation in the late prehistoric
or early Historic period. The shovel and posthole tests produced very few
artifacts; those recovered came from the first 30 cm of the eroded site.
9EB437
This site was situated on the southern point of the knoll on Paris
Island. It was discovered by the surface exposure of debitage. Eleven
undiagnostic flakes were recovered. Eight posthole tests were excavated
with test #8 producing the only subsurface artifacts. In test #8, flakes
and a broken, undiagnostic biface blank were found to depths of 50 cm. The
soil descriptions were limited but it was clear that some alluvium was
present to a depth of 45 cm because river pebbles were reported. The test
was taken to 100 cm where red-brown, sandy clay was encountered.
9EB436
This site was located on the southernmost extreme of the knoll on
Paris Island as the hill approaches the floodplain. The site was found
through surface collections, which recovered 21 pieces of debitage (Appen-
dix B). Seven posthole tests were excavated with only test #7 yielding
material. From this test, three flakes were found below the ground surface
to 45 cm. The soil descriptions indicated that a thin (less than 50 m)
mantle of sandy alluvium overlay upland subsoil. Clay and chunks of gran-
ite were found at depths below 50 m.
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SITE DESCRIPTIONS OF CLEVELAND PROPERTY
9EB449
This site was located on the north side of Coldwater Creek on the
southwest slope of a ridge (Figure 88). The site was discovered by shovel
testing. Seven shovel tests were excavated, four of which produced lithic
material (Appendix B). The artifacts were restricted to non-diagnostic
debitage and one hafted biface fragment which was also temporally nondiag-
nostic. The upper 20 cm of the site was artifact bearing. Below that was
the red clay typical of the Piedmont upland. The site had been plowed and
was severely eroded.
9EB450
This site was located on the same ridge as 9EB449 to the northeast and
up on the higher, flatter area of the ridge (Figure 88). Eleven shovel
tests were dug with three producing artifacts. These consisted of nondiag-
nostic debitage in test #8 plus a single flake tool; three nondiagnostic
plain sherds in test #9; and a single flake in test #11. These artifacts
were recovered from the top 20 cm of humic sand which overlay the cuItu-
rally sterile red clay. The site had a plowzone and was obviously eroded,
given the truncated A horizon.
9EB451
This site was located on a ridge nose immediately overlooking Cold-
water Creek and had a moderately steep slope (Figure 88). The site was
discovered through subsurface testing. Fourteen shovel tests and 13 post-
hole tests were excavated. Three of the 14 shovel tests produced arti-
facts, includ~ng two flakes from test #12, one flake from test #13, and one
flake from test #14. Posthole test #13 recovered two flakes. There was
very little topsoil here, with the A horizon and artifacts res tricted to
the upper 20 cm.
9EB452
This site was located on a ridge pointing southwest and overlooking
Coldwater Creek (Figure 88). A total of 18 shovel tests and 15 posthole
tests was dug. Two of the shovel tests produced materials: a single flake
from #18, and a plain sherd and eight flakes from #16. In some places, an
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intact natural soil profile was present because a sandy, humic A horizon
extended as deep as 40 cm. The top of the ridge had a thinner A horizon
and the deep, sandier profiles might reflect the downslope accumulation of
topsoil from higher ground. The shovel test that produced the majority of
the artifacts was made in soil of a highly sandy nature and did not contact
red clay for 50 cm.
9EB453
The site of 9EB453 was located on the easternmost extension of a low-
lying ridge overlooking the Savannah River (Figure 88). The site was dis-
covered through surface collection; the collection was made to document
typological and raw material diversity. Seven posthole tests were also
dug. The surface collection recovered 20 sherds, two of which were fabric
marked, one simple stamped, one curvilinear complicated stamped and one
rectilinear complicated stamped (Appendix A). Debitage was collected along
with one Yadkin point, a broken unidentified hafted biface and seven blanks
and preforms (Appendix B). Test #7 was the only one of the seven posthole
tests to encounte;- artifacts. A single flake from the plowzone was the
only material found. Topographically, the si te was comprised of a hill
slope and a low-lying area, which might be part of the Savannah River
floodplain. The posthole tests were in a pasture and a field with sandy
horizons extending from 40 to 100 cm in depth. The site had clearly been
plowed. It was not possible to determine from the data at hand whether the
sandy upper horizons were a result of slope wash from the hill or from
overbank deposition by the river. Judging from the subsurface tests, how-
ever, the si te was not dense in artifacts and might not have buried cul-
tural remains.
9EB454
This site was located on the end of a ridge oriented to the north
overlooking the Savannah River. The site was discovered through surface
collections. A surface collection was made over an area 20 x 40 m from
which the following artifacts were taken: debitage, a single Otarre point,
a bifacial preform fragment and a notched, bifacially flaked axe. Eleven
posthole tests were excavated with only test #11 yielding an artifact: a
flake in the plowzone. The site had been cultivated, heavily eroded, and
red clay subsoil was close to the surface.
9EB455 (Edinburg)
This site was initially recorded during the Island Survey program.
Remains of three structures related to the early town of Edinburg were
noted. Edinb,urg functioned as a nineteenth-century transshipment point for
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crops and raw materials produced in the area (Taylor and Smith 1978: 129).
Situated on the Savannah River near the mouth of Coldwater Creek, this
small town had become only a local place name by the early twentieth cen-
tury.
The area was wooded in mature bottomland hardwoods and was utilized as
a cattle pasture. Remains of (A) a water-powered mill, (B) a store, and
(C) a dwelling house were recorded with the aid of local informant Cade
Cleveland. There was no map for this site.
Feature A, the water-powered mill, was a three-story frame structure
that rested on granite block foundations. This structure was dismantled in
the early twentieth century in order to supply materials for construction
of a local barn. The apparently in situ granite foundation was the only
structural evidence noted at the time of this initial reconnaissance.
The Millwright's home was a wooden frame structure connected to the
mill by a wooden walkway. Loose brick rubble, fieldstones, and granite
blocks represented this structure, which was also razed for the afore-
mentioned barn construction.
Remains of an old store lay adjacent to a
100 m north of the mill complex. This building
quarried granite and fieldstone chimney base.
corner was noted approximately four meters north
large beech tree si tua ted
was denoted by a 1 x 1.5 m
An apparent foundation
of the chimney mound.
Surface collections in the area of the mill complex recovered both
Pearlware, ironstone-whi teware vessel fragments and the main portion of an
alkaline glazed, stoneware jug (Appendix C). Also recovered were a broken
cut nail, an iron vessel fragment (Appendix E), black glass, and an aqua
windowpane fragment (Appendix D). Shovel testing in the vicinity of Fea-
ture C recorded 45 cm of colluvial soil and no artifacts. These materials
represented late eighteenth- through early twentieth-century site occupa-
tion debris. The temporal span of these artifacts indicated they were
deposited during the recorded occupation span of Edinburg.
Site 9EB444 definitely warrants additional archeological and archival
studies. lYhile this site has been subjected to some erosion (in the form
of colluvial deposition), the cultural remains were apparently undisturbed.
Mr. Cleveland' s comments indicated this site was abandoned in the early
twentieth ce~tury, effectively sealing the site, temporally speaking.
Transshipment sites of this type were a poorly understood, although inte-
gral, part of the reservoir's history and deserve recognition as such. An
examination of this town using frontier model perspectives (e.g. Lewis
1976) would be productive research (see Taylor and Smith 1978: 348).
9EB456
This site was represented by a small surface collection from a south-
west-facing ridge slope overlooking Coldwater Creek where it joins the
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Savannah River (Figure 88). No subsurface testing was undertaken. The
collection consisted of eight flakes (Appendix B).
9EB457
This site was located on a west-southwesterly facing ridge slope over-
looking Coldwater Creek (Figure 88) .It was discovered through surface
collections. A general surface collection was made from the lower area of
the site. Some pieces of fire cracked rock, two hafted biface fragments of
Coastal Plain chert, and a possible adze bit were collected (Appendix B).
The site was subsurface tested through eight shovel tests. No artifacts
were found from shovel testing. The soil descriptions from shovel testing
indicated that red clay appeared about 20 cm below ground surface.
9EB458
This site was located on a low rise of the upland adjacent to and
perhaps covered by alluvium from the Savannah River (Figure 88). A general
surface collection yielded both historic and prehistoric artifacts. His-
toric materials included sherds of ironstone-whi teware, transfer printed,
and alkaline stoneware (Appendix C). Prehistoric artifacts were restricted
to a single Yadkin point (Appendix B). Fourteen posthole tests were dug,
only three of which produced artifacts. One flake was found from an un-
known depth in test #3. Three flakes were found in test #7 from the upper
60 cm. A piece of metal, which was not saved, was found in test #11 at a
depth below 45 cm. The stratigraphy of the site was difficult to inter-
pret, but it seemed that both colluvium and alluvium were encountered in
the posthole tests. Judging from the buried piece of metal, a s~gnificant
amount of alluvium covered the site during historic times.
9EB459
This site was situated on the end of a ridge overlooking the Savannah
River (Figure 88). A surface collection was made which recovered debitage,
a single Swannanoa, a stemmed point and a biface preform (Appendix B). No
other information was available.
9EB460
This site was located on an east-facing slope of a ridge overlooking
the floodplain of the Savannah River (Figure 88). A surface collection was
made on the lower end of the site toward the river. It consisted of a
single unifacial tool and a bifacial preform.
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9EB463
This site was located on a long narrow extension of a ridge overlook-
ing the floodplain of Coldwater Creek. Two general surface collections
were made but without spatial delineations. They were generally described
here as one collection. A single amorphous sherd was found (Appendix A).
Over 100 pieces of debi tage were recovered representing a wide range of
li thic raw materials (Appendix B). One Morrow Mountain II point, one
corner notched point of Coastal Plain chert, and one Swannanoa were found.
Two steatite sherds, one Coastal Plain chert uniface and three bifacial
preforms were found (Appendix B). No other information was available and
the site was evidently not subsurface tested.
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APPENDIX A
PREHISTORIC POTTERY FROM 84 SITES AND
ISLAND'S-CLEVELAND PROPERTY RECONNAISSANCE
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rIo (ONI00E)ATll,96-105cm 2 0 0 0 0 2 .7
159 (10NI20E)ATI6 44-53cm 1 1 i 0 1 0 2 4.U
161 (lOS120E)AT17 22-31cm 1 1 fl 1 fl 1 2.0
192 (135N100E)AT21 0-22cm 1 1 0 0 1 1 3.8
TOTAL 3 3 3 1 2 12 20 :n I. 21 I>b,- 'i I.'i n QO 1219.8
9EB2U8
9 (120N140E) 1 ·1 0 1 0 1 2.0
15 (140NI40E) 1 1 0 1 0 1 7.4
16 (l40N160E) 2 2 0 2 0 2 5.9
25 ( 180N100E) 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 3.5
26 (l80N120E 1 1 1 3 0 2 1 3 3.5
27 (l80N140E 1 1 ~i) fl 2 0 2 2.6
28 (180N160E 2 0 0 0 0 2 1.5
30 1180N200E 1 1 0 1 0 1 1.4
31 1180N220E 1 2 1 0 1 0 3 5.0
34 (200N140~) 1 1 0 0 1 1 1.8
35 (200NI60E) 2 2 0 2 0 2 2.0
N
W
.......
III
III
'tl
'tl
QJ •
M4.II I
.
Richard B. Russell Uti .... 111 ~ ~ M III I-< 'tl 'tlQI 'M QJ Eo1 M ;;:1 QJ I-< Ql ~84 Sites Testing 'tl I 4.1 .g 4.11-< m III 0 i7l QJ 4.1 4kcJ Ql III . CEo1 Eo1 Eo1 QI .g, ,.c: IIIPREHISTORIC CERAMICS ...c ~ i
'
III 4.1 ·en ·en cJ I-< QJ Q1~ ~ III I:l ~1 en .;l I-< M MI-< ...c I cJ ' cJ • cJ • e QJ 'tl • ....c I-<...c I-< » 0 1Il 1Il
.0 cJ ! ~ I~O ~J ,.c: ..... 1-< l:l III 'tl 1Il III 1Il j 'tl ~ 1Il tJ 4.1 4.1~ o .... 4.1 .E .,,; 0 4.1 ga ~~ ~~ 8~ ~~ ~ ~ .g: ~ ~. en en U 0 ..:
QRR'108 (Cant,)
-
8 f200N220Rl 1 3 4 0 4 0 4 4.9
III (?~or,....nM>\
-
1 0 0 0 0 1 .4
,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3.6
TOTAL 3 1 S 12 1 3 2 21 1 18 4 27 45.5
-
9EB217
-
1 (S"rfa"") 1 1 0 1 0 1 4.0
1 fC}80Nl}60E) . 1 1 0 1 0 1 2.2
6 (990N980E)' 1 1 0 1 0 1 2.1
- 2 1 3 0 3 0 3TOTAL 8.3
QRR.?'\C;
6 f90N130E) 1 10 4 2 15 0 14 1 17 43.8
7 (90N140E) 1 3 4 0 3 1 4 13.6
8 (90NI50E) 1 1 0 1 0 1 2.2
9 (1l0NI30E) 1 2 3 0 2 1 3 24.5
TOTAL 1 1 1 13 7 2 23 0 20 3 25 84.1
9EB236
3 880N1040E) 2 1 1 3 0 3 0 4 6.7
4 880NI080E) 1 1 0 1 0 1 3.0
5 960N1120E) 1 1 2 0 2 0 2 2.5
6 1040N1l20E) 1 1 0 0 1 1 5.7
7 920N1l20E) 4 1 1 1 7 0 3 4 7 15.8
8 960N1040E) 1 1 0 1 0 1 2.4
10 800N1080E) 1 1 0 1 0 1 8.8
13 (920N1080E) 1 4 5 0 4 1 5 9.3
18 (lOlON1200E) 1 1 0 1 0 1 3.5
20 (800N1l20E) 1 2 2. 3 0 2 1 5 6.2
21 (880N1l20E) 1 3 1 5 6 10 0 6 4 16 28.1
22 (840N1l20E) 1 5 1 0 1 0 6 4.3
TOTAL 1 1 1 8 11 13 1 14 36 0 25 11 50 96.3
9EB259
23 (940NI000E)AT3 0~28cm 1 1 0 1 0 1 1.2
24 (940N1000E) 28-37cm 1 1 0 1 0 1 I.J
50 (920N980E)AT6. 0-27cm 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 2.0
51 (920N980E) 27-37cm 1 1 0 1 0 1 4.6
75 (980N980E)AT8 0-25cm 1 0 0 0 0 1 1.1
98 (940N990E)ATll.0-30cm 1 1 0 0 1 1 4.7
99 (940N990E) 41-52cm 1 1 0 0 1 1 .7
128 (1020NI000E)ATI4 0-23 m 5 0 0 0 0 5 .8
211 (930N940E)AT24 0-28cm 1 1 0 1 0 1 1.3
,. TOTAL 1 1 2 1
"
1 7 0 5 2 14 18.1
N
W
00
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.
iiliJi I I .... Ill ~ ~ .... <IJ '" 'tl 'tl .QI 'riQl E-i .... ;:l QI '" QI ...,Richard B. Russell 'tl I ..., .g ...,'" QI m<IJ 0 ~ QI ..., ~ ~t) QI III . . J::E-i E-i E-i QI -a ~ III84 Sites Testing ,.; 'tl .... ~ I III ..., • til • til tl '" QI Ql;i .;i ~;i tIl.Q ;i '" .... ....
'"
'ri I t) 'tl t) fl ~ 'tl. o § } ~ 0 III IIIPrehistoric Ceramics ~ Ql ~ ill tl ! ~ ~ ~ tJ ~J '.-1'" ;i~ 'tl III III III a III tl ..., ...tS 'ri4J .s .,; 0 ..., g.g ~~ 8~ ~~ ,g '.-1 ;;:t 21 ~ ~fz< . til til tJ 0 fz<i4 II<:
qEB12R
-
4 70N 110 ., 7 1 1 0 1 17
Ii ~70N lL..O .1 ? 1 0 1 0 ~ L.. 7
I'. (70N lr;o r; r; 0 r; 0 r; 111'. 0
-WON 140 2
,
1 3 0 1 2 3 6.8
~90N 120 2
-
1 3 0 1 2 3 16.9
13(90N 130 1 4 5 0 5 0 5 8.1
-l4(90N 140 2 2 0 2 0 2 2.1
l5(90N 150 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 3.7
17(l00M 110) 1 1 0 1 0 1 2.7
18(l00N 12Q) 1 1 2 1 4 5 0 4 1 9 1l.5
19 (lOON 130) 1 1 2 1 1 5 0 4 1 6 6.7
20(100N 140) 2 1 2 0 2 0 3 2.1
21(100N 150) 1 IG 1 3 2 6 0 4 2 8 16.0
22(100N 160) 2 2 0 2 0 2 3.9
25 (lION 110) 1 1 0 1 0 1 2.4
29 (lION ISO) 1 1 0 0 1 1 4.3
30(l10N 160) 1 1 2 2 1 6 0 5 1 7 10-:0-
34 90N 130}TPl,O-8cm 1 3 2 4 10 20 25 60 64 1 55 10 125 127 .3
35 105N 130)TP2.0-4cm 1 1 8 2 10 0 10 0 12 17.3
36 10liN 125)TP3 0-5cm 2 6 5 2 12 1 13 0 15 17.7
1R (qON 120) TP4 0-7cm 1 3 4 3 4 15 7 30 0 22 8 37 66.0
39 90N 140) TP5 0-6cm 7 1 Ib 2 1 12 10 2 34 0 23 11 36 66.6
40 90N 150)TP6 o-14cm 5 1 7 2 20 8 4 2 43 0 30 13 49 84.6
L..l (qON 110)TP7 0-2lil'm 1 1 1 4 7 1 1 11 1 12 2 16 ' 32.7
Tn'!' AT ? 1 17 1 ? ? ?~ ?q q? R7 RR 1 7r;q L.. ?Oq <;L.. 1354 533 3
, o( 7?mn omn 1 1 0 0 1 1 2.6
qFR1<;?
----l (A 1 '. n..a n" , 7 7 0 0 2 2 8 9
9EB366
8 (lOONlOOE) 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 2.1
16(l20N120E} 1 1 0 0 1 1 3.2
TOTAL 1 1 1 2 0 0 2 3 5.3
qEB18q
1 (Surface) 1 1 0 0 1 1 3.1
., .
l/ll/l'0
.
Ir
'0
GI •
.......I I
.
Richard B. Russell Ut~i ..... Ill ~ ~ GI .... Ul '" '0 '0 .GI .... GI ~ .... :s GI '" GI ...'0 I ... '8 ... '" aIII 0 r5l GI ... ~ :J:84 Sites Testing u GI III . . r::~ ~~ ~ GI ~ r5l ~.... III ... .(1) .(1) u '" GI .~ ~~ il ;j .... ....'" .... I u 'u . u . e Jl '0' >. 0 III III~ u ! ~ I~t) lilt) ;§~ C III '0 as as as ~ ] ~ III U ... ...1>pol.~ ,"~p~ ~ ro. .~ o ....... .9 "J ;!c.i 8 ... ~~ ~li:' 8~ ~ ~ t!. t!.r>: . (I) (I) 0
9RR1')9
2 990N 980E) 1 1 0 1 0 1 1.0
4 (~4UNlU2UE) 1 1 0 1 0 1 1.7
otal 1 1 2 0 2 0 2 2.7
9EB412C
,
-8 (990N260E) 1
-
1 0 0 1 1 8 0
9EB417
3 1950N1000E) 1 1 n 1 n 1 4 1
"
Ie.
~ ..• t
"', .'
IIIUl'0
.
~
'0GJ •
orl". u I I ....'" ~ It ..... '0 '0iliJi Ul kGJ orlGJ Eo< ..... ::l GJ k GJ ..avannah River Island '0 I .. '8 ~t: GJ m Ul 0 6i GJ .. ~ ~Survey (J GJ III . ~~ ~~ GJ -a 6i '"orl ~ 'ci.lt III .. .U) .U) 0 k GJ 11~ ~1 ~ k ..... .....k orl 0 '0 o • fl l! '0' j ~ 0 '" IIIrehistoric Ceramics .0 lU a III 0 ~ lUlU ~J 'E~ c:; '" '0'" '" '" ~ '" u .. ..~ (3 orl" .s .~ 0: 0 .. 'M ..... ~ii: 8ii: fh .S1 ..... ~ e e. U) U) U 0 pU) "'II< II<
9EB16
1 (Surface) 1 1 0 0 1 1 14.0
9EB430
1 (Surface) 2 2 1 3 I 8 0 0 8 8 32 2
:> (t'lIT I) 1 1 0 1 0 1 n.1
'!'~~,1 2 1 - 3 1 0 12 9 8 9 55.3
9EB431
···T7Surface) 1 1 2 0 0 2 2 12.7
5 (PlIT 16) 1* 1 0 0 1 1 39 8
7 (PlIT 18) 1 1 0 0 1 1 3.6
10 (PlIT 21) 2 1 2 0 0 2 3 7 5
Total 2 1 1 2 1 6 0 0 6 7 61 6
9EB432
1 (Surface) 1 2 3 4 10 0 4 6 10 Ill') . ~
2 (ptrr 6) 1 1 0 0 1 1 .9
Total 1 2 4 4 11 0 4 7 11 113.4
9EB433
Z (PHT 17) 1 1 0 1 0 ·1 14.4
3 (Surface) 2 1 3 1 6 1 5 2 7 27 Il
Total 2 1 1 '} 7 1 6 2 R b? ?9EB434
1 (Surface) 1 2 1 1H 3 1 2 1 '1'1 1 5 R 1[, qOR2 (PHT'23) 2 2 0 2 0 ? "I ?
Total 1 2 1 1 3 "\ b. 1 14 1 7 8 If. ' Qb. n
9EB435
1 (Surface) 2 1 3 2 10 1 18 1 t3 6 19 R'i 5
2 (SW Quad, Surface) 1 10 11 0 10 1 11 51..0
4 (NW Quad, Surface) 1 2 3 0 3 0 3 18.6
6 ( ST 2 ) 1 2 3 0 3 0 "\ 7 • .6...7 (PlIT I,) 1 2 1 0 1 0 3 R 1
Total Z 1 4 3 24 1 2 36 1 30 7 19 1,110. R
9EB438
1 (Surface) 1 1 0 0 I 1 7.0
? (PH~ 1) 1 1 1 I) 1 0 ? 1.Q
'!',,~,,1 1 1 1 ? ·0 1 1 "I 10.Q
QFR41Q
? (PH'!' ,) 1 0 0 0 0 1 4.0
l.flEB441
'r.~1l (PHT 32) 1 1 0 1 0 1 2.0
S
P
Richard B R sse11
III
III
"0
.
tRiOhard B R sse11t: . u I I
.
I ....1lI t t o-l ~ '" "0 "0 .QI 'rIQI ~ m. QI '" QI ...Savannah River Island Survey "0 I ... .g ... '" 0 ~ QI ... 'llo ~0 till QI III . ~~ ~~ ~~ QI fr ~ III'rI III ... .C/l .C/l 0 '" ~~ i! ~ '" o-l o-l'" 'rI ! 0 -0 0 . E QI "0. I>.. ~ 0 III IIIPrehistoric Ceramics ~ Ql ! III 0 ~ ,~u ~~ .c ga s:: III ~ III III III j "0 III 0 ... ...o C/l~ .s "J 0 ... 'rIo-l ~ 8~ £ ~ 8 ~ ~.;: u U 0 11011<QF.h44?
1 (Surf,u.,.. ) 1 1 1 0 1 n 2 7.2
9ER443
HSurface) i 1 0 1
-
0 1 ~,4
2 (Surface) 1
-
2 1 0 2 1 3 21 8
Total 1 1 ? 4 0 1 1 , 4 n,?
9EB445
1 (ST 3) 11 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 ~ 20 1
2 (ST 5) 1 1 1 3 0 1 2 3 33.0
Total 1 1 2 2 1 1 6 1 3 4 8 53.3
9EB446
l(Surface) 2 7 9 0 7 2 9 49.2
9EB450
2(ST 9) 1 1 2 0 2 0 2 7.2
9EB452
2(ST 16) 1 0 0 0 0 1 .5
9EB453
l(Surface) 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 7 2 1 18 1 10 9 20 74.9
9EB463 I
l(Surface) 1 0 0 0 0 1 " 1.2
9EB465
l{PHT 11) 1 0 0 'I 1 4.5
1 (PII,. 1 '\, 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 3.1
4(PUT 1 h\ 1 1B 1 1 0 2 2 22.2
'\(PllT 17\ 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 2.3
Tn .. n1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 6 32.1
9EB466
3(PHT 20) 1 1 0 1 n 1 800
4(PHT 22) 1 1 0 1 0 1 1.4
Total 1 1 ? n ? 0 2 9.4
1 ., 1 1 0 0 1 1 12.1
"1
,'....
t'tRANl n't
" ,J\PHTb) 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 2.2
T"-
III
III
'I:l
'tlQJ •
......I I
. .
iliJ' .... '" ~ G' QI ::l til ... 'tl 'tlRichard B. Russell QI I QI 'rlQl rt :l QI ... QJ ...'tl I ... .g ...... QJ a til 0 ~ QI ... 'l:. ~Savannah River Island u QJ III C::rt rt rt QJ i. ~ III'rl ~ MG' til ... .C/) .C/) u ... QJ QJ~ c:: ~~ ~1 ~ ... M M... 'rl I u 'u u • e l! 'I:l . ''rl ... ~ ~ 0 '" '"Survey .0 QJ i' '" u ! c:: I~U ~J 'rl'" ;l~ ~'" III '" j '" u ... ...Prehistoric ~" & B 'rl'" .E f '''; 0 ... :!'lJl ~ 8~ f:lJ £ M ~ ~ 0" C/)C/) U 0 .... 1>< I>< rt
9HTlO2
-1 Surface) 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 q n
2 Surf""" 1 1 1 0 1 0 ') 1.9
3 PHTl 1 1 0 1 0 1 3.5
4 PHT2 1 , 3 1 0 0 1 4 3.0
5 PHT4 4
.
-
1 3 4 0 0 [, 5.9
Total 1 1 1 2 4 4 9 0 7" 2 13 23.3
Total - 84 Sites Testin~ 10 4 34 3 3 10 19 0 12 18 128 195 105 153 8 583 18 430 171 7£-,') 1614.
Total - Island Survev 5 7 5 2 0 6 12 1 3 22 9 58 20 25 2 144 6 87 63 If.h. 870,0
Grand Total 15 11 39 5 3 16 31 1 15 100 137 253 125 168 10 727 24 517 234 9?q 2484.
A Annli cA ~~, .".~ ..~
B = Fold"t! rim
C pl"in fib"r "fI"rt!
D Rir., ",i rh rn"t!
E - Rim with fin~er ninchir g
F - Flattened rim burnishEd
G = Plain piPe bowl fragmer t
H = Collared rim with diagc na1 in isions
I = Thickened rim
* - Base or tetraped
Misc. R.C.S. = Miscellaneous rect[linea comp icate
Misc. C.C.S. = Hisce11aneous curvalinea comp icate stam b"d
AT = Auger test
TP = Test pit
5T - Shovel test
PHT - Post hole t"st
...•
;: ... ,.
244
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APPENDIX B
PREHISTORIC LITHIC ARTIFACTS FROM
ISLAND'S-CLEVELAND PROPERTY
RECONNAISSANCE AND FROM
HISTORIC SITES TESTING
245
246
Richard B. Russell "C ~ ~
Savannah River Islands- ~ LW I I 0 bOl - CJ) -
Cll_ 17:P I~~ ~.Ei' CJ) CJ)
Cleveland Property ~ ~ ] ~ ~ i .·a ~ i (\)::::! ~ (\) CJ) ~ (\) gj, ~ (\) ~ ~] ~ .~ ~
SURVEY LITH1CS ~ .~ §..~ ~ I .~ ~ i ~ ~! ~ ~ ~ .~ '6 ~ ~ '6 ~ ~ ~ Jh5 ;g
_...:P_r.,...o.,...v...:e..;;;n...:i.:.e_n_ce~N_u_m_b_e_r +-~i·~"';L..;_=bO+_.llooF..c: ~ ~4.JE9tW~:!-~~~~~=-+--!::!S~-1-...!:~~8~p..:!.o..!:§:::.....:e::..j!:~~§:...e-=+"'::~="":~::"-1-.:::~:...~:::·r-l"-+---JC:;1:!:!aJ-1f---t---t---+---t-
9EBI6
1 Surface) 10M 8 14E 1
2 PHT3) 1 1-~:....l~~l-_-----+---1---'=---+--?-+---t---+---1f----1---+---t---1---+----t~--+---+----t---+-
3 PHT4) 1
4 (PHT6) 1 2 3A,Q
5 (PHT7) 8 9A,D (1) 2J.N--;;;'-'~';';;;..:..L--------I---I----+---+--~-I---t-----t---t---'--'--+-_.-+---+-":'::::'=;:f---t---+---+---+---t­
Oli'R/. ~n
1 (Surface)
2 PHT3) O-iOOen
3 PHT4)
4 PHT6)
6 (PHT9) 0-100en
9EB431
1 (Surface)
2 (PHTI3) O-iIOcn
3 (PHTI4)
4 (PHT15) O-IOOen
5 (PHTI6) ,
6 (PHTI7) O-iOOen
7 (PHTI8)
A (Pl:r'l' 1 0' 0- 1OO,.n
Q (PH' ")(
10 (PHT21)
9EB432
1 (Surface)
2 (PHT5) O-lOOen
3 (PHT6)
4 (PHT7) 0-100cn
5 (PHT II ) O-iOOen
9EB433
1 (Surface)
2 (PHT 17) O-lOOen
3 (Surface) 5
2 6L
2B
IA
1 6
3 4
lJ 2A.J
3E
1 7
4
1
1
3
5 II
1
1H
16 28
4
2A.E
1
3C
5
28B
3K
5F
8
6
1A.F.
1
1
37C.F L
1
1
1
21
34 1 2W.Y
(1)
IH
(I)
2
IP
IR
9EB434
---,.......,=-_--...-------+---I-.--+----II---.J...---+----+---+--.-t.-.--./----.J.---l----1----1·---1----1---1--1 (Surface) 1 40 10 ?l:r l\T /.
9EB435
1 (Surface
2 (SW Ouad Surface
3 ~(SE Ouad Surface
4 ~TNW Ouad Surface
5 (Surface, West Road)
I 1
1 5
5 13
2 5M
1
13A.D
10
14L
1 IV (1)
(l)tJ (n
1
? 11
lD
1'l'
IS
(j)QJ
.-I;g
&
(j)
(J
~ ....QJ,c
,c4.J
~ ....
01-1
QJ (j)
~~
.-10
~u
10-30cm8 (STll)
Provenience Number
9EB435 (Cont.)
Richard B. Russell
Savannah River Islands-
Cleveland Property
SURVEY LITHICS
9EB436..-.=;.:..-------:--------I----+--+-~-+__:_..."....__i-,--+_--+_-_t--_+--+_--i_-_t-...__+--+--+_-_1--_+-
1 (Surface) 3 2 16B 1
3 (ST]) 0-45cm 2 1 1
9EB437..-:;=~~~~--:--,'-----+---.J-----I---+--+--+---I~--+--+---+---t---+---t---+---+----f---j~1 (Surface', 4 7
2 (PHT8) 1 2
9EB438
2 1
1 (Surface)
2 (PHTl)- 0-100cm "
1
3
3
3A
9EB439
1 (PHT5) O-lOOcm 1 2
9EB440
1 (PHTll)
2 (PHTl6)
O-lOOcm
2E
2B
9EB44l
1 (PHT27) O-lOOcm 1
9EB443
N
.po
00
1 (Surface)
2 <Surface)
9EB445
4
3
4
1
9
6
1(1)
1(1)
1 1R
1R
1 (ST3) 1
? (Surface) 1 1
9EB446
1 (~l1rface 40x100m)
9EB448
40 2 1
1 (PHT9)
9EB449
0-8cm 1
1 ST2
2 ST4
3 ST5
4 (ST7) O-lOcm
1 1
1
2
4E
1
3
9EB450
1 (ST8)
3 (STll) 0-20cm
2 1
1
9EB451
1 (STl2) 1 1
2 (STl3) 1
3 (ST14) 1
4 (PHT13) 1 1
Itil til
r--l <1l
Richard B. Russell
S vannah River Islandsa - I~ I o M ICleveland Property u I M "t:l til -~ -Ill_ o~ til I E-I OJ <1l . til tilSURVEY LITHICS 1-1 til ilil I ~ U til til til OJ til U OJ~ra ~ 1-1 OJ s:: OJ OJ ........ , III OJ til +J OJ M o OJ M ~~ 1-1 or-! r--l~ ~~ S::~ I ~ til , 4-l ~ OJ s:: r--l III ~r--llll Jl-z ..c1-1 1-1. or-! III I ~lll r"il I 'r-! III 1-1 or-! 0 1-1 OJ 0 1-1 4-l III ..cProvenience Number or-! bO ~~ I r--l +J ' g r--l 0 o§~ I-I§~ or-fr--l +J or-! ~cL;,-, ~~ ~u Pot '-' Pot '-' ~~ 0...:19EB452
_.
1 (PHT15) 3
2 (ST16) 1 2 1
3 (ST18) 1
9EB453
1 (Surface) 2 3B.K 5A.E 111 H1)W (42 3 1R
2 (PH7) O-lOOcm 1
9EB454
1 (Surface) 2 3 3 IX (1) 1U
2 (PHT11) 0-10cm 1
9EB456
1 (Surface) 3 3 2
9EB457
1 (Surface) 4 14 34A.L 18B (2)E (2) 1A **
9EB458 ..'
1 (Surface) (1)W
3 (PHT3) IE
5 (PHT7) O-lOOcm 3
9EB459
1 ? 3 9Q 15E 1'2)Y Z (1) 1R E
9EB460
1 ? 1 1
9EB463
1 (Surface) 9 30M 67BB (2)CC (1) 1 2T
2 (Surface) 1 11 9E . IE 1Y l(2)A
....~~ /,..
1 PH1'11 2
2 PHT14 O-lOOcm 1G
5 PHT17 2
9EB466
1 (Surface) 4 1 1R
2 (Surface 1
3 (PHT20) 0-80cm 1
9EB467
2 (PHT15) 0-25cm 1
9HT102
1 (Surface) 5M 9L 13 2
2 (Surface) 1 (1)* (2)
4 (PHT2) 0-103cm 3 2D
6 (PHT5) 1
7 (PHT6) O-lOOcm 3 1
N
.p-
0\0
N
VI
o
Richard B. Russell
Savannah River Islands- ,.!l! I I ObO ICleveland Property u I 00 O"'C Ul - Ul -Ill_ l:: j ~Ql Ql en ~ . Ul UlSURVEY LITHICS t: ~ Ul Ul I •.-1 Ul ~ U Ul Ul Ql Ul U Ql§ J..4 Ql §~ Ql- I III Ql Ul .j.JQlbO OQloo ~~ J..4 '.-1 r-iQl.1ll Ql,.!l! j ,.!l!lJ) ; lH ,.!l! Ql t=lr-i III lHr-i1ll Qlod ..0J..4 J..4 od III •.-1 III ! Illr-i I '.-1 III J..4 '.-1 0 J..4 Ql 0 J..4 lH III od.j.J ..0Provenience Number ~r:t~ ~ .j.Jr-i f~ r-i.j.J g r-i 0 o~~ J..4~~ '.-Ir-i .j.J '.-1 &0JZ.i ~~ JZ.iO P-. '-' P-. '-' /Xl/Xl O...:l
9HT102 (Cont.)
8 (PHT]) I 2 I
9 (PHT8) O-lOOcm I
-9HT103
2 (PHTlO) I I
38AB290
I (Surface) IA 2A (1) (4) IT
38ANI02
I (ST2) I
2 (ST3) 2
38ANI03 ..
I PHTI) 2 <
--2 PHT3 I I .
3 l PHT6 O-IOOcm I I 2
i
RA
B
T
w
X
Y
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
P
Q
R
ichard B. Russell "0 Ul UlQ) r-l Q)I 0 00Savannah River Islands- ~ ilil i.~oo() 0"0 Ul _ Ul -~ Q) Q) , B . Ul UlCleveland Property ctl_ ~ () Ul Ul Ul Q) Ul () Q)J.4 Ul ~ J.4 Q) ! r:: Q) Q)- ctl Q) Ul +.J Q) 00 o Q) 00 ()~ J.4 'M r-lSURVEY LITHICS KEY () aQ) Cll Q) ~ I r:: ~ ~.~ 4-1 ~ Q) r:: r-l Cll 4-Ir-lCll ctl r:: Q)..c: ..0J.4 J.4 § ..c:Cll~Cll I oM ctl J.4 OM 0 J.4 Q) 0 J.4 4-1 Cll ..c:+.J ..0r-l.- :5 r-l 0 O§rz.. J.4§ rz.. oM r-l +.J oM £Provenience Number OM 00 ..c: +.J r-l ..c: r-l&.;'-' E 0 rz.. ~ rz.. rz..~ rz..p Pol ,'-' Pol '-' j:Qj:Q O...:l
- 1 rhyolite I 1--
- 2 rhyolite
C - 3 rhyolite , i
-
1 Ridge & Valley chert
- 1 Coastal Plain chert
--'- I--
- 2 Coastal Plain chert
-
- 1 other chert
1 tuff
I - 2 tuff
- 1 diorite
- 3 diorite
- 1 auartz
- 2 auartzite
- 1 granite
bipolar flake
1 other crystalline mate rial
- 1 hammerstone
S - 1 mano
- 1 steatite sherd
U - 1 notched bifacially fla ed ax
'V - 1 rhyolite Guilford
- 1 Yadkin
- 1 Otarre .
- 1 Swannanoa
Z - 1 stemmed
- 11 rhyolite. 2 diorite, Coas alPl in ch rt
B - 9 rhyolite, 10 Coastal P ain c ert. auar zite
C - 1 Morrow Mountain II, 1 oasta Plai cher corn r not hed e ~pande ~ base
* - 1 Ridge & Valley Pee Dee Ipenta onal
*
- possible adze bit?
PHT - Post hole test
ST - Shovel test
NOTE' All other 1 i thics are
*
AA
B
C
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I
HISTORIC CERAMIC ARTIFACTS
SOUTH CAROLINA
PEARLWARE IRONSTONE/W}IITEWARE PORCELAIN
III
::l
o
eu
a
~
~
eu
CJ
III
;J.
111AR9 - 1 General Surfaee 7 2 4~~z..-=.~~~~~~-1---1--'--I---t-- ---t·--+--+-!...-+--4--4--I--I---II--"-/1 -1---1---+-=--/---+--+--1---:"-+--1----
-43 N95/E97 N.D.
___.=-;;;48~N'4-:5~/E~5:",.,..,=_;;.N.:..;.D""._iI__-+_--_+_--~--+---_I_-.+-__JI--_I_-_+--f---+--t--+---/---71-1'---t---t--t---/---t--+----
-77 NI20/EI40,O-30em 1
TOTAL 11 2 2 4----~~---+---l---l--+---.;'-+--_1_-_+-_+_-_+_--+--_4-_4--+-L.!."_t-_t~_t~'_1---I_--.I---+--:::....-+--+----
__.:;;1x~I~-~1~9...!N'!i:9~5..:,;.5:!Ji"l.!E~7.;!3.:.:.5~Le::v~A~-_l--+_-_l--+_-_+_~2'--+---+---1--_+---I--+--f---+--f--_:_+-_,f--+-__J1--+-_4--+_---
-21 N95/EI05 0-17em 2NVI
VI
38AB12-30 N900!EI040 0-1ge
-1R Nl020!Rl040 0-14~m
TOTAl
38AB115-1 General S rfaee
lxl- 5 Level A 0-10em 1
lxl- 6 Level B IO-20em 2
- 7 N85 E80 0-30em
- 8 N85 E85 0 17em
-17 N94 E90 M h
-Ill Nq'i E70 0 18em
-23 N97!E90 N.D.
TOTAL 3
38ABl11 1 N30-N35 SCU
- ~~-NlO SCU
- 6 NI0-NI5 SCU
- 7 N15-N20 SCU
- 8 N20-N25 seu
9 N25 N30 SCU
-10 N35-N40 seu
.2
2
1
1
2 2
4
2
6
?
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
2
"
2
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1 Soatterware
1 WW Dish
2
-11 N40-N45 seu 1
12 N45-N50 SCU
1<; so-S<; scn ?
-16 S5-S10 seu 1
?
1
1
* Dee lleomania
PEARLWARE IRONSTONE/WUITEWARE STONEI~ARE PORCELAIN
~ !IIQI" ::lHISTORIC CERAMIC ARTIFACTS QI 0..
'"
....
., QI
'tl ,lo! ~ orl I:lQI ..... c:: '" ..
'" QI '" $ ~ .. '" roSOUTH CAROLINA § .... § QI 'tl ::> ~ QI'tl ~ ) § 0 I: 0 'tl 0 § ~e: QI I1l .... QI ....... .. '" ~ 2l ~ o,.j ....... >. "QI ....0 '" QI 0 !II .... QI ~ .... QI QI 0 ..... 0 ,lo! ]~~ §~ I: Po,lo! QI 0 QIorl .... ~ QI 0 .... .§ I: I: .... .... 0 I: e~~ .... .... 1: >'0 I1l Po 0 .... I:l 0I1l I1l ~~~ l1lorl I1l I1l ) I1l ::l Po ~ ~ .... ),lo! ~ e ~ e e ~ ,.OorlO ro Po ,lo! IIISite No. Provenience ........ 0:5 "'''' .... ~,8 .... I1l ::l QI 0 I: :;! '" ::l ........... ~ ::l :5 ;111<11< ::> fzlAI1< f-l11<11< 11< CI.l U ::> f-l11<11< b >'IIQ::> ClU., u., IIQU.,~u U
JllABl:H-26 ST4 o 21cm "-- I
- -
-28 ST6 0-16cm 3 4 1 1
- 1
-29 Surface 30MS 0 0 .
TOTAL 2 25 4 3 7 1 1 2 1 1 7 1
38ABI64- 6 NC N.D. 1
-
3BAB210- B N30/EI0 9-15cm 6
3BAB215- 3 NI05/E76.D-19cm 21
- 4 NlO'i/EBl.O-I0cm 1
TOTAl. 1 21
3BAB221- 7 NBO/WI24.5 0-391m 1
-H N120/W120 0-29c~ 1
-13 NI20/WI40.0-44cr 1
TOTAL 1 1 1
'.\RAB??/i- 'i SW of House O-'ll cm 1
- 4 li'.. V....iI 1
3BAB236- 2 N80/E60. 0-27cm 1" *Mol led Surface
'- 6 NI20/EBO 0-43cm 1
- 7 NI00/E40 0-35cm 1 2
TOTAL 2 1 2
3BAB244- 6 ST12 0-5cm 1
- B STH 0-10cm 1" "Mft MAl'k
TOTAL 2
3BAB260- 4 N90/EI00 0-llcm 1
- 6 N90/EI20.N.D. 1
- B NI00!EI00 N.D. 1
-14 N78/EllO O-lOl!m 1
-15 N80/EI12.10-13cl 1
-16 N80/EI12.0-10cm 4LG lillwareBowl
TOTAL 4 1 4
38AB267- 1 General Surface 1
~ ..
PEARLWARE IRONSTONE/WHITEWARE STONEWARE PORCELAIN
~ (/lQ) ~HISTORIC CERAMIC ARTIFACTS Q) 0k ...
'"' ~'tl ,lo! :!1 ."Q) k .. I: k .. k Q) k ~ k .. k co~ ... ~ Q) 'tl ::> ~ Q)'tl ~ ~ ..... ~ 0 I: 0 0 'tl 0 ~ ..-IGEORGIA co ..... Q)- k ..... Q) ."
-
»-11)
..-II: 11) k CIl ~ lJl ... 11) I: CIl CIl 0 (/l"'~ »'tl ..-I,lo! ~'tl I: p.,lo! CIl 0 11)orf .... .§ ~ 8 ~I I: I: ... orf..-l ... 0 I: I: ::l~.§ ",0 "' p. 0 ... I: ~<U <U <U." <U <U lJ <U ::s p. ~ ~ ~ n ~ <U 0 tlO ~ ~ ~ e ~ gj ,0 ." 0 <U P. #..-1..-1 :5 'tlCll..-l ~.t~ ..-10 ..-I <U ::s ~.to: CIl 0 I: k k ::s l:;l..-l k ~ ~ ~ ~Site No. Provenience 1'<1'< r:LlAI'< 1'<"" I'< tn U ::> or: >0""::> t.:lu,", u,", l'Qu'::; tnU u
9EB201- 7 ST 0-12cm
-
1
-18 Tom's Rm 0-28cm 1 1 Bun ed Sl~
-21 ST 0-20cm
-
1* * Bot lIe
TOTAL 1 1 1 1
-9EB256- 1 General Surface 1 2 2 17 5 1 1
-
7 1 2 1 1 2 Spa terw.
1 HP. MCUP
- 4 NC N.D. 1
TOTAL 1 2 2 17 5 1 1 8 1 2 1 1 3
9EB306- 3 N980/E840. O-Hcm 1
- 4 N960/E860. 0-10cm 1
- 5 N960/E860. N.D. 1
- 6 NI000/E800.0-31clll 1
- ~2"/l/VROO O-'l"-cm 1
-12 w n '" 'nn"" n-?i.. ..m ? 1
-Ii.. I\1lnOO 'E7RO 0-22pm
-
1
-16 NI050 E780 M n 2
-17 NI000/E760 0-26cm 1
-19 NI020/E760 0-23cm 1
-20 MI080/E780 0-30cm 1
TOTAL 1 1 1 1 4 2 2 2
9EB317- 2 Densitv Samole 1 1
9EB336- 6 S1 E of House.0-2 cm 1
- 7 ST S of House.O-2 cm 1 1 1
TOTAL 1 1 1 1
9EB416- 6 N90/E80, 0-16cm 1
- 9 NII0/EI00. 0-33cm 1
TOTAL 2
RBR ISLAND SURVEY
9EB444- 1 General Surface 4 1
9EB455- 1 Surface NC iQn
- 2 Surface NC 1* 1 * EdlZl Dec.
TOTAT 1 1 i..Q 1
- .
L
9EB458- 1 General Surface 1 1 1 L
N
Ln
00
PEARLWARE IRONSTONE/WUITEWARE STONEI-lARE PORCELAIN
~ IIIHISTORIC CERAMIC ARTIFACTS QI ::lQI 0
... ... .., QI
't:l ~ ~ -M I:QI ... .. I: ... .. ... CIl ... ~ ... .. ... IIIGEORGIA ~ ... ~ CIl't:l;:J ~ CIl't:l ~ ) ~ 0 c:: 0 0 't:l 0 ~ ....III .... Q1 ..... .. ... .... QI '..l ..... >'ClI .... II: QI ... QI 0 Ill ... CIl c:: QI ClI 0 III ... ~ 0 ..... 0 >.~ .... ~ ~~ c:: Po~ QI 0 CIl ,'..l ....
..e eu 0 4-J I c:: a I: .... -M .... ... CJ c:: ~.~ It c:: .... .... 1: III CJ III Po CJ ... c:: CJ IIII III ;i CJ III ~ l\l -M l\l III ) l\l ::l Po ;§ ~ .... )~ ~ e ~ ~e~ ee ~ .0 '..l 0 l\l Po # III........ :5 CIl .... c:: 1-0 ....... ii::~ .... III ::l ~~Il: :5 QI 0 c:: I~ ....... ~ ::l ,; ;lSite No. Provenience 1'<1'< l::ll'< ::J HI'<I'< I'< tn U >OIQ::J OU.., <U.., IQU.., tnU U
9EB459- 1 General Surface Ill; 4 *HP PWCUP'
-
''''--
9EB463- 2 General Surface 1 LG arthe ware 4 PIa n .Ct~ i!!!!¥ue Ii Bl I'f! TP "
I
.
KEY TO HISTORIC ARTIFACT TA LES
.
.
Provenience Information:
ST - shovel test """
lxl - one meter square te st uni "',-,,,
SCU - surface collection ~nit "
PHT - -post hole test
AT - bucket auger test
NC - no coordinates given
ND - no deDth recorded
---,Ceramics Information:
Ed2e dec. - ed2e decorateR-
HP PW - hand "ainted Pear ware
LG - lead dazed
MFT mark - manufacturer s nmrk
TP - transfer-printed
WW - Whiteware
APPENDIX D
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HISTORIC GLASS ARTIFACTS
SOUTH CAROLINA
III
:l
o
QJ
~
.-f
.-fQJ
o
~
..;;3..;;...8AB_9·--:-::1,...::-Gle:",ne:-::-;r1::a::"7.15;;-lu_r-;;:tla_ce;;-;:-_+-:i-+_~_ t-~-+-_ --+I~_-+-----i---1---I----+--+---+--;---t---1-----if----+--+-,.-;:'+--,=-+'--=+--~
-45 NllO/EllO 0-25cm! 6 BI~e Win ow GI ss
___-...:;5:.:,0~N.!:<.C "'=0-'-2;.:6~c::.::m:+-_-t_._+__,.-Ir--;-+-.--+_-_+--+-_t--_t_--t--+--t--,I:-"+_--+--+--I--+--t---+--t--~
-54 NC 0-29cm 1
2 8
5 21
1 Hi ror F agmen
"
1
1
1 2
1
1
2
1
3
3
6
5
1
2
1
13TOTAL
-61 N95/N85 0-27cm
-66 N/I00/E80 0-46cm
-77 N120/E140 0-30cm
-67 NI00 E140 0-42cm
-68 NI00 E120 0-25cm
-74 N120 E80 0-18cm
-72 N140 E125 0-33cm
-7b Surface
38AB12- I General Surface 2
-30 N900/EI040.o-19cm 1 1
-38 NI020/EI040 0-14c
-39 N 1
3 1 BI.le Unk Func ion
TOTAL 3 1 1 1 1 3
38AB75-14 ST7
~ -15 ST9
I-' TOTAL
o 25cm
0-35cm 2
2
1
1
2
38AB115- 1 General Surface
lxl 6 Level A 0-10cm
- 7 N85 E80 0- 30cm
- 8 N85 E85 0-17cm
- 9 N85 E90 N.D.
-12 N90 E70 N.D.
-13 N90/E80 0-16cm
1
4
1
1
10
1
1
1. 4 Br ~l Un Fun·tion
1 Am thvst Drink Ves.
-14 N90/E85 O-IOcm 2
-16 N94/E85 N.D. 1
-18 N95/E70 0-18cm
lxl -19 N98.5/E73.5,LevA
lxl -20 N98.5/E71 5T.•ouR
3 5 2 2
1
6
1
1
3
1
3
2
-22 N95/EII0 0-15cm
-23 N97/E90 N.D.
TOTAL 2 4 5 8 13 1 10 6 2 5 7
1 Gr en Un FUll tion
2 CI ar Me ted
8
38AB130- 1 General Surface 1 2
HISTORIC GLASS ARTIFACTS
SOUTH CAROLINA
38AB I-H- 1 N30-N35 SCU _ :.1-l_~9---11-_+---:1:...-~_-+__+--=-I-l__+_---11-....:1:"'-~_-+__+-_-l__+...;I:-:C=.IFa::;r:-::G:,:IFss::;w:::a:,:r'Fl!_---l
1 Pe ch De • War~
___;;:.-...:t.L..w£NO.-::.l:-NIoI-'\__--"!S:l:<.CU!4-_ _t-,.--+_--+--1I-::')~_l_-+__;___I_--+_-_1_-_If_-+_--1----::--+_-+---+--_l_--::--1--_1--_1_-_\_--t
- 5 N5-NlO SCU 1 10 4 1 2
___..:;-~6~N~1~O:::-N~I~5~-_::S-=CU:g.,.__:_-1_-'-+--1--+.;.1O~_f_-_+___,;:___+_-_1_--+_-_+ 1-...:1:....-1-_+__1---'-+_-':+-1__+ 1-_+_---11-_-1
____--'7'-~NI5"--:;.tlN~20"_-_"'S""CU"T----"-I_t-::__+_--+--1i_=1_=_3_t--+__:3:_r_-+_--+-_If_-+_~-1---+_-+---+--_l_--1--_1--_1_-_\_--t
- A N'O-N',\ SCU 3 2 1
- <) N2'\-N10 SCll 3 36 2
-10 N'-I'\_N,IO SCU 3 1 5 74 1
-11 Nt.O-N,\5 SCU 2 3 26
-1' NI. '\_N'iO l'lr.n 9
1
1
1 Hi k Ho ded I landle
1 Hi k. PI te
-HN50-N';5 SCll 1 4
-II. N'\'\-NIiO sr.n 2
-15 SO-S5 SCU 2 1 5
-16 S5-S10 SCU 1
1
4
1
-18 SI5-S'O SCU 2
-1<) S20-!':2'i SCU 2
-20 S25-S30 SCU
-21 S30-S35 SCU
-21 ST O-14cm
-,'\ ST"\ 0-14cm 1
-26ST4 0-21cm
-27 ST5 0-14cm 1
-28 ST6 0-16cm 1
-29 Surface. 30m S of 0
TtvI' '" Ii 1 7
38ABI74- 6 N980/E1035 N D.
38AB175-18
1
6
2
10
1 4
? 11 ?21i
5
1
1
2 18 1 3 3
2
4
1 An ethyst Jar
5
1 GI een MIl :01e
38AB21Q- 5 NO/EO
- 6 N30/EO
lxl - 8 N30/EI0
lxl -13 N30/EI0
TOTAL
0-10cm
0-18cm
9-15cm 3
7-20cm 2
,
1
20
21
,
.~.
3RAR215- 1 NI0'\/R76 0-19cm
- Ii 110 O_<),.m
TOTAJ~
1
1
1
1
, .
00
~
o00
00
00
al
HISTORIC GLASS ARTIFACTS
, I I~ 00 aJ ..-t Ul 00 00 aJ00 ~~Ul 000 00 00 00 al 00 ~... I. aJ 00 al l'l'" l'l al l'l..-t l'l alUl . '" ..-t'tl ~ ~ ~ ~O..-t ~~O ~O..-t ..-tSOUTH CAROLINA l>->aJ aJ aJ I aJ I aJ ,OaJ aJ ';;..-i o 'ri ~ ~ '" ~ 00 'riO 'riO ..-t~..-too ..-too ..-tUl~..-tUl"'..-tUl ..-tUll'l..-t~"'~i ~ ~ 0 ... ,1:1 0'" 0"'''' 0'" aJ...... 00 1lI ... 00 aJ ... 00' ... 001 al ... 00 ~ ... Ul aJ ... Ul al l'l 00 1lI ~ '" ,I:I'tlUl al 'tl 00 I'l 0 ... s:: U al s:: U al S::U~ Ulli ... al ... al ::I ... al 0 ... all aJ ... all '" ... al aJ ... al aJ'ri Ul '" ~]il OOl'lal aJ l'l al g~j ~§~ ~l'laJ ~§:;:l 00Site No. Provenience .Sl h!1$.Sl r.11::;! .Sl h! ~ .Sl..-t ...-t.Sl h!,'!!!.Sl r.1 ~ .Sl ..-tlr .E ~ $ ~ I~~.;:j $;!;!~ '1;!;!G B~G 1,51« 1,5 ::I..-t iJI«U :::>I«i!
38AB216- 7 N80/E80 N.D. 1
- 8 N80/EI00 0-35eD 10
-10 N120/E80 N.D. 2
-12 N140/EIOO N.D. -9 1
. TOTAL 2 10 1 10
-
38AB221- 7 N80/W124.5 0-39l'in 3 1
-
3 1 ,
-11 N120/W120 0-2ge 1
-12 NI00/W140 0-44en
-
3
-17 N80/Wl30 0-23en 1
TOTAL 3 2 3 1 ':\ 1
':\8AB226- 4 ST1 0-25e 1
- 5 ST4 0-30en 1
TOTAL 1 1
- 1 G"n",."l !':"rfa"" 1
- 7 NI00/E40 Q-35em 1
TOTAL 2
~n.~·
- 7 !':TQ 0-lR';m 1 rl ear M~ Ited
- R !'lTll o-lOem 1
- 9 ST in A N.D. 1 1
TOTAL 1 1 1 1
3RAB260- 3 N80 EllO N.D. 1
- 4 N90 E100 O-llem 1
- 5 N90 EllO N.D. 1
-12 N80 £108 N.D. 2
-14 N78 EllO 0-10cm 1 1
-16 N80 E1l2 O-lOem 1 3
TOTAL 2 2 2 1 3 I
38AB275- 3 NRO'E120 O-'Hero 1
~n ._n~n_ 1 ('o~o~nl 1 1
ii~i
III
NI.... It-'
~~~
~ ~
H
~
~
tJ)
::=
H
~
n
~
tJ)
I
~
~ethystottlelass~II-'
~iiii~lID
I~~~~~~
II>
...
i
iJ9(;
~L~Qr~
~~F!
.~
~ t-> ~quaottlelass
I-'
I-'
I-'
t->II-'WI.... I.... '....
I-'
I-'
Nt->
N
1-'11-'t->
~lue
~ottle
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ;~: --
ottle
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~~~s_._lear
it;; ~ I-' I-' I-' ottle
! lass
ark Green
ottle
I lass
.... .... I-' ~reenI-' ottlelass
Iwl II-' t-> tlearinkingessel
iAqua
~ar
iMilk Glass
~ar Lid
iner
~ t-> ~quaindowlass
1001 1C7'1t-> I-' ~ight Greenindowlass
HIo- 'wi I It-> I II-'
!Clear
~indow
~lass
10-10-
nknown
unction:
thystGlass
nknown
unction:
Qua Glass
I-'
nknown
unction:
!Clear Glass
nknown
unction:
lk Glass
I-'
n
I-'
~~
o
I-'
tl:l
I-'
lID
§=
t-> t->
im
lID
i
~iscellaneous
::l
~
I~
"Jj
,; ~
1°
",....o
='
.
=rn
::s
oQlrnrnIFA TSHISTORIC GLASS ART C , I I Ql rn Ql .. 0 .. rn .. lU .. rn ;
.... I . IQl IlO lU ~~rn c:: .... c:: lU C::.-I c:: lUrn ~~';\ .-1..:1 ~ ~ ~ ~o.-l ~~o ~o.-l .-IGEORGIA >'Ql Ql Qlm! Ql I Ql ~Ql Ql 0 .... ~ rn ~ ~ rn .... 0 .... 0 .-I,<::.-Irn ~'E~ .-I ~.-Irn;~.-Irn.-l'" C::.-I ~ ,.:I ~ o .... .c: 0 .... o .... ~ 0 .... Ql........ rn Ql .... rn .... rnllU .... rn,>l .... iIj Ql .... lU iJ lU ,>l Ql lU "Cl rn ,<::..:Irn lU ..:I rn c:: 0 .... 12 0 lU 120lU C::O,>l 0j .... lU ::s .... lU 0 .... lUrQl .... lUl~ .... lU Ql .... Ql .... ::s ~ .-I~C:: ::s c:: lU llOC::lU Ql c:: lU ~§1! c:: Ql ~§;l ~Site No. Provenience ,gr,1 S,gr; I:;:: ,g r;t ~ ,g f7i n ,g r;t ,!g ,g r;iI~.g B 8~ %,!!l ;].!!ljI%~B j~Bj~B <Sri; I~~~ ~~r1<Sri;
RBR ISLAND SURVEY
9EB290- 2 Surface Tressel I. Aq ua l'lat p.Les
-9EB444- 1 General Surface 1 1
- 2 STl 0-30cm 4 1
- 3 ST3 N.D. 1 -
-TOTAL 5 1 1 1
9EB455- 2 Surface 1
- 3 NC N.D. 1
TOTAL 1 1
QFRL..f.'_ ? ('..,",no" 1 1
QH'I'lnL.._ 1 PHTI O-lOOcm 1 1
KEY TO HISTORIC ARTIFACT T~ BLES
Provenience Information:
ST - shovel test
lxl - one meter square tee unit
SCU - surface collection ~ nit
PHT - post hole test
AT - bucket auger test
NC - no coordinates given
ND - no depth recoX'ded
lass Information:
Drink Ves. - drinking vessd
Dep. Ware - depression war~
Unknown. unk. function - ~ rtknown funct on
G
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· '
::l
0
rJl III
.-I I l::
'M 'M l'l
tU rJl rJl ... .-I
Z (I)
(I) .-I ~ III l:: .-I~ .-I III "'.-I IIIIII ~ rJl.-loM P. Ql "'''' l:: Ql tU U
'"
tU III rJl tU
'"
.... III 0 .c ... (I)
'M U ~ .c \'0 ... OM l:: 'M
'"
... III ti=::. Ul /"lUlU Ul :;: ::J\l-<H 0-
Whole Part
Ul
.-I
'M
tU
Z
HISTORIC METAL ARTIFACTS
SOUTH CAROLINA
(I) I' I (I)
&i (I) - i:::l
CJ gj,! II 'u~
l:: l:: I 0 ! l:: '" ...Site~. ~~~~ ~ ;~~I~~l 8~_~--~_-~~~~~~~~+~-F~~_~+~-~-~~_~--+--~-~:~~~~~~====~~~~~~~~:~=~~Wh:~O;l-'ie~~-=p~ar_tl-- I--=---+ "--'-'-+-\-.fu-O-le_rP,-"a,-,')r_t"-+,:u=~r'-"-"-t- __I-_+_ _;---+-_Ir_-+-_;--+__-t--+_--+-----1
38AB9- 1 General Surface
__...;-;;..::"t....tlA>.L-T...-1 ..>L::O.-"'')'7.LW,.m.....__~---+---_j-_--i----~-_+--'lL-.+-___j~-_+--t_-_+--+-_II_-_+--+--_+--+-_I--_+--t_--;
__..;;.-;;L4,1"-~Nq'i~/~F.ql7~-.......N_ n~-+-__t L_ 1 ---- --- ---- --~- ---~---t--+--t------ir_-_t_--;--_;--_t_-_+_-_l
___-:.:4u6!.....!lN.;1O!!.;3~I/~lE<i!9:..!.5_ ___l:0~-_=2~5c=.!m!4_--I_-+--t_--I_--+-~__ i--.A-1-t---+-- --+---+---l-----I---+--+----I-----f---I-----I---t--_I'---_1
___-....::4:-:9...;.w<.NC --'0:'---::3~0-"'cm"'t_-_Ir_--_l'_--I--+_--_1-~Lf--4--1-+---+----t---+-_I---j---j---t----::--t---II---t---_lI-----t-----4---I
___-~5'70~N~C:_:_~----'00,--':'2~6{'=.!'m'4_-_;--+--_+---j---I---"'i~+---_+----""'1--1---t---t---j--+---+---I---.±-1_+---t--_+---t---+--+---I
___--=5""1-'N"'5::..<1/-=IE:.=.12=--_--'Oo..--=2-"'-Oc"'m~-__I---+--_t---f--__+----~-- - -- ---.l-t----t----t---t--_;----t---t---t--_+---t---+---f
___--:5:-:3~N~C-----:0:...-_7176c~m!4_--I_-+--'-_lI___--t__--t_....1- t---t----r-----+--I---+--t---+--+--1I--+--t---+--+----i--~
-55 NC 0-33cm __L_I-__+-__t t_--'-_+--~-_+--+--t_-~---~_=_-:l_=~+_:__=t_-_+-__I
-56 Nl1/E5 0-40cm 4 17 ? nn,I,.. Loc Part 1 K ~Y.
---...,..-...,..,.-,-__---.,.-+--~-__1--_+--+---~--:--~-_+--+--t_-_+--+--t---~-_+--+...:1:......::C:;;hFin::-:L::.:i:rk:.L...:.1_+a::.:s:.:h:.:e:.::r+-~f_--1
-58 N95/E105 0-14cm 1
-61 N95/E85 0-27cm 2
-62 Nl15/E100 0-28cm
-63 N105/E90 0-16cm 1
1 Ti Can ev 1 Domed Nut
___-6::.:5:o......:S:;.:u:.:r:.::f~a.:.ce~._-__:_.,....+--~-_+--_+--+--_-- __-+__+ __~-~----1----1~--+--+---'-~-=-1_+--_+--+--f_-~--_l_-__1
-66 N100/E80 Q-46cm __ __ _ 3 1- --'2"----t---_I1----1---t-::-::1_1r_--f----f--+_----4---t--~
___--'6"-'7~N~1~O~0'-:'/IE=-1~4~O~_o:_0_-4.:..2:::.;c::.:m4____:_-~-__I_--+--+-----c------ 1 ~ .___ 20
-68 Nl00/E120 0-25cm 1 2 1
TOTAL
TOTAI_
- 6 Surface
- 8 Surface A
6409
9
1
122
7
1
13
1
2 1
2
1 2 18 14 5
1
1
1 1
1 1 1
'i
7
7 1 5
6
7 2
5 8
3 4
1
2
40-22cm
0-12cm- 11 !':T1
-11 ST6
-10 RT2
_ 1 A
- 4 Surface from B
- 7 Surface
- 9 Surface D
- 5 Surface from A
-30 N900/E1040 0-19cm
-77 N120/E140 0-30cm
-70 NC N D.
-75 NC N.D.
-72 N140/E125 0-33cm
38AB12-24 N820/~1040.N.D.
1RAR7'i- ') ~ A
g
CIlIII
I I I III 0-1 I l:HISTORIC METAL ARTIFACTS III I 1/1 I 0-1 'M oM III~ I 'tl oM III III III ~ 0-1JJ I oM III Z ~ III 0-1 ~ CIl l: 0-1SOUTH CAROLINA ~ III . ..:l Z 0-1 CIl .. 1-<0-1 CIlI ~ ! g I-< CIl III o-I'M ~ CIl 'tl'tll: CIl III Ul: l: i ~ I-< I-< III CIl III III I-< oM CIl 0 .c~ IIISite No. Provenience 'M 'M 0 i oM III ;:l oM U I-< .c III u oM l: oM I-< U CIl oME-< :xl :xl N .... U :;: II) I'QII)U II) :::: ::> .... H O~ ::<:Whole Part.
-
I l.fuole Part Whole Part
38AB75-14 ST7 0-25cm I 3
-15 ST9 O-'\'icm 1-. ---_._- _J__ ? -.--
-16 STIO 0-28cm 1--.-
---
._-..
-- ..-
_'_'4_0._ ..-_._-- _.1__ .._-_..-.- .._--
--
-_.
--
I·---TOTAL
----
-2...4-. _2-.. -U-._ . ..1. 1 ._1__
--
I---.
--
---
1----_.
'tAA.R 11 'i_ 1 (0. .~_~1 -- I
- '\ Surf...." 2 1
1x1 - 4 Surface 2
1x1 - 5 Level A 0-10em 1
1x1 - 6 Level B 1O-20cm 8 1 2
- 7 N85/E80 0-30cm 7 25 1 2
- 8 N85/E85 0-17em 1 2
-10 N85/E95 Surface 1 Fr ing P n Fra tment
-11 N85 EllO 0-12cm 1
-12 N90 E70 N.D. 5 6 3
-11 .~ 0-1/\,.m 3 23 2 1 1 1
-14 N90 E85 0-10cm 2 6 1 1
-16 N94 E85 N.D. 3
-18 N95 E70 0-18cm 1
hel -lq NQ'i.'i/E73.5 LevA 19 16 35 10 1 el mp
-20 N95.5/E73.5 LevB 1
-24 NllO/E90 0-8em 1 1
TOTAL 48 18 103 12 1 1 1 1 14 2
38AB131- 6 N10-N15 seu 1 Le ~d Tir Welg t
- 7 N15-N20 seu 1
,
-11 N40-N45 seu 3
-14 N55-N60 seu 1 1 Ir n Str lD
-26 ST4 0-21cin 1
-29 Surfa"'e 1
TOTAL 4 1 2 2
38AB174A-9 N1080/E990 N.D. 1
174B-1 Surface 1
TOTAL 1 1
38AB21O-6 N20/EO 0-18em 2
1x1 -7 N30/EIO 0-gem 9 3 1 Ma hine ragme t
1x1 -8 N30/E10 9-15cm 1
TOTAL 12 3 1
N
.....
o
I ~ ~ ,..; I l::HISTORIC METAL ARTIFACTS ~ I ~ ,..; '''; .,.; <IIl:: 'tl '''; <II ~ ~ ... ,..;til I '''; <II Z ~ ~,..; § QJ l:: ,..;UJl ~ ,..:l Z ,..; QJ .. 1-1"'; QJSOUTH CAROLINA l:: ' ~ ~ U QJ (I)"'; '''; A. QJ 'tl'tll:: QJ <II Ua l:: 1-1 ... 1-1 I-l ru -Q) co <II I-l '''; QJ a .c'" (I)
Site No. Provenience '''; .,.; a i~ ~ ::l '''; U I-l .c <II ... .,.; g;::~ ... QJ :.df-< _ ::r:: ::r:: U :;: til JXltllU til :;: 0-
Whole Part Whole Part Whole Part
3SAB21S-2 NlOS/E71 0-9cm ! 1 1
-3 NlOS/E76 0-19cm i "I
-
-4 NlOS/ESI O-lOcm 7 J
TOTAL 11 3
-
3SAB216- 6 N60/EI00 0-21cm 1
- S NSO/E100 0-3Scm 1
- 9 NlOO/E100 N. D
-
1
-11 N140/EI00 N.D 1
TOTAL 1 2 1
--_.
3SAB221- 7 NSO/WI24.S.0-39c 1
-lU ST'in D U-lUcm 1 S
-11 N120/W120 0-29cm 1 f'~' ,n"r R· no
-14 NI00/W120 0-29cm 1 4
-16 NI00/W130 0-2Scm 2
-17 NSO/W130 0-23cm 1
-- ---
-lL.._
---TOTAL 2 .-L-.
--
I
3SAB226- 3 Surface from A Ill" 9 1 •
- 4 ST3 0-2Scm 1 1
- S ST4 0-30cm 1 T..., lJ"om TJh",,·
TOTAL 1 9 1 1 1 1
3SAB227- 1 Surface 3
- S ST in n 2
TOTAL 3 2
3SAB236- 1 General Surface Ii 1
- 2 NSO/E60 0-27C'.m 1
- S NIOO/ESO Q-31cm 1
TOTAL 6 1 1
3SAB244- 2 Surface 3
- 3 Surface 1
- 4 Surface 1 4
- S ST in A 0-ISrm I
- 7 ST9 O-Scm 1
- 9 ST in A
'" n I 4 4
-10 ST7 O-lOcm 1
"
::l
a
QJ
N
......
.....
-~--------------------------------------------------~~
o
CJ
I I I til ,...; I l:: ,IHISTORIC METAL ARTIFACTS til I
til I ~ 'M 'M r.l~ '1 'tl oM til til til l-l ~til oM I r.l Z ~ til ~ ~ Gl c:: ~SOUTH CAROLINA u CI til t.:l Z .-I Gl .. ,..~ Glco I ~ I u Gl Gl til .-I .... ~ Gl 'tl'tl l:: Gl I1l Uc:: l:: I l:: \.< j l-l '" '" til CI III til '" 'M Gl 0 ,J:: l-l ~1No. Provenience .... .... 0 . .... al ;:l .... u :.-a..= t1l l-l oM l:: .... '" l-l CJ :d ISite E-< ... :x: IN ..., U ~ CIl ~CIlU CIl ::J: ::> ..... .t<. -2:-:: ". I._._---,-
l~101c Part : I I l.]hole Part l.]hole Part I
.ft
_11 ~T'\ 0-10rm . I- I 1
--;
-12 ST4 0-1?,.m i --~.- ,__1__8___ _. ._--f--.
--- =:~~~~I__.~.c~:· -----r-··---TOTAL . 5 . ... .3.... 19 .4 . 2.-..- ..... _..... ......__ . ........_.... --- ....~..•--- ------ . .. _-- -..._--_.-
-_....- .._-.--_. ._._-- ._-_.... ----_..• .._-- .0'_0_... ---- -_.__. --_. -._-_ .._. .. -_.~-- _..- ...-
---
.._-f---38AB260- 3 N80/EllO N.D. ''1'"
N90/E1S0 1 - --1- ..- 1----. ---
._-_._--
-
7 N.D.
-15 N80/El12.1Q-13em 1
-16 N80/E1l2, O-lOcm 1
TOTAL 1 1 2 1
'\8AB27'\- 3 N80/E120 0-31cm 1 2 6
38AB279- 1 General Surface 1 5c ew-on llottH l,;ap
I
38AB282- 6 N1020/E91O 1
38AB28S- 2 STS N.D. 1·-
--
I
- j :>T2 N.D.
_..._...
----- ---- I
TOTAL '1--' 2
.....
..~...
..
, .
..
N
"N
'.
.' ". "
~ '. . ' ..
HISTORIC METAL ARTIFACTS
GEORGIA
I I
Ul
i
Ul ..-I
en ..-I '..I
i "0 '..I ell en en'..I rj Z en 0...c § Q),..:l z e ..-Ii cJ , Q) 0..-1 .... c:>.e I-< i .w I-< ell'(ll 0 III
I .... rj ;:l '..I CJ I-<.J:: ell .wNo-, U ~ til l'QtIlU til
I lVhole Part lVhole Part
-12 ST 0-24cm 2 2 1
-14 ST STR 24 0-19cm 1
1 Ri et
2 I
10 1 Ha ness f trap Euckle
3
I
20 2
-
1 Le d Bal
1 Fa fro Too
1
1
1 1
1 1 2 1
1 Ve etabl Peel r
3
3 1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
TOTAL
TOTAL
- 4 ST NW U-;!jcm
- 5 ST Wof House 0-1 cm
- 7 ST S of House 0-2 cm
...,24 ST 0-27cm 1
-22 ST 0-2lcm
- 3 Density Sample 2
9EB336- 2 Surface
9EB317- 1 General Surface
____...;T;;.OT~..;;.;.;;AL"'-- -+_--'1_2~-+--I_-+--I-:::.8_1-:.2_1-9::..._1-1~+--1_-+-_1--+..:..~-If--+-=--I'---+--1--+--jL.---1
-15 Eric '.s Rm 0-23cm
------'-16"-'Claudia's Rm 0-31cm
-17 Tom's Rm, 0-32--...;_;;.!2:.!.I....;S=T:=-::....:=::.t--;O:-_.;:20;..c·m--r---l---+--+--I---+---\--+---t---+---II--t---+---+~-t--I-;--;:-+--+--;j--;-:;:-l--+---I
I
9EB256- 1 General Surface
- ----
9EB306- 1 General Surface
- 3 N980/E840 O-llcm 1
N
- 7 NI000/E820 0-14cm
"w
- 8 NI000/E880 0-15cm
-10 NI020/E860 0-15cm 1
-13 NI020/E850 0-21cm 1
-16 N1050/E780 I\l n 4
-17 NI000/E760 0-26cm
TOTAL 2 5
1'9EB349- 1 Surface
\' :;:;;;;;-;;-;-;;--;;-;;-=:------!---I---+---+---I---I---1---:--1---+--+--+--+--I--I---j--j--+---;--+--+--+---j
QIO'B416- ? N70 E60 0-28cm
--i. n-2Rcm ---4---+--+_--+--"",1-1--+--I1----I---I1----I---t--_t_--t--_t_--+--+---I
_ c; '''nn 1l-2f;cm 1
__--:-:......!i6!...N!!9Z!Ou..E.E~80!!_--!:!o-=..!:J16~c:!!Jm4_-_J__,-+_-_J-_+_-_+~1--I--_+~1-f__=__+--f--+---If--+--If---f--_J----f----I----1----II----l
____....ITf..!./OT!!l!iAL~ -I___1_~1-+__+-_I--_1_-=2-+--_1_-'1~_t_2.-1-I--_I--+---+---I--4---+--I---I---t--+--4---t
III
::l
o
III CIl
!!!", 11 1' Ii -n!! I ~ ~:z;~ -n...'..-I~~HISTORIC METAL ARTIFACTS ~v ~ ~ III III ~
GEORGIA U :J11Il ,.:I:l! ~ 1Il..-l~~ e.. "'..-I CIl
..:S::.;i:;t;.:e:.....::N::;o.:..__..:p..:rc.=o.:.v=en::.i:::e:::n:.:c:::e=---+Wh~O-:l~~TC::'::p'-art ! -4.....!:~~_II-!;~~g..:~.L..-l-1Wh-O-l....::~~-p-"r-t+1Wh-,o---'1:=r~-p-a-r-t+~~~~~~~~54-....:cn~5_l--~e~'--41J::~b!.,;~=CIlw....~el--l=~~.I£~~,+_~iili:l--+__t-_-t__-+__-I--_--l
1
QF.B4'\O- 7 PHT12 N.D. 1 Bor 1 ~heer lera'
5 2 2
1 ()']7) P,lnnv
-QiBb';~-l Surface
- '\ !':lIrfal'P R
1
..:Q:u:.llO'RH~\.~_I.;.I:.7._::......Il~JlRlil1d~.. 0:JUI~...JM'li~,~U~I...I....iloW'~IJIIIol~n~_--I__-I--_--I__-I--__l--_-l-__I-_-I-_L-.I-l-_-II--_+-_-t__+-_-t__+-_-+__+-_-+-__+-~-1-_ _I
KRVTO ~IC ARTIFACT T IRLES
_~S~T~-~Sh~o!;!.:"v[l.e~li:-!:t:.!:e'2s~t -Ir-_-+__+-__l-_-+__+ __-l-_-+__+---1---1,""-+--+---1---+--+--1---+--+- ---~---4---1
1x1 - one meter sauare tElst un:l
SCU - surface collection unit
PHT - nost hole test
AT - bUl'ket "uaer test
- NC - no coordinates lZivel
ND - no denth recorded
APPENDIX F
MISCELLANEOUS HISTORIC ORGANIC AND NONORGANIC
ARTIFACTS FROM 84 SITES AND ISLAND'S-CLEVELAND
PROPERTY RECONNAISSANCE
275
276
ORGANIC NON-ORGANICMISCELLANEOUS HISTORIC
I I U)ARTIFACTS .-l I U) 4.1as 0 s= U) u 000 I 4.1 ! 5 ..-I ;j CIlSOUTH CAROLINA s= lJ i .-l 00 .-l U) .c U) ~ 4.1 "" ""
""
g
""
.-l .-l CIl 4.1 4.1 'tl CIl 4.1 U) .... 4.1 CIl CIl
0 ~ as I as as I CIl o "" CIl 0 ~ ..-I as 4.1 as o as "" Q, .cSite No. Provenience ;;! .2 8 '8cri .c ~~ ~ ~ ~ "" ] ~ .9cri ~~ ~00
-
Ct WI"
38AB9- 4 ATI 27-37cm 1 1 c~ •., C" 1,11
-4'i Nl fOfF-110 0-2'icm Ii i _3 1 1 l'i
-46 N103/E95 0-25cm 1 1.8
-47 N95/E95 0-16em 2 10.2
-48 N5E5 N D. 1
-SO Nl' 0~26cm 2 1 7 ,;.
-52 Nl' 0-29cm 1 1 1711.
-55 Nl' 0-33cm 9 1l. 7
-56 Nll/R5 0-1.0"m 3 2 "1 ... n
_"1 ••n. I~n. O-?7"m 1 ,,"I ?t.i. 'Q
..1;, lJ11 r; 1"1M O-?R"m 1 76 1?R."
~"/RQn n-l""m "I ?
-61. NC 1I.-71cm h 5 1 "
-67 NI00/El1.0 0-42cm 2 2 ?J,. -n
_"R N1nn/~ ....n n-?""m 1 ~ Mn I-~~y t /liIIllilDt'" ? I; o ~
_7n NC N_n. 1 3 "I Ii
-72 Nl1.0/E12'i 0-3"11'm 3 1 -:tl; 7
_7r; NC N.D. 1 1 1 11.
_"17- M1 20/ElI.0 0-30cm I. ,,-,
.:.,,, NC N.D. 1
~ I. 2 21 Ii 3 1 181 ."R1 _1 1 I.
18ABI2-~1020/EI01.0 0-14 m 2 191.2
-~~c..." n-11"m 1
"JC;-~.:rii n-"I""m 1 11i
TOTAl 1 1 ? ...
--"11",,1'11<_ 1 Gener"l Surface 1 lQO"l 'i
Ivl
- Ii Level A <I_1n"m 2
1v1
- " Level R.I0-10,.m R 10 1 7" n
- 8 N85 E85 0-17em 1 1 1 "Ii
-12 N90 E70 N.D. 5 131.1 1 Wa nut
-14 N90 E85 0-lOem 1 1 7t;.'i
...1 'iNQ1 E90 N.D 2
_""iR NQ'i IR·O o lRcm 2 Rr; "1 1
1v1 lQ NQr;.'i E71 5 Lev 6 3 1 r; 1* *P r""l" n
_?n N9'i.5 E73.5 Lev 3 11 I.t; 'i
-?"1 ..... ~ N n 2 ';"1 Ii
TOTAl 10 8 18 1 17 1l1RR.R 1 1
N
.......
00
ORGANIC NON-ORGANIC
MISCELLANEOUS HISTORIC I IARTIFACTS , II)r-l I II) ....., i 0 ~l II) u 00SOUTH CAROLINA 0 I ... s:: .... .~ Q)e :J i r-l II) ..:: II) 0 ... ... ...Q) ... r-l r-l00 r-l Q)'" ... ..., Q) ... II) ....... Q) l!0 Cl .., .., ! ~~, Q) o ... Q) 0 .0 .... .., ... .., o .., ... PoSft-" No Provenience ~ .g a 8 Utll ;j ;j~ ~ ~ .:l ~rt .il ~ .£~ ~~ ~
-
Ct. Wt.
38AB131- 1 N,\O-N'Vi !':CU 1 ?
- 5 N5-NlO seu 1 1 1 ? :IrH el
- 6 NIO-NI5 SCU - 1 1 ?
- 7 N15-N20 SCU 1
-10 N35-N40 SCU 1 -
-11 N40-N45 SCU 1 1 - 2 1 ?
-17 !':tn-!':l'i !':cn 1
-I/) S20-S''i sr.n 1 PI '"rf" !':h"l
-,,, !':T!. O-?I"m
-
2 ?
TOTAl, 1 2 1 2 '\ I> 1 1
-10 N D 4 1 1 , '\ 1
38AB221- 7 N80/WI24. 'i .O-39c 1 1
_ /) tJlln/uQn O_'\O"m !. 'i'i!..'i
_In !'IT n 0-10,.m 'iii
TOTAl. 1 4 SS4,S 1 'i'i
- S ST R N D 1 Pe ."h Pi
- I> O.,.4'\"m ? 7.? 28 Ph mo Re ord F amnen :8
_ 7 "A, 0-3Scm 2
TOTAL 2 2 7.2 28
3lSAB244- 7 ST9 0-5cm 1 5.1
-9STinA N.D. 2
-12 ST4 0-12cm 2
-13 Surface 2(W) 531.9
476.5
TOTAL 2 3 013.5 2
38AB260- 9 N100/E110 N.D. 1 .4
38AB275- 3 N80/E120 0-31cm 1 4 3.0 4 As halt hunks
\.
MISCELLANEOUS HISTORIC ORGANIC NON-ORGANICI I
Ul
ARTIFACTS , Ul Ulill I Ul ... IIIi 0 ~ .-I Ul 0 bOGEORGIA I ... bO I-i ..-l l:S i ..c:: Ul ~~ 1-0 III ... '..I QJ 1-0 1-0.-I .-IbO ... '" QJ QJ ... L~ ....... QJ QJ0 ~ a III ! ~~I QJ 0 .0 •..1 III ~ 1-0 III o III 1-0 l:l. ..c::Site No. Provenience 0 0 ~ ~ , 1-0 1-0 ~o 0:' ~;;:: lll~ ~..: u Utll l:<lP<.. P<..
-
Ct. Wt Ct Wt
9EB201- 3 ST 1 2 1.3 1 10
-
- 4 ST 0-6cm 2 2 2 2 2
- 5 ST 0-12cm 7
-
- 6 ST 0-8cm 4 4
-
3 21.0 1
-
- 7 ST 0-12cm 3 1 4 2.5
- 8 ST 0-12cm 4 2
- 9 ST 0-15cm 2 52.2 1 32.5
-10 ST 0-15cm 2 1 2.6
-11 ST 0-23cm 4 4
-12 ST 0-24cm 1 54.8 1 85
-13 ST 0-25cm 41 68.4 3 1.7
-14 ST 0-19cm 3 13 797.0
-15 Eric's Rm 0-23cm 2 3.5 1 1.5
-17 Tom's Rm 0-32cm 2·
-
9 16.2
-18 Tom's Rm 0-28cm 1 1 2.1
-19 Eric s Rm 0-23cm 1 1 1 6.2
-20 ST 0-2lcm 3 8.2
TOTAL 2 25 9 64 981.0 3 27 101.4 8 3 10
9EB256- 1 General Surface 1
9EB306- 9 N1020/E800 0-35cm 4 83.2
-11 N1040 E800,N.D. 1
-14 N1000 E780 0-22cm 1 4.9
-16 N1050 E780 N.D. 5 5.1
-20 N1080 E780 0-30cm 2
-21 N1080 E760 0-14cm 3
TOTAL 5 1 10 93.2
9EB317- 2 Densitv Samnle 1 2
- 3 Densitv Sample 2 1 Cc mb
- 4 Densltv Samnle 3 1
TOTAL 2 1 1
9EB336- 2 Surface 1
qRRt.1E;- q Nllo/E100 0-33cm 3
ORGANIC NON-ORGANIC
.....,
00
o
MISCELLANEOUS HISTORIC , I I Ul UlARTIFACTS
.J] I Ul .... alI 0 c:: r-l Ul 0 DOI .... ~! DO 101 'rt c::GEORGIA S .c: Ul 101 al .... 'rtQl 101 101r-l I r-lDO .... 'tI QI QI .... Ul ........ QI QI0 ~ 6 al ! al III I QI 0 , 'rt al ,D 101 al o III 101 Po .c:Site No. Provenience .:;l 0 Or-l ~ ~ ~~ 'rt ~ ~cri ~~ ~U UUl Ia<
Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt.
RBR ISLAND SURVEY -
9EB290- 2 Surface Tressel
-
I Ti e Fra unent
9EB444-' 2 STl O-JOcm J
- J ST2 N.,n. 4
-TOTAL 7
9EB458- 2 PHTI O-lOOcm 5
- 4 Nt' N,n J
-TOTAL 5 J
KEY TO HISTORIC ARTIFACT TA: LES
Information:
!':T - Ahnv.. l test
Ixl - one meter souare te t ooi
SCU - surface collection' Itlit
PHT - Dost hole test
AT - bucket au2er test
NC - no coordinates Riven
ND - no depth recorded
'_ ,II'
,-
38A89 MILLWOOD PLANTATION
o ~o 100 FEU
() ? 10 ~ 102' :!O Mf.:T£RS
:::5INGU: Cl1IMNEY
EiOOtJlL(CHlMHf;Y
• rltEl!: T.'lUNIIORSTUMI'
eTRf:E
~STrt.llQ
1lOCIlr._~",
'4'/j
":~.11111;11~'.~:--
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